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ABSTRACT

Th is dissertation examines the various forms of informal settlements ill evidence in the Greater
Edendale Area, and extracts the design criteria for the development of an appropriatc land reco rds
system to manage these informal settlements and their upgrading processes.

It is shown that the various setllement patterns in existence ill the Greater Edcndale Area (uEA)

reflect the apartheid history of South Africaand the policiesofthe previous governments. All exhibit
certain aspects of informality, and therefore exist at various points on a continuulll of formal ityinformality. Certain settlement patterns, such as the properties within formal tow nships developed
by the former Department ofDevelopmcllt Aid, possess Illany formal aspects and relatively fewer
informalities, whereas others. for example Iheconventional infonnal settlements on State owned land,
are informal in almost every respect.

It is shown that the gove rnment ' s policies re4uire infonnal aspects of settlements relating to land

tenure and services should be upgraded , and that the respon sibility for such upgrading has been
delegated to the local government level. I will show that this upgrading of infonnal settlements can
be broken down into four major processes which make up the overall upgrading process. These are

land delivery, land tenure reform , provision of serv ices, and cost recovery . It is argued that to
effectivclydeal with these upgrading responsibilities. the local government structure. in th is case the
Pietennaritzburg-MsUllduzi Tran sitional Local Council , should develop and maintain a land records
system at the local level , with community participation to ensure sustail1ability.

The design requirements for slIch a system are identified throughout the chapters, and are drawn
together in the final chapter as a set of design criteria for the land records system. These design
criteria call be represented by five main themes: firstly, that lhe land records system should be based
on the design of the multipurpose cadastre; secondly, that in addition, it should accommodate nOI1parcel-based tellures; thirdly, that it should incorporate temporal GIS technology; fourthly, that it
should be eas ily accessible tothe community; and finally, that it should incorporate the users' needs
and should be extremely user-friendly.
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CAD

Computer Aided Draughting I Computer Aided Design

City

The City ofPictcrrnaritzburg, immed iately prior lo incorporation
into the TLC.

LJLJA

Department of Development Aid , the government dcpartmcnt
which controlled the SADT. and which therefore controlled land
for Blacks. as wcll as almost cvery aspect of their lives. It was
di sbanded on I April 1992. and the control previollsly exercised
by this department was passed to the Administrator of the
province concerned.

DD" general plans

General plan s which were surveyed and prepared in term s of the
Land Survey Act (then Act 9 of 1927). but which did not take into
account any underlying cad3stral records. These general plan s
could not be approved by the Surveyor General nor regi stered by
the Registrar of Deed s. and are theretore inferior to freehold
general plan s.

DFA

Dcvelollment Facilitation Act (No 67 of 1995).

Data (and information)

Data are raw collections of fa cts, held in alpha-numeric form. or
graphica lly, or asdigital images (Dale and MeLaugh lin: 1988: 8).
Informatio n is processed data which is presented in a combined
and meanin gful fonn. and which can be understood and lI sed by
decision makers (loc. cif.).

Edcndale Proper

The farm Edendale No 775 (previously Welverdicnd). being the
north western quarter (roughly) of the GEA. This land is totally
under freehold ownership. rhe word' Proper' is to distingui sh it
from the wider area, including large tracts of state land wh ieh is
oftcn rcferred to generally as Edendale.

GEA

Greater EdcndaleArea. comprising Edendale proper. Edendale
East, Imbali, Slangspruit. Ashdown and Plessislaer.

GIS

Geographic Information System (see Para 6.2 below).

IndulIG

Oncofa Zu lu chiefs most senior officia ls. PI.I::induI1G, although
I use the plo il1dullas, which is more common in English usage.

Information (and data)

See Data (and infonnation) above.

KZNPA

KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Administration.

LIS

Land Information System (see Para 6.2 below) .

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation.

PMTLC

Pietermaritzburg-Msunduzi Transitional Local Council.

Political c leansing

(Of an area), where political extremists chase out any landowners
who are not affi liated to the correct political party for which that
area has been chosen.

Proclaimed township

Proclaimcd as a town forthe occupation ofl:Jlack persons in terms
of Section 30( 1)ofthe Black Administration Act (No 38 of 1927).

PTO

Permission 10 Occupy Certificate, a temporary personal right in
land , created in terms ofProc larnalion R 18811969, and issued 10
a person as authority to occupy a specified portion of land in

3n

1I11procla imcd area.
SADT

Soulh African Dcvclol)Olcnt Trust, thc(most recent name of the)
trust crcated under the Native Trust and Land Act, No 18 of 1936,
created to control land for Blacks.

ULTRA (Act)

Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights Act (No I t2 of (991).

UNCHS

United Nations Centre for Human Settlements.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Government policies for the most part of this century have created the circumstances which have led to a
range of informal settlement types developing throughout South Africa. Many Blacks have had little option
but to live in such informal sett lements. Durand-Lasserve estimates that, on average, in developing

countries, informal housing and informal urban growt h affect more than 40% of the population (DurandLasserve: 1996: 1). As a result of a recently comp leted Masakhane questionnaire-survey in the Greater
EdcndaleArea, which will be discussed below (see Chapter Two), it has been found that informal hous ing
makes up around 60% of the total housi ng of the Greater Edendale Area (GEA) (see Map #9 in Appendix
A). The new South African government seeks to improve the s ituation regarding informal settlements.

The most common form of informal settlement in urban and peri-urban areas generally, is the conventional
informal settlement, which is composed of "dense sett lements comprisi ng commun ities housed in self
constructed shelters under conditions of informal or traditional land tenure" (i-lindson and McCarthy : 1994 :
I ). In addition to this conventiona l form , the previous governments' policies have also had the effect that
some settlements in which Blacks live, which appear to be totally formal, that is, where all aspects of the
land tenure, servicing. and hous ing appear to be in accordance with the " legal, urban and environmental
standards set by public authorities" (Durand-Lasserve: 1996: 1-2), are on closer examination not so, and
are informal. I wi ll s how (see Chapter Three) that informal settlements exist on a continuum of formalityinforma lity, where the various aspects of each settlement range between total formality, and total
informality.

One of the major focu sses of this d issertation, are the land tenure issues relating to informal settlements.
in relation to the upgrading (tenure and services) of these settlements. I will show (see Chapters Four and
Five) that the land tenure patterns which have developed in the Greater Edendale Area (GEA) are due to

-2the policies of the past governments, and are varied and exist on the continuum of formality-informa lity .
Examp les of this formality- informality, which are described more fu lly below (in C hapter Three), in
relation to land tenure issues are: firstly, the (apparently formal) freeh old privately owned properti es in
EdendaJe Proper which have not been registered or where the registration is not current; second ly, the
inferior titles registered under legislation relating to the former Department of Development Aid; thirdly,
the un recorded tenure rights of tenants on privately owned land in so-called <backyard shacks '; and fina lly.
the unrecorded de/acto tenu re rights and informal land holdings of the conventional informal settlements
on State owned land.

With res pect to the latter, where I am referring to land tenure rights which appear to be establi shed by
virtue of the occu pat ion of the ground, but where it is not known whether the occupant has rights la the
land or not, as in a conventiona l informa l settlement, ' shall refer to them as de/aclo land tenure. De/aclo
is defined as " in fact, whether by right or not", and de j ure is defined as "by right" (Oxford: 1982: 249,
25 1).

I am aware of, but have not taken into account in th is dissertation, the two recent pieces of

legislation, being the Interim Protection of In formal Land Rights Act (No 31 of 1996) and the Prevention
o f Illegal Eviction From and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act (No 19 of 1998), which could have the
effect of transforming this de/aclo tenure into dejure rights in some instances. However, I argue that, in
any event, the definition of de/acto takes care of that eventuality. These two Acts have not been dealt with
in a s ubsta ntive way in this dissertation beca use of the limitation o n time, but the recommended design
criteria (Chapter Seven) will accommodate the effects of these Acts, by enabling easy updating of tenure
rights where appropriate.

I w ill show (see Chapter Two) that the present government has taken steps to improve the s itu ation
concerning informal settlements and has published po lic ies and legislation in this regard. There are policies
firstly, in relation to the right of all people to a safe and healthy environmc.."lll (South African Government:
1996a: 10), and for susta inable ways to be found to meet the needs of communities and to improve their
quality of living (South Afri can Government: 1998a:1 5- 16), including the delivery of services in a
sustainable manner (ibid.: 43). Secondly, there are policies regarding the implementation of a land delivery
and land tenure reform programme which will provide for, in/er alia, the extension of security of tenure
to all South A frjcans (South African Government: 1997b: 7), the upgrading of land tenure which is
insecure in law as a result of past racially discriminatory laws or practices (South African Government:
1996a: 11), and the development of a variety of diverse new forms of tenure which reflect the tenure
a rrangements on the ground and which are more appropriate for the circumstances of the people (South

-3African Government: 1997b: 60). Thirdly, I wi ll show that, also contained in government policy, is the
decentralisation of the responsibi lities for the upgradi ng referred to above, to local government level, so
that deci sions can be made, with the involvement of the local community, at the level where there is closer

contact with the potential benefic ia ri es of the land tenure reform and upgrading progra mmes (ibid.: 98,
South African Government: 1998a: 37).

As a resu lt of the history of South Africa reflected in the Greater Edendale Area and these government

policies, I will show that the upgrading of informa l settlements can be broken down into four major
processes which make lip the overall upgrading process. These are land delivery, la nd tenure reform,
provision of services, and cost recovery. These processes of upgrading sha ll be di scussed in more detail
below (see Chapter Two).

T he main focus of thi s dissertation, however, is the design of an appropriate land records system which
s hould be established at the loca l government level to manage these four processes of upgrading. In each
chapter I will extract those features wh ich will have an impact on the design of an appropriate land records
system to manage the upgrading process. I will s how (see Chapter Six) that such a land records system
should be a form of land information system (LIS), and should be based on the design of the mUlti purpose
cadastre, as this system sat isfies many of the informa tion requi rements and design criteria of the land
records system identified in the preceding chapters. However, a lthough a LI S is a lmost invariably parcelbased (A rrowsmith: 1989: 11 ; Barnes: ND: 2; Ezigbalike, Rakai & Williamson: 1995: 14), but need not
necessa rily be so (Dale & McLaughl in : 1988: 11 ; Latu: 1995: 25), a mUltipurpose cadast re is a lways
parcel-based (Oale& McLaughlin: 1988: 63; Barnes: NO: 4). Therefore, the land records system w ill not
be wholly a multipurpose cadastre, but I will show that the la nd records system should be a form of
multipurpose cadastre, incorporating its design, but with additi ona l information requ irements and design
criteria s pecifica lly for the informal sett lements in the GEA. This addi tional data would not norma lly fOl-m
part of the design of a multipurpose cadastre. T he main set of add itional data req uired is that of the
various informal non-parcel-based tenures found in the GEA, in addition to the fo rma l parcel-based
cadast ral records in the land records system, wh ich I argue, should both be accommodated in a dual la nd
tenure system. The other set of additional data required is his to rical data, to record the trails of legal
evidence to facilitate the adjudicatory process. Finally, I shall summarise ( in C ha pter Seven) the
requ irements from all the other chapters to present a conceptual design of an appropriate land records
system to manage the processes of upgrading informa l settlements in the Greater Edendale Area.
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1.2

An Introduction to the Pietermaritzburg - Edcndalc Area

In this section 1 begin by introducing the Pictcrmaritzburg-Edcndalc Area a nd the history of its early land

tenure patterns and land admini stration systems. Thereafter I will present and brieny discuss the various
land tenure patterns in evidence in the PMTI ,C area as a whole. to contextual ise the study area of the GEA

(C hapters Two to Seven). I then present a summary of the contents of each of the chapters of this
dissertation. Finally I sha ll discuss my research methods, includ ing my credentials and background

experience.

T he Ci ty of Pictcrmaritzburg is one of the capita ls of the province of K waZulu-Natal (the other being
Ulundi in the former KwaZulu). a nd is s ituated in the KwaZulu-Natal midlands, on the na tiona l road
between Durban and Johannesburg. The borough of the o ld City (pre-1995) covered approximate ly 14809
Ha, with a popu lat ion of around 180000, made up of a ll the various popu lation groups (Ref.- field notes).
The old City had a classical so called 'White' city structure, with a centra l business dist rict, a nd separate
a reas for residential, industria l, commercial a nd educational la nd uses a round it, as well as public open
spaces and other facilities for recreation inte rspersed.

The Greater Edenda le area (GEA) is approx imately 8 600 Ha in extent a nd lies immediately to the south
west of the o ld C ity of Pietermaritzburg (see Map # 1) (KZNPA: 1995: I ). It is an area which was
proclaimed for occupation by Blacks, by vari ous Proclamations in terms of the previous government 's
apartheid policies. The Edenda le a rea conta ins a population of a round 190000 people (Ioc.cil.), a lthough

other est imates put the popu lat ion at a round 330 000 ( Integrated Planning Services: 1995: 88). This latter
report admits though, that there a re large a nd unsatisfactory differences in population fi gures for the a rea.
There a re very few employment o pportunities in the formal business secto r in the G reater Edcndale Area
itself - for a ll intents and purposes it is a dormitory-town of Pictermaritzburg (KZNPA: 1995: 1-5). Part
of the land is owned in freehold title, wh ile the majority is State owned. There a re no tribal areas within
the Greater Edendale Area. The G reater Edenda le Area was recent ly incorporated ( in mid-I 995), together
with the o ld C ity of Pietermaritzburg, the farms Shenstone and Ambleton, and other minor pieces of land,
to ma ke up the Pietermaritzburg-Msunduzi Transitional Loca l Council area (refer to Map # I )(Ref.- field
notes).

-5Pielermaritzburg was first settled in 1838 (Haswell: 1988: 24). The town was surveyed and laid out by
Grey!ing, in a simi lar fashion 10 other towns which Piet Retiers party of Voortrekkers had estab li shed,
such as Congella, Wcenen, Utrecht, and Lydenburg, with erven of approximately 450 x 150 feet (about

137 x 46 metres). By April 1839 more than 120 erven had been granted (ibid.: 24-25). Ownership of land
was reserved for the Voortrekker cit izens, or burghers.

It has not been possible to establish with certainty, from the references I have consu lted and people I have

interviewed from the S urveyor General 's office, exactly what records were kept of the origina l survey of
Pietermaritzburg. However, a pl an called a "General Plan of Pictcrmaritzburg" dated "November 1845",
showing dimensions and ErfNumbers, was prepared of the survey of the centre of Pietermaritzburg by the
"Government Surveyor" (Haswell: 1988 : 22). It was general practice of the Vo/broad, since 1838, to
iss uc grants offarms and erven in Natal to the Voortrekkers. These were regi stered in Cape Town until the
fi rst Registra r of Deeds in Nata l was appointed in 1846, when the records pertaining to property in Nata l
were returned ( Lcster and Teversham: 1995: 103). Therefore it appears that records were kept of the
ear liest property su rveys and registration of ownership in Pietermaritzburg.

British authority over Natal was proclaimed in 1843, and the major ity of Voortrekker families moved
in land. British immigrants moved into town in their places, and started to subdivide the original plots. By
1854 when the first elected Town Council was formed in Pietcrmaritzburg. the borough consisted of some
460 erven and a ro und 26 000 acres ( 10 500 Ha) of Townlands (commonage) (Wills: 1988: 27). Land
rights in the old Pieterma ritzburg City part of the PMTLC area, as well as in parts of the GEA, became
highly fonna liscd. and comprised almost exclusively freehold rights in terms of the South African cadastral
and registration systems. However, I will show that Blacks were largely prevented from owning land, and
were forced to live on ly in areas designated for occupation by Blacks, where titles to land were either not
recorded at all, or were recorded in a dual registration system which was considered to be inferior to, and
less secure than, freehold title. J will show that these factors had a profound innuence on the evolution of
land tenure and land administration in the GEA, and on the development of informal settlements in the area.

The way that the Voortrekker towns were laid out effectively separated the colonists from the indigenous
popu lation. The Black residents werc expected to provide their own accommodation on the per iphery of
town, although usually accommodation was provided for certain categories of employees, in barracks,

-6hostels or compou nds (Wi lls: 1988: 33-35). Onc exception was Sobantu Village which was set out on a
port ion of the Pietcrmaritzburg Townlands in 1923. specifically for occupation by Blacks (ibicl.: 40).

In terms o f the Nati ve(Urban Areas) Act of 1923 and its amendment in 1937, Black residential areas were
effect ively rest ricted to the distant fringes of the City (ibid.: 41). Furthermore, from around 1950 onwa rds

the government established segregated areas or Group Areas for the race groups other than Blacks, in an
attempt to el iminate what they termed the friction between the various race groups in the Union of South
A frica, a nd later the Republic (/oc.cil.). The govern ment implemented this po licy in practice by separating

the racial groups physical ly by buffer zones, and by forcing peopl e who found themselves in the wrong race
group areas to move to their correct group areas, as leg islated by the government. In this way group areas
for Whites, Indians and Coloureds were created in the C ity, as well as in the rest of the country. The Group
Areas Act ( 1950) effectively prevented the extension of Soban tu Village in situ, and diverted any additiona l
African residents in the city to the Black townships of Edendale Proper, Ashdown and 1mbal i, a ll to the
south west of Pietermaritzburg (loC.Cif.) (Sec Map # I ).

Severa l factors such as the abolition of infiu x cont ro l, which had previously restricted the movement of
Blacks, and widespread mobilisation against Black landowners during the latter 1980s, resulted in the
mass urbanisation of Blacks. Blacks started to squat on privately owned land in urban areas, genera lly.
and sett led informally in great numbers on State and municipal owned land within a nd on the peripheries
of most towns and c ities (Hindson and McCarthy: 1994: 8). From my observations this was a lso true of
the Pietermaritzbu rglEdcndale area.

I conclude. even in the ea rly days of the founding ofPieterma ritzburg, land rights were formally recorded,
and the land in Pietermaritzburg was reserved for residence largely by Whites on ly, whi le Blacks were
fo rced to reside in the neighbouring Edendale valley which was developing in parallel with
Pietermaritzburg. The history of the land tenure patterns and land administration systems which resulted
in the GEA area are discllssed below (sec C hapters Four and Five).
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1.3

Various forms of Land Tenure in the Pietcrmaritzburg-Msunduzi T,..... nsitional
Local Council Area

I will begin by introducing and briefly describing the various forms of land tenure in existence in the
PMTLC area, for the purpose of defining them for use throughout this dissertation. I will show that the
forms of land tenure vary in formality from formal registered freehold title to informal land holdings with
no legal stand ing.

Starting at the most formal end of the scale, are those freehold righls which are formally s urveyed in
accordance with the Land Survey Act (No. 8 of 1997) (which recently replaced the Land Survey Act, No.

9 of 1927). and registered as freehold title in terms of the Deeds Registries Act (No. 47 of 1937). Under
this system of tenure the holder of the rights enjoys full ownership and maximum control over the land.
These cadastral and registration systems in place in South Africa are considered world-wide 10 be oflhe
best, from the aspects of security of title and accuracy (Lester and Teversham: 1995: 104: Barnes: ND:
23, citing Simpson: 1976).

I have established that a ll land in the PMTLC area has been surveyed and registered, and is in the
owners hip of either private individuals or the State. Land which is held in this manner shall be referred to
as ' freehold land' or 'land under freehold title'. I will s how (see Chapter Four) that there is, however, some
land under private freehold title which has been informally transferred, without registration of the
transaction. In these cases, I argue, land rights which appear to be freehold, have become partially
informal, in the sense that the rightful owner of the land is not recorded in the formal records.

I will also show (see Chapter Four) that on some of the State owned freehold land in the Greater Edendale
Area of the PMTLC, inferior land rights or permits, not s urveyed and registered as described above, were
granted to Black people living there by the previous government (see Map #3). I will s how (in Chapter
Four) that these inferior land rights and permits range in sophistication, formality and security, but even
the st rongest is not as secure as freehold title, and they are therefore generally not favoured by the
community.

I will show further (see Chapter Five) that there is also de facIo land tenure where a community or
individuals have occupied freehold land owned by the State in conventional informal settlements for some

-8time, perhaps for generations, and they have acquired rights in the land due to their s ustained occupation
of it (see Maps #5 and #6). There may a lso be informal land ho ldings where people have invaded land
ill ega lly w ithout the owner's permiss ion.

Finally, I will show thallhere are dense informal settlements in the form of backya rd shack settlements on
many of the privately owned properties in Edendale Proper and parts of PI essis la er (see Maps # I and #4),
where unrecorded landlord· tenant arrangements exist between the informal settlers and the landowner (see

C hapter Five). These are the most dense orall informal settlements in the GEA.

I wil l describcthesc va rious formal/i nforma l and inferior la nd rights and land holdings in more detail below
(in Chapters Four and Five), and show that they comprise the various different fonn s o f informal
settlement, and that there is a need for them to be upgraded .

1.4

Content of Chapters

1.4.1

Chapter Two: The Government's Land Tenure Reform and Upgrading Policies

I begin in Chapter Two by identifying the three main recent pieces of legis lation and legis lation-in-progress
which estab lish the government's policy regarding the upgrading of informal sett lements. These are the
Const itution of the Republic of South Africa (1996), the White Paper on South African Land Policy
(1997). and the White Paper on Local Government (1998). I will show that these policy documents refer
to the four main processes in the upgradingofinformal settlements, as identified above, being land delivery,
land tenure reform, provision of services, a nd cost recovery.

I will show that land delivery related to informal sett lements in an urban area, compri ses the processes by
w hich land is formally made ava il able for the settlement, with the authority of the local government
structure, for the upgrading of the informal settlement. T his may be a so-ca lled' in-situ upgrade' where the
informal sett lement remains largely in the sa me location, or it may be a so-called 'greenfields upgrade'
where the settlement is relocated to an a lternati ve piece of land . I will show that all three of the
abovementioned pol icy documents deal with land delivery, and require that the loca l government body for
the area attends to this iss ue as a priority.

-9I will continue by describing certain aspects of the government's land tenure reform programme as they
apply to informal settlements, and show that it is the local authority's responsibility to institute such land

tenure reform measures in accordance with the Constitution orllle Republic of South Africa (1996), and
the White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997). I will show that land tenure reform comprises two
separate processes; the upgrading of ex.isting inferior land rights, and the development of innovative new
land tenure models for new land rights to be created in the future. Upgrading existing land rights includes
the process of ascertaining the trail of legal evidence in respect of existing land ho ldings to establish valid
existing land rights. Regarding new land tenure models, I wi ll show that the government 's policies require
that a variety of flexible and diverse tenure systems must be available, including both group-based and
individual-ownership-based systems, and that the people should be able to choose the appropriate tenure
system for their land holdings from this diverse range. I will then describe the principles of the two
fundamental tenure systems referred to, namely the group-based tenure system and the individually-based
system.

Regarding the provision of services, I will also show that, in terms of the government's White Paper on
Local Government (1998), the local authority is obliged to physically upgrade informal settlements within
its area of jurisdiction, and to provide, at least, essentia l services to the residents of such sett lements in a
sustainable way, and to provide a healthy living environment for all its residents. The final process of cost
recovery applies mainly to the provision of services. It is government policy that the local authority should
look to effectively managing the sustainability of settlements in its area of jurisdiction by instituting cost
recovery measures, including the collection of payments from the owners and occupants for municipal rates
and taxes and for municipal services used.

I will show that, in order to manage the processes involved in the management and upgrading of informal
settlements, an appropriate land records system, with reliable and accessib le records of the sett lement and
the people in it, is required. The implications of these government policies and legislation, and of the two
fundamental land tenure reform systems proposed, namely the group-based and individually-based
ownership systems, on the design of the land information system will be investigated.
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1.4.2

Chapter Three: A Conceptual Framework for Informal Settlements in the Greater
Edendale Area

In C hapter Three I examine some broad definitions of in fo rmal settlements from both local and
intcrnationalliterature. and show that informal settlements in the GEA conform to these broad definitions .

I wi ll show that, because of the hi story of South Africa and of the land tenure patterns and land
administration systems for Blacks in the country, all settlement in the GEA ex ists at various levels on a
contin uum of formality- informality. There are varying aspects of informality in every form of land ten ure
in the GEA. even in those land tenure patterns which appear to be totally formal. Finally, I w ill evaluate
the effects of these findings on the design of the land information system for informal settlements in the

GEA.

1.4.3

Chapter Four: The History of Recorded Land Tenure Rights in the Greater EdendaJe
Area

In C hapter Four J will describe the history of the recorded land tenure rights and land administration
systems in South Africa , and more particularly in the Greater Edenda le Area, a nd evaluate the effects that
this history ha s had on the land tenure patterns in the GEA. I will show, for example, how the previous
government 's apartheid policies played a big part in the development of informal sett lements of var ious
types and at various levels on the continuum of forma lity-informal ity, with distinct variations, dependent
on the different types of underlying tenure. I wi ll also show that as a res ult of past government pol icies,
and the history of land tenure patterns and land administration systems in the GEA, certain aspects of a ll
forms of land tenure in the GEA, even the (apparently formal) recorded freeho ld rights, contain
informa lities of one kind or another, and fall somewhere on the continuum of formality-informa lity
described, and therefore s hou ld be upgraded. Examp les of this informa lity, are: firstly , the privately owned
freehold properties in Edcnda le Proper wh ich have not been registered or where the registration is not
current; and second ly, the inferi or titles registered aga inst surveyed portions of State owned land under
legislatio n relating to the former Department of Development Aid.

Furthermore, I wi ll s how that the hi story of the recorded land tenure patterns a nd land administration
systems in the GEA means that the national government's current policies, as outlined in C hapter Two,
have particular applications in the GEA. It is these appl ications which a lso need to be incorporated into
the design of the land information system. I will conclude by extracting those aspects which will have an
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impact on the design of the land information system to be created to manage informal settlements in the
GEA.

1.4.4

Chapler Five: Unreeorded Land Tenure in the Greater Edendale Area

In Chapter Five, I shall firstly discuss the various forms of informa l settlements with unrecorded tenure
in existence in the GEA, and examine the characteristics of the land tcnure patterns found in these
settlements. I will describe the conventional informal settlements with de/aclo land tenure on State owned
land, and the backyard shacks and (backyard) shack-farming, depending upon the sca le ofthc backyard
shack settlement, on privately owned land. I will discuss the dominance of the tenure rules of the Zulu
customary land tenure system and show how these tenure rules have been modernised and adapted to the
urban situation for use in the conventional informa l sett lements on State land. I will a lso discuss the
unrecorded landlord-tenant arrangements in the backyard shack settlements on privately owned freehold
land. I will show that these informal settlements are a result of the history of the country and of the past
governments' land related policies, and that they, and their land tenure patterns fall under the ambit of the
present government's land tenure reform policies discussed in Chapter Two. Finally, I shall extract the
requirements for the design of the land information system to manage the upgrading land tenure and
services of these informal sett lements with unrecorded land tenure in the GEA.

1.4.5

Chapter Six: Land Information Systems

In Chapter Six I wi ll investigate land information systems in general and their principal components, and
then examine the multipurpose cadastre as described in international literature. I sha ll conclude that the
land records system for the GEA should be a form ofland information system, and should be based on the
design of a multipurpose cadastre, but with additiona l records which have been identified in the preceding
chapters, specific to the various forms of informal tenures in the GEA. The two main add itional classes
of records which do not normally form part of the design of a multipurpose cadastre, but which shou ld be
included in the design of the land records system for the GEA, are non-parcel-based informal tenures and
temporal (historica l) records.

In discussing the principal components ofa land information system (or land records system), I stress the
importance of the people component, without which the system cou ld not exist. The other three
components, being the information base, the technology, and the procedures, standards and protocols. are

-12morc technical in nature. and are also vital 10 the design of the land records system and to ensure the
success and sustainability of the system, but not as critical as the people component.

Finally, from the information requirements identified in the preceding chapters and Chapter Six, I sha ll
identify the five main themes which shou ld be covered in the design of the land records system for the GEA.

These are fir st ly, that the land records system should incorporate, but go beyond, the design of the
mUltipurpose cadastre; secondly. that the land records system should accommodate the non-parcel-based
land tenures in the GEA, as well as the cultura l values embodied in the tenure rules of the adapted urban
form of the Zu lu customary land tenure system, which arc in use in the conventiona l de/aclo informal
settlements in the GEA; thirdly, that the system should incorporate the latest temporal G IS technology so
that the historical information of the trail of legal evidence for the adjudication of land rights can be
accommodated; fourthly, the land records system should be readily accessible to the community in the
GEA, both in terms of location and cost; and finally, the land records system should be designed to be
sensit ive to the needs of the various users, and to be extremely user-Iriendly, mainly in its interface with
the users, but also in its data storage and input/output modes .

1.4.6 Chapter Seven: The Conceptual Design of the Local Level Land Records System
In this fina l chapter I begin with a review of the background to the development of the land records system
for theGEA developed throughout this dissertation, including the four processes involved in the upgrading
of informal settlements in the G EA, and the five themes to be taken into consideration in the design of the
land records system. Thereafter, I examine the information requirements and des ign criteria from the
preceding chapters within the framework created by the five main themes for the design of the land records
system identified in Chapter Six, and J show that the five main themes contain the required framework to
address all the requirements identified.

I then recall the four processes involved in the upgrading of informal settlements in the GEA, namely land
delivery, land tenure reform, provision ofserviccs and cost recovery, and show that these processes require
the tools developed by the five themes for the design of the land records system for the GEA. I conclude
that the upgrading of informa l settlements, and therefore the four processes, are necessary due to
government's pol icies and legislation, and that the four processes of upgrading rely on the tools created in
the five themes for the design of the land records system. It is therefore necessary for the PMTLC to

-13develop the land records system for the management and upgrading of informal sett lements in the GEA,
which I have shown, shou ld be accessible and managed at the local level.

I conclude by out lining the PMTLC's land informat ion system, and showing that the PMTLC has the basic
land information system and data
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implement a land records system as describl.'<.i in this dissertation, but

that it needs to be expanded in certain areas to accommodate the design criteria and information
requirements identified in this dissertation. I a lso identify the topics and cha llenges which have not been
fully explored, but which need to be further investigated as they may have an effect on aspects relating to
the information requirements or system design identified in this dissertation.

1.S

Research Methods

In researching and writing this dissertation I have made comprehensive use o f literature. and where this has
not bt!en ava ilable, personal communication and interviews with people who are considered to be ex.perts
in their va rious fields.

As a bas is for the understanding of the issues being researched and discussed, and for a source of some of
the material in this dissertation, I use my twenty years in the land s urvey industry. Of these years, the first
four were spent completing my articles and working as a junior Professional Land Surveyor in private
practice in Johannesburg, the next four of which were as a Professional Land Surveyor in private practice
in Pieterrnaritzburg, and the ba lance of which have been as a Profess ional Land Surveyor in the
Pietermaritzburg City Council (as it was known prior to 1995), and (since 1995) the PietermaritzburgMsunduzi Transitional Local Council , which incorporated large areas of the neighbouring Greater
Edendale Area. For the past eight years I have occupied the post of Chief Land Surveyor, in charge of the
Land Su rvey Branch of this loca l government body.

During my years in private practice in both Johannesburg and Pietermaritzburg I obtained experience in
the survey of land rights in several Black townships in Gauteng, Free State and K waZu lu-Nata l, but mainly
in Soweto and Edendale, and had a certain amount of exposu re to the lesser forms of tenure under wh ich
Blacks held their rights to land. In the PMTLC the Land Survey Branch is respons ible for carrying out
various land surveys on behalf of the TLC, includ ing from time to time s urveys for the upgrading of
informal settlements. It is also responsible for the co-ordination and approval of applications for the

-14s ubdi vis io n of la nd within the TLC area, including the upgrading of informa l settlements via the forma l
land delivery system. incorporating the forma l cadastral and registration systems.

The Land S urvey Branch a lso manages thePMTLC's land informati on system, which contains information
rclating to cadastral, ownership, va luation, topogra phica l, and municipal services records as its main data
sets. The data sets relate mainly to the formal areas, and the forma l serv ices which are in place. The
cha llenge remains to collect and manage a ll relevant information regarding informa l sett lements, to
facilit ate the management of these sett lements.

J was also a member of the PMTLC 's Masakhane Tas k Team which des igned the questionnaires for the

questionnaire-survey to co llect information from every household in the GEA as part of the PMTLC 's

Masakhane programme (sec Chapter Two). The data captured from this survey has just been received and
downloaded into the land information system in the Land Survey Branch (in June 1999), and sa mple plots
of maps from this information are included as Maps #7, #8 and #9 in Appendix A. Thi s new in fo rmation
ho lds the promise of being very val uable for decision making, and in parti cular for planning the upgrading
of informal settlements and their serv ices in the G reater Edenda le Area. The des ign of an appropriate land
records system to s upport slIch a process represents the focus of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER

TWO

THE GOVERNMENT'S LAND TENURE REFORM
AND UPGRADING POLICIES

2.1

Introduction

There is a need for the management of informal settlements and for upgrading, including land tenure

reform and the physical upgrading, of these sett lements. and for the management of the processes
involved. In terms of the derinitions of informal settlements adopted for the GEA (see Chapter Three)
and due to the policies of the previous governments. most of the GEA is covered by settlements which
exist at various positions on a continuum offormality-informality. In addition, these informal settlements
are not confined to the conventional fo rm of informal settlement. Land tenure reform and upgrading,
relating to informal settlements, are the s ubject of policies of the government, in order to address the
inequalities of the past. I will s how that a land records system, containing information about the
settlement and the people in it, is necessary for the purpose of managing these processes. I will also show
that it is government policy that the upgrading is done in a sustainable manner, and that the respons ibility
for the upgrading and cost recovery is decentralised to the local government level. I will deduce therefore,
that it is at this local level where the land records system should be estab lished and managed, to faci litate
the processes of land delivery, land tenure reform, provis ion of services, and cost recovery which will
be discussed below.

I will begin by identifying the government's major policy documents and outlining its main policies on
the s ubjects of upgrading of informal settlements, decentralisation of these respons ibi lities to the local
government level, and information, before discussing the policies relating to the four main processes
involved in the upgrading of informal settlements in more detail.
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2.1.1

Goverllmellt Policies

There are three principal pieces of recent legislation and legislation-in-progress, namely the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa (Act No. 108 of 1996), the White Paper on South African Land Policy

(1997), and the White Paper on Local Government (1998), which establish the government 's main
policies on the four processes involved in the upgrading of informal settlements (identified in the previous
chapter). In terms of these, the obligations of land delivery, land tenure reform and the upgrading of
informal settlements in a sustainab le manner are established, and the respons ibility is placed on the local
government level to put these measures in place. J will brieny describe each of these policy documents.

2_1.1_1

The Constitution

Firstly, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996), is the supreme law of the country, and
any "law or conduct which is inconsistent with it is invalid" (South African Government: 1996a: 5).
Furthermore, any "obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled" (loc. cit.). The Const itution deals with
mainly bas ic human rights, including the right of all people to safe and healthy living conditions. It also
covers several issues relating to land and land tenure reform, and the responsibilities of local government
in this respect (ibid.: 7-22).

2_l.1.2

South African Land Policy

Secondly, the White Paper on South African Land Policy ( 1997) deals mainly with the rural situation,
and as such devotes a considerab le amount of attention to issues such as the redistribution of land,
restitution claims, and occupants of privately-owned land, including farm-dwellers, all of which have
strong rural connotations. It also, however, deals with issues which have more relevance to the urban
situation. For example, the White Paper specifically mentions the implementation ofa land delivery and
land tenure reform programme which will provide. inter alia, "security of tenure for all", and the rapid
release of land for development (South African Government: 1997b: 7). It also deals spec ifically with
"informal sett lements in urban areas" where it makes the point that, as part of land tenure reform. it is
necessary to bring informal settlement areas within the amb it of the " law and functional land
administration systems" (ibid.: 33). In add ition the White Paper on South African Land Policy deals with
institutional arrangements, including the "decentralisation offunct ions and authority" (ibid.: 97) and the
requirements for land information (ibid.: 106). I will be discussing and referring mainly to those parts
of the White Paper which deal with land delivery, land tenure reform and decentralisation in the urban
context.

-172.1.1.3

Local Government

Thirdly, the White Paper on Local Government (1998) briefly describes the history of local government
in South Africa under the apartheid policies and legislation of the previous government, and goes on to
propose a vision ora "dcvelopmentallocal government", which represents a transformation of the o ld

municipality. and which "ccnters (sic) on working with local communities to find sustainab le ways to
meet their needs and improve the quality of their lives" (South African Government: 1998a.: 15- 16). The
White Paper on Local Government also deal s with service delivery systems and approaches for the
transformation of these systems a rc put forward (ibid.: 18). As such, the White Paper on Local
Government aligns very closely with the fundamental ideologies for loca l government out lined in the
Constitution of lhe Republic of South Africa (1996) and the policy of deccntrali sation contained in the
White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997).

2.1.1.4

Linking the Policiru·

The Constitution establishes, and the two White Papers reinforce, the fundamental principle that
everyone has the basic right ofa place to live, and to live in an environment which is healthy and safe
(South African Government: I 996a: 10-11 ; South African Government : 1997b: 7, 25; South African
Government: 1998a.: 37-38), which, I argue, implies an improvement of living conditions and general
upgrading of informal settlements.

These policy documents also establish the fundamental principle that the responsibility forthis upgrading
and reform process should be decentralised to the loca l government level. Decentralisation refers to the
process whereby provincial and local government s tructures are given increased authority by the central
offices orthe national government, so that decisions can be made at the level where there is closer contact
with the potential beneficiaries of the land tenure reform and upgrading programmes (South African
Government: 1997b: 98). Therefore, local government should, as two of their objectives, promote safe
and healthy living cond it ions, and ensure the prov ision of services to its communit ies in a sustainable
manner (South African Government: 1996a: 63).ln general, local government should work together with
the community to determine ways in which the community can meet their needs and improve their quality
of living in a sustainable manner (South African Government: 1998a.: 37).

The government's legislation and policy documents therefore clearly establ ish the policy that informal
settlements are to be upgraded for the purpose of improv ing the livi ng conditions in them, and that local
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government structure should implement and manage an appropriate land records system in order to
manage the informal sett lements, and its obligations regarding land issues, in its a rea orjurisdict ion.

A common problem globally in land tenure reform is that there is insufficient information relating to
what exists on the ground, land uses, and land tenure details, before the upgrading process begins (South
African Government: I 997b: 106). In terms of the Bill of Rights contained in C hapter 2 of lhe
Constitution, everyone has the right of access to information held by the State or any other person, which
could facilitate lheexercisingor protection orany rights defined (South A frican Government: 1996a : 14).
The White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997) identifies two of the spec ific needs for the land
tenure reform process as being a reliable and cost-effective system of recording land rights which can
record, firstly, land rights that are established in the process of land tenure reform, and secondly. the
rights of those who are entitled to use and occupy land which is held on a communal basis (ibid.: 107).
I argue that these policies both reinforce the need for the local government body, which is the authority
closest to the people, to establish a suitable land records system to facilitate the land delivery, land tenure
reform, and upgrading programmes, and to make this information available to any person.

2.1.2

The Processes Involved in Upgrading

In the following sections J will deal separately with each of the four processes, which are a major focus
of this dissertation and constitute the entire upgrading process for informal settlements. These processes
are land delivery, land tenure reform, provision of services, and cost recovery. I shall further discuss
the government's policies on these issues, with the ultimate aim of showing how they affect the design
of the land records system. J shall refer to the above recent piece of legi slation and White Papers, as well
as some other earlier legislation on these issues.

Firstly, I will discuss the land delivery process as it relates to government policy. I shall show that it is
government policy that all people in the country must have access to land, and that the inequalities of
the past discriminatory policies relating to the distribution of land and to their rights in land, must be
addressed.

-19Secondly, I will discuss land tenure reform and show that it comprises two main issues ; the upgrading

of existing land rights, and the development of innovative new land tenure models for the upgrading and
creation of new land rights in the future. I will show that if one is considering the development of
innovative new land tenure models for the GEA (as well as in South Africa, in general), ways ha ve to
be found to accommodate communallcnure and/or upgradabJe tilles into the formal tenure system.

Regarding the third process of the physical upgrading of informa l settlements by the provision of
serv ices, I will show that the local government structure has certain social responsibi lities related to land
issues and servicing towards its residents. In terms of the Constitution and the White Paper on Local
Government. I will show that loca l government is identified as the body which is responsible for
improving the standard of living and for the provision of services within its area of jurisdiction.

Finally, referring to the fourth process of cost recovery. I will show that the reform and upgrading
policies of the government require that the first three processes abovt: art: implemented in a sustainable
manner and at an appropriate and affordable level for the consumers they are intended to serve. I shall
brieny discuss the government' s Masakhane Campa ign which deals with sustainability and cost
recovery.

I will conclude the chapter by extracting from the combination of all the government's land tenure reform
and upgrad ing policies and legislation discussed, the overall implicati ons on the design of the land
records system.

2.2

Land Delivery

I will discuss to what extent the government's major policies on the upgrading of informa l settlements
impact upon the land delivery process, and will evaluate how these policies may influence the design
criteria of the land records system for the management of the information and the upgrading process.

All three policy documents referred to above deal with the land delivery process and the basic rights of
all citizens 10 land and a place to live. Firstly, the Constitution of the Republic ofSoulh Africa (Act No.

-20108 of 1996) instructs that the government "must ... foster conditions which enable citizens to gain
access
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land on an equitable bas is", and further that no one may be deprived of property (which

includes land but is not limited to it), except by legal means (South African Government: 1996a: 11).
The White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997) also states, in its main strategic goa ls, that land
must be more equitably distributed than in the past, and there must be security of tenure for all , together
with a rapid release of land for development (South African Government: 1997b: 7). The White Paper
on Local Government (1998) establishes the basis for local government to lransfoml itself into a more
developmental role to face the chal lenges of transforming settlement patterns, and for spat ial integration
of land and land uses within its area of jurisdiction (South African Government: 1998a.:15-16, 177).
This is clearly related to the delivery of land for settlement and estab lishes, a long with the other
documents referred to above, the government' s po licy on this issue. The land delivery process is a
necessary forerunner to the other processes of land tenure reform and the provision of services in a
sustainable manner. both of which require land initially.

A vital aspect of any land delivery process is planning. Apartheid planning left behind a spatially
separated pattern of development in c ities and towns, and this is also evident in the Pietermaritzburg and
Greater Edenda le parts of the TLC Area, as described in Chapter Four below in some detail. Spatial
integration of the whole area, which will increase the efficiencies of operation within the TLC Area and
reduce transport costs, is essentia l. Planning for environmental sustainabi lity should be an integral part
of the planning process, involving both the upgrading of existing areas, and the establ ishment of new
areas and developments (Sou th African Government: 1998a.: 44). The provision of basic services to
households is a lso local government's respons ibility, and is a constitutiona l right for the people (ibid.:
43).

Integrated Development Planning (IDP) is a process through which local government can establish a
development plan which wi ll accomplish the above objectives. It involves working closely with the
communities to establish their needs, setting priorities, formulating strategies to achieve the key goa ls
set, and monitoring progress (ibid: 47).

I will show later that one of the reasons for the invasion ofland is the inability of the formal land delivery
system to make land avai lable for development pu rposes to cope with the demand. Under the existing
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informal land delivery system taking over, and the development of informal sett lements.

In order to facilitate the rapid release o f land for development the government promulgated the
Development Facilitation Act (Act No. 67 of 1995) (DFA), which establ is hes a system to speed up the
development process in South Africa. In addition to speeding up the actua l process of development

approvals by streamlining the processes, it a lso makes provision for a new form of temporary tenure,
known as " initial ownership", which enab les people to obta in ownership of a property before all the
usual land development steps have been completed (South African Government: 1995 : 72-74). This is
done through a special deed of transfer and a system of guarantees from the land delivery profess ionals,
being the land s urveyor and the conveyancer. The initial owners hip is intended as a fa sHrack temporary
mechanism 10 allow people to occupy land and access subsidi es and loans al an earlier stage, and musl
eventua ll y be converted 10 full ownership once all the necessa ry processes have been completed (loc.cit.).

The White Paper on South African Land Policy deals in depth with the iss ues o fthc redistribution of land
and land restitution as two poss ible methods of land delivcry (South African Government: 1997b: 7-12),
however, I will not discuss these methods any further in this dissertation. Instead I will focus on another
iss ue raised in the White Paper, namely the iss ue of state and public land, currently owned by national ,
provincial or local government bodies, which is not being put to optimal usc. The White Paper on South
African Land Policy states that this land shou ld be made available for redistribution, and to facilitate the
land delivery process for sustainable development (ibid.: 83-84).

I have s hown that land deli very in its various fonns is part of the government's policies and is the first
step and a necessary part of the upgrading process. It is also a preventive meas ure, as rapid formal land
delivery will pre-empt the informa l land delivery system which usually results in informal settlements.

The impacts of the information requirements of the land delivery process on the design of the land
records systems are drawn together here. The land delivery process includes, as its major component,
the planning of the area. As the plann ing process should facilitate sustainable development as well as
environmental sustainability, the land records system s hould be able to identify areas suitab le for
development, a nd those which are not, as well as environmentally sensitive areas or features which
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but this requirement will be fine-tuned by the requ irements for the land tenure reform process which

follows. Furthermore, the planning and land delivery processes require information rega rding what exists
on the ground. Detailed aerial mapping show ing existing physical features and attributes, such as roads.
rivers, buildings, settlements, and contours or some other indication of the' lie of the land' is required
for this purpose.

The land records system should clearly be able to accommodate all this information in separate levels
so that users can switc h on those levels ofinfofmation to be viewed and switch off those not required.
Finally. as the land delivery process invariably sets ofT the other upgrading processes of land tenure
reform and the installation of serv ices. the land records system should be flexible and easily updatable
so that any information updates, such as the results of an upgrading exercise, can be put into the system
to facilitate ongoing planning and maintenance, without causing problems in the system. The other
aspects of the upgrading process are discussed below.

2.3

Land Tenure Reform

2.3.1

Introduction

I shall discuss the two aspects of the government's land tenure reform policies, namely the upgrading
of existing land rights in some cases, and the development of innovative new land tenure models, both
for upgrading existing land rights, and for new land rights in the future. In doing so, I will firstly extract
the government's main policies on the subject from the Constitution and White Papers referred to above,
as well as some others, and I will show that the government is commined to land tenure reform. 1 will
show that if one is considering the development of innovative new land tenure models for the GEA (as
well as in South Africa, in general), ways have to be investigated to accommodate communal tenure
and/or upgradable titles into the formal system. I will then describe the main principles of these two
possible land tenure reform models, being the communal tenure model and a proposed system of
upgradable individual titles, and will argue the need to incorporate these into land tenure reform models.
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potential solution to the land tenure reform process in that it makes provision for the incorporation of
communal land tenure into the forma l so-ca lled 'superior ' cadast ral and registrat ion systems.

I sha ll conclude this section by identifying the impact of tenure reform on the design of the land records
system for the management of informal sett lements, and to facilitate the land tenure reform and

upgrading process.

2.3.2

Land Tenure Reform Policies

I begin by identifying the government's land tenure reform policies contained in the Constitution and the
White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997), as well as from some other legislation.

The three fundamental aims of the government 's land tenure reform initiative are to extend security of
tenure to all South Africans (South African Government: 1997b: 7), to upgrade land tenure which is
insecure in law as a result of past racially discriminatory laws or practices (South African Government:
I 996a: 11). and to develop a variety of diverse new forms of tenure which reOect the tenure
arrangements on the ground and which are more appropriate for the circumstances of the people (South
African Government: I 997b: 60). The upgrading aim referred to includes the eradication ofinferiortitles.
by upgrading existing such titles and by not registering any further inferior titles. These in ferior titles
in the GEA will be discussed below (and in more detai l in Chapter Four).

The main guiding principles of the tenure reform programme, as contained in the White Paper on South
African Land Policy, are: firstly, to recognise unrecorded land rights and to transform these, and those
based on permits, to legally enforceable land rights; secondly, to recognise and support the development
of a variety of flexible and diverse systems of land rights within a single (non·racia l) framework,
including both "group based and individua lly based ownership systems", from which options the people
may choose (South African Government: 1997b: 60); thirdly, to ensure that any system devised is
consistent with the commitment to basic human rights contained in the Constitution in its delivery of
equality and due process to those involved; and fina lly, to bring new tenure systems and laws into line
with reality as it exists on the ground and in practice. by the recognition, again, of the de [aclo systems
of vested rights in land as a sta rting point (ibid.: 61). The White Paper mentions that "adj udicatory
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that, in order to facilitate the adjudication process of determining the rightful owner, the trail of legal
evidence of these interests in land should be established and recorded in the land records system.
Although some of these principles are aimed at the rural si tuation, they have relevance to the urban
s ituation as well, and it is in relation to the urban situation, and in particular as the responsibi lity of the
local authority due to the decentralisation policy of the government, which they will be discussed.

There are two other fairly recent pieces of land tenu re reform legislation which I wi ll describe below: the
Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights Act (No. 112 of 1991), which deals with aspects of the upgrading of
existing land rights; and the Communal Property Associations Act (No. 28 of 1996), which gives a
potentia l solution to the problem of incorporating communal tenure into the fonnal or freehold cadastral
and registration systems.

Therefore, as I have s hown, the government's land tenure reform policies include the upgrading of all
existing unrecorded or recorded inferior land rights, and the development of innovative new land tenure
models for the upgraded and new land rights created. In addition, these new tenure models shou ld be
varied and diverse, and should reflect and forma lise the sit uation on the ground, including the informal
land holdings, while at the same time taking cognisance of the choice of tenure system of the people
living there. Although they are quite closely linked, I wi 11 deal with the two different aspects of the land
tenure reform policies referred to above separately. namely the upgrading of land tenure rights, and the
development of new land tenure models.

2.3.3

The Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights

The upgrading of exist ing land tenure rights and informal land holdings is one of the government's land
tenure reform policies. and as this responsibi lity has been decentra lised to the local government level,
the local authority needs to establish an appropriate land records system in order to manage the
information required and the processes involved. As I will s how in Chapter Four, there are large areas
of the Greater Edenda le Area wh ich have recorded infer ior titles, and even larger areas covered by
informal settlements with their residents having no formal land tenure rights, and these need to be
upgraded in accordance with this policy. As I will s how below, the process for upgrading the recorded
inferior titles is different from that relating to unrecorded de/aCID land tenure and informal land holdings .
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rights shou ld be implemented, and the " key tasks" which are necessary in order to accomplish the aims
and deliver security of tenure in diverse ways (South African Government: 1997b: 64). These key tasks
would apply equally to the two separate types of existing land rights referred to above. Firstly, careful

adjudication has to be carried out to ensure that all rights in land are protected. especially where there
are overlapping rights in land - defacto vested rights in (conventional) urban informal settlements are
an example of these overlapping land rights . Second ly. where informal land rights exist on privately
owned land the rights of the "current owners" (which includes the registered owner, but also any ot her
people who have lived on the land for, perhaps, generations, and have established the right to stay) are
to be protected (Ioc.cif.). Finally, as already mentioned above, all land which is dealt with under the land
tenure reform programme should be registered in onc or another form of ownership, either as individual
ownership, or as group ownership, for example, as provided for in terms of the Communal Property
Associations Act (No. 28 of 1996). Another form of registrat ion which is being further investigated, that
is family-based ownership, may be another option (ibid.: 65-66). The contents and implications of the
Communal Property Associations Act will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Regarding the upgrading of inferior land tenure rights, there is one specific piece of legislation, the

Upgrading or Land Tenure Rights Act (No. 112 or 1991 )(UL TRA Act), which deals exclusively with
this subject, and I shall briefly discuss it and describe its contents. For the purpose of determining the
process to be followed it classifies different types of inferior land rights differently, and indicates the
upgrading process for each type of land right. Schedule I rights are the strongest of these. for exa mple
deeds of grant or rights of leasehold (99 years), and in terms of the Act, are automatically upgradable
to freehold ownersh ip by the Registrar of Deeds once the township register has been opened (Pienaar:
1996: 28-29). Schedule 2 rights are weaker rights. such as permissions to occupy or various rights of
occupation iss ued in terms of certain li sted pieces of legislat ion, and in terms of the ULTRA Act are
upgradable to full ownership rights in accordance with the process laid down in the ULTRA Amendment
Act (No. 34 of I 996)(Soulh African Government: 1996c: 4-5). In terms of the ULTRA Act the
upgrading process for Schedule 2 rights is instituted at the instance of the regi stered land owner (Op.Cif.;
South African Government: 1991 : 6).

-26The implications of the ULTRA Act on the design of the land records system arc that, in addition to the
system recording and showing the physica l extent and description of the inferior land tenure right s, the
system should also be able to record whether each existing land right falls under the definition of a

Schedule I or Schedule 2 right. This would facilitate the management of the upgrading process by
indicating the appropriate process to be followed to upgrade a particular land right.

Although conventional urban infonnal settlements will be discussed at length from the Greater Edendale
point of view in C hapter Five below, the specific reference made by the White Papcr on South African
Land Policy (1997) to urban informal settlements and their de/aclo land tenurereflccts the government's
official thinking on this issue and therefore deserves further mention. The White Paper refers to the fact
that many people have lived in informal settlements for years and their de/acto land tenure on the ground
have thereby become established as vested rights in the land. These rights exist on the ground but have
not been legally confirmed. The people are therefore vulnerable to exploitation until s uch time as their
land rights are " brought within the ambit of the law and functional land administration systems" (ibid.:
33).

I have shown that in order to accomplish thi s, the existing land rights, inevitably at least two sets of
overlapping land rights, need to be identified and recorded. The trail of legal evidence of land tenure
should be established to s upport the conversion to vested land rights. This trail ofJegal evidence, being
a record of any evidence of sustained occupation of the land over time, such as aerial photographs,
records ofa scrvicesupply organisation, agreements with land owners, orverballpublic witness evidence,
should be recorded in the land records system, as it will be needed during the adjudication process. If the
adjudication process identifies the informal land rights as the dominant land rights, a process of
upgrading the land tcnure rights would follow, with the community having a choice from a diverse range
of possible land tenure systems, for the land tenure model which will best suit their needs and
circumstances.

I have shown that an appropriate land records system would record these overlapping land rights as well
as the trail of legal evidence of land tenure, and would facilitate the land management and land tenure
reform processes, including the adjudication process and the conversion to the new land tenure system
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the loca l authority's respons ibility to develop and maintain such a system.

I conclude that , in order for the local 8llthority to implement these land tenure reform measures referred
to, and to successfully deal with its new respons ibilities due to the decentralisation policy referred to in
the White Paper on South African Land Po licy, the local government structure s hould set up and manage

an appropriate land records system to prov ide the necessary information for decision-making, and to
facilitate the land tenure rcfonn process.

The implications o f the above on the design of an appropriate land records system, which is established
for informal settlements. are that it should record all the initial existing land rights as they exist on the
ground, both recorded inferior titles and permit-based land right s, as well as any unrecorded de facIo
land tenure or infonnal land holdings, and any other evidence of interests in the land over limc. to
facilitate the adjudication process. The land records system should also assist in the two separate
processes for the transformation of these tenures to real rights in law, namely thc upgrading of the
recorded inferior titles in terms of the ULTRA Act, and the convers ion of the unrecorded de/acto land
tenure and informal land holdings, to registered land rights. Fina lly, the land records system should
record the upgrading process from the initial informal land tenure rights to the final new land tenure
model put in place after upgrading.

The following sub-section deals with establishing new forms of tenure which can be used in the
upgrading process, and could apply to the upgrading of these informal land rights, both recorded and
unrecorded. and the unrecorded informal land holdings referred to above.

2.3.4

New Land Tenure Reform Models

The government is committed to land tenure reform measures which will address the inequalities of the
past regarding restricted access to land for Blacks, and formali se any recorded or unrecorded informal
land rights and unrecorded informal land holdings which may already exist. I am arguing that this
includes formulating tenure refonn models which will incorporate innovative ideas, possibly drawn from
other land tenure models. The White Paper on South African Land Policy. in its guiding principles of
the land tenure reform programme, states that a variety of Oexible and diverse systems of land rights
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framework (South African Government: 1997b: 60). Two examp les which have been mentioned, both
in the government's White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997), and by experts researching the
subject, are a group or communal-based land tenure system, and a system of upgradable individually

based titles (/oc.cil.). I am therefore arguing that, for the GEA, aspects of each of communal tenure
systems and upgradable individual titles should be incorporated into the formal cadastral and registration
systems to create new tenure systems which will better suit the needs and circumstances of a large
portion of the population there. As a further guide, the White Paper states that any system devised s hould
aim to a li gn with the situation as it exists on the ground, and must further be in accordance with the
commitment to basic human rights contained in the Constitution of the country (ibid.: 60-61).

The unrecorded de/aclo system of land tenure in conventional informal settlements is not satisfactory,
as it does not provide security of tenure, and does not facilitate the upgrading of the sehlements in regard
to service delivery. However, where land rights have been established these shou ld be recognised and
used as the starting point, with the ultimate aim of being incorporated into the new land tenure system

(ibid.: 60).

Severa l experts believe that it is very likely that some form of communal or group tenure will be
incorporated into the land tenure reform proposals (Cross: 1996: 2; Dlamini: 1990: 37). Regarding
individuallitle, a probable form of tenure reform model which will be considered is that ofupgradablc
individual title, where at the lower end of the sca le, title to land is given via a cheap and quick method,
without the need for the expensive services of property rights professionals. The limited rights acquired
in terms of s uch title are sufficient for the land holder's purposes at the time. and there is the immediate
advantage that he or s he will not have to pay for the additional features of a superior title which are
superfluous to his or her needs at that stage. The land holder can then upgrade the title to full freehold
title, possibly through an intennediate step, as and when his or her circumstances require it (Albcrts

el.al.: 1995).

These two aspects of probable land tenure reform measures will be investigated briefly below to identify
the implicat ions that they would have on the design of a land records system to manage the information
and processes involved in the upgrading of infonnal sett lements.
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Communal Tenure

As mentioned above, the government's White Paper on South African Land Policy (1997), encourages
a range of various forms of land tenure, and states that people should be able to choose the land tenure
system under which they would prefer to hold their land rights. In deciding on land tenure reform models
which meet the fundamental requirements and which could be implemented, one of the main decisions
which has to be made is on the fundamental principles which will apply to the tenure models to be offered

- individual tenure or communal tenure? I will first discuss communa l tenure in this sub-section, with
particular reference to the Zulu customary land tenure model, w ith the aim of showi ng that certa in
aspects of this land tenure model shou ld be incorporated into the formal freehold system.

Customary law was previously ignored and negative attitudes were created towards it under apartheid
(D lamini: 1990: 37). Individual title has previously been regarded as the on ly avenue towards tenure
security and an acceptable land tenure reform model (Latsky: 1990: 288; Cross: 1996), but this should
not be so; "comm una l (including customary) tenure" shou ld be available as an option (Latsky: 1990:
293), and various forms of communal title cou ld "serve to protect households against ' middle class
raiding' and the market incentive to dispose of family shelter for short term ga in" (ibid.: 288). These
fears of middle class raiding and disposing of the fami ly shelter for short term gain mentioned above have
turned out to be very rea l possibi lit ies, and there is evidence of such occurrences in the GEA (Greene,
personal discussion: July 1998).

Communa l tenure is a lmost certainly going to be part of "the future for the disadvantaged areas" as poor
communities need access 10 land, but are usua lly unable to use private tenure because of the costs of the
formal system (Cross: 1996: 2). Legal tenure systems have to be accessible to be susta inable. and Cross
argues that the freehold registration system in South Africa is neither (Joc.cil.). On the other hand, the
communal tenure system is the form ofland holding and transfer system which is found in disadvantaged
communities (ibid.: 8), and has been used by the people for centuries.

Thecommunal tenure system is more than just a system dealing solely with land issues; it also has strong
socia l advantages, as a person can hold land rights in an area only if he or she is a member of the
community there. With comm unity membership and land rights come the benefits and obligations
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based on this communal way of living, these considerations are extremely important for survi va l.

There are, however, problems with incorporating customary land law into the South African system

which is based on Roman-Dutch law, as there are funda mental concepts, such as ownership of land, to
which customary land tenure concepts cannot relate (D lamin i: 1990: 37-40). Ownership implies "an
element of individualism which is foreign to customary land rights" and " in customary law, land is either
not owned at all or owned by a tribe or a smaller soc ia l unit as a whole, while individual s have protected

rights to occupy, use and exploit certain portions of the land within the socia l and authority structure of
the group" (ibid.: 40). Customary land tenure shou ld be understood in the context oft he extended family,
which underpins the " social sol idarity" and the resultant " community land ethic" (ibid.: 41).

According to Cross, contrary to popu la r belief, communal tenure does provide "secure, inheritable
indi vidual family land holdings, and does not imply sharing resources other tha n those coll ected from the
natural environment" (Cross: 1996: 8). Communal tenure systems have become very adaptable and
flexible, and respond eas ily to changes in people's needs (C ross: 1996: 9; Dlamini: 1990: 42; Fourie:
1998a: 16-1 7). As situations change, for example the kinds of transfers which need to be effected, the
requirements arc fed back into the tenure ru les and these are adapted to suit the demand. Systems can
therefore develop independently and loca l differences become evident, but generally the more popular
changes are made to the com munal tenure system as a whole in a relatively short space oftime. As an
example, consider the issue of the transfer of rights in land under a communa l tenure system . In the older
forms of communal tenu re a land transact ion required multiple approvals from a number of stake holders
within the community. and it could resu lt in the process taking years, or even in preventing the land
holder from disposing of t he land (ibid.: 8-9). In the most modem urban communa l systems this process
has been reduced to "a quick interview with neighbours" (ibid.: 9). In addition, communal systems can
now allow almost full autonomy to the person holding the land rights. " including the right to sell to
outsiders" (Ioc.cit.). This further supports my argument in Chapter Five below that the levels of the
pyramiding over-rights are reduc ing in the adapted version of the Zu lu customary tenure system found
in modem urban informal sett lements.

Cross ( 1996) emphasises that the key factors to bear in mind when developing a tenure system
appropriate for urban (and rural) poor, are poverty and accessibility. The tenure system should be ab le
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users needing to go outside their community" (ibid.: 10). Cross argues that a communal tenure system

would meet these requirements, whereas the "formal private tenure" system does not. In addition,
experience has shown that, in areas where commu nal culture is dominant, the freeho ld cadastra l and
registration system has " inevitably (been) transformed into a version of communa l tenure almost
everywhere it has been instituted" (loc.cif.). My observat ions on the ground, in the upgrading ofthe S ite
11 a nd Glenwood Two informa l sett lements in the PM TLC area, confirm that almost all the people in
the settlement are very poor, and many of the principles o f the adapted urban form of the Z ulu land
tenure system, as discussed below (see Chapter Five), have been reinstated within a short space of time
after the forma lisation and upgrading exercise. This observat ion also lends credibility and respect to the
concept of upgradablc titles to be discussed in the next sub-section below, which I will argue, also meet
many of the above requirements.

From the di scuss ions above it wou ld seem likely that, in addition to already being in place in many
conventional informa l settlements in the GEA, a communal tenure system, in the form of the adapted
urban version of the Zu lu customary la nd tenure system (see Chapter Five) shou ld form part of the land
tenure reform measures which will be instituted in this country. The implications on the design of the
land records system a re that the system being proposed for urban and peri-urban informal settlements
in theG EA, should be able to deal with the la nd rights and records pertaining to the adapted form o f the
Zulu customary land tenure system, and should provide the necessary back up for a land tenure reform
model which incorporates certain aspects of that tenure system. The requirements of the land records
system to accommodate the Zulu customary land tenure system will be dealt with below in Chapter Five,
after that tenure system has been discussed in detail. However, two aspects mentioned by Cross above
which will not be dealt with in Chapter Five, are, firstly. that the system should be susta inable and
operational without the need for resources which disadvantaged people do not have, and secondly, that
the users should be able to access the system within their community. These two requirements are noted
here as a des ign requirement for the land records system, but wi ll be discussed in more detail later.

2.3.4.2

Upgradable Individual Titles

I will now discuss the features of a system of upgradable individual titles. This is being discussed as
certain residents of informal settlements may wish to hold their land by individual tenure, but may not
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(Cross; 1996). In add ition, the concept of registration o f ownership of land in terms of the formal

cadastral and registration system may prove to be too foreign, too cosIly. and too inaccess ible for the
majority of informal settlers. In s uch cases I argue that an upgradabJe form of individual title would be
appropriate, as it would provide the land ho lder with an entry-level form of individual title on the land,
with limited rights in the land (but sufficient for hislher current needs). I wou ld even a rgue that, at this
entry level , a tenancy arrangement with the la ndowner (which should a lmost invariably be the local
authority), should be sufficient, until the tenant demonstrates that he or she is a permanent resident, and
requires permanent title to the land. This title could then be upgraded when the land ho lder's needs or
wishes demand it, and when he or she can afford to do so. I argue that such upgradabJe titles should a lso
be accommodated in the land records system, which shou ld in turn be updated to reflect the process of

upgrading as and when it occu rs.

Latsky (1990), Alberts et. al. ( 1995), and Fourie (1998) all propose such an alternative land ten ure
reform model in the form ofa new land registrat ion system, based on individua l freehold title, but which
includes a "staged tenure in the first generation of title registration" (Latsky: 1990; 292). This " first
generat ion of title registration" is to be created in the interests of achieving cost reduction, simplicity and
speed relating to the registration procedure, and should be completely upgradable to full freehold title
(foe. cif.). Once again. my argument for a tenancy arrangement at this lowest level wou ld also fulfill the

objectives referred to above. The detail s of properties held under the upgradabJc form of title shou ld be
kept in the land records system, to reflect the level of registration of the upgradable title at which it exists
at any point in lime. This will fac ilitate the planning for a title upgrading programme.

T he criteria in the proposal by Lat'sky ( 1990) and Alberts el.al. ( 1995) for first generation registration
of title are that the land is identifiable on the ground as an appropriately authorised future erf, and the
beneficiary in whose name the erfis to be registered is " described with absolute accuracy", through some
form of identification techno logy (Latsky: 1990: 298-299). This means that the land delivery process has
been completed, as the layout plan has been drawn and approved by the appropriate authority and the
future erven have been pegged by a land surveyor, a lthough the general pl a n may not yet have been
completed and su bmitted to the Surveyor General. Identification of the beneficiary, similarly, does not
nccessari ly mean identification with reference to standard identification documents, but would include
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accuracy of identity is achieved (ibid.: 298·299). For the upgrading of the registration to fu ll freehold
title on application, the official cadastral description and an approved general plan must be available,
and the township register will be opened. The usual identification indicators, namely full names, date of
birth and identity number, of each beneficiary arc required, and the application must comply with all
traditional requirements in property law (Ioc.cil.).

Fourie (1998) also examines land tenure reform and urban land delivery by upgradable titles, and points
out that in addition to the fonnal forms of subdivision, and dealings in land such as transfers, inheritance,
and first tiding of vacant land, there are also informal forms of these processes (ibid.: 2). She argues that
the approach adopted by the United Nations Centre for Human Sett lements (UNCHS), namely that
informal settlements and processes should be seen as assets and not liabilities, should be adopted. If this
becomes the guiding philosophy, then the object would be to somehow integrate the informal forms and
the formal form s of these processes - in fact , Fourie argues that such integration is crucial both to urban
management and security of tenure for the poor (ibid.: 2-3). Fourie proposes two additional types, or
levels, of titles, namely "starter" and " Iandhold" titles, both of which are upgradable to the next higher

level (ibid.: 14).

"Starter" title would be given in respect of s ites within a block consisting of a number of families
(between 40 and 100). The outside boundaries of the block would be formally s urveyed and registered
in freehold ownership, probably in the name of the local authority or an NGO, and the "starter" titles
of s ites with in the block would be recorded "at the local property office" (ibid.: IS). Within the ambit
of this dissertation, and referring to the GEA, the "local property office" could well be the land survey
branch of the PMTLC, and the "starter" titles could be recorded in the land records system housed in
that office. The interna l boundaries would not be surveyed or registered. The "starter" title would provide
the holder with certain limited rights, entitling the holder to perpetual occupation of a site within the
block, and the right to dispose of his or her rights (ibid.: 14 ).

By upgrading to " Iandhold" title, the holder would acquire a title with the most important aspects of
freehold title, but still in a more simplified and cheaper form (ibid.: I 5). This title would be in respect
o ra specific defined s ite, and would, in addition to providing the owner with the right to occupy that s ite
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recorded in the local land records system, and it would not be necessary to use property lawyers to
register these rights, as the range of possible transactions would be limited and the land records staff
would be trained to process these transactions (foe.ciI.). Similarly, it is suggested that survey technicians

could survey the sites to a lower cost and standard of accuracy, instead ofa professional land surveyor
having to perform the survey in terms of the Land Survey Act ( 1997) (ibid.: 16).

A final method of upgradable individual title which I will discuss is the so-ca lled ' mid-po int method'
(Jackson: 1996). This method a lso provides a cost effect ive and quick method of passing individual title,
and simi lar to the starter titles discussed above, is particularly su ited to (conventional) informal
settlements where the outer boundaries of the community or block are estab lished, but the interna l
boundaries between individual informal tenures are unrecorded and " relati vely fluid" (op.cif.: 280). It
allows for the positions of individual tenure rights to be recorded without recording their boundaries, the
tenure right being represented by a single point typically just outside the front door of the house or shack.
This avoids the rigorous and lengthy adjudication process associated with fixed boundaries (Op.cif.: 277284). It also avoids having to hastily plan and demarcate the positions of roads and service corridors
between ind ividual tenure rights, which in many cases prove to be unsustainable(loc.cil.). Furthermore,
the method is flexible enough that after the so-cal led <mid-points' have been surveyed and recorded, new
rights can be created between theexisting ones, or existing rights can be abandoned, as the internal rights
have no fixed boundaries so can adjust to accommodate an extra right, or take up extra land as a result
of an abandoned right (op.cif. :280).

The mid-point method is cheap and relatively easy to maintain with assistance from (trained) members
of the community and a land records system at the local government level (Op.cif: 28 1). Such a system
is fully upgradable to freehold title, once all the rights holders within the community or block have agreed
to the positions ofthe boundaries ofthe individual land rights and the public or communal thoroughfares,
and these have been surveyed as fixed boundaries (loc.ciJ.).

I have shown that there a rc several simi lar proposals for upgradab le titles to be implemented as a
possible land tenure reform model. Upgradable titles are, in essence, individual titles, as opposed to
communal tenure, and as such will be preferred by certain sections ofthe population. There are not many
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process, as most of the requirements are s imilar to those for the formal cadastral records or the inferi or

titles referred 10 above. T he land records system shou ld record which level of the upgradable title is
current for each property or group of properties.

The entry-level "starter" title suggested by Fourie. for examp le, does not relate to a surveyed and defined

property as in the proposals by Latsky (J 990) and Alberts et. al. (\995) described above, but refers to
a site within a block. T he mid-point method (Jackson: 1996) relates to a co-ordinated point within the
indi vidual tenure right on the ground, and not to a demarcated site. Whichever method is chosen, the
records system shou ld show eaeh tenure right, and record the identity of the ho lder of the right as well
as the details of the right, including the level oftenure in existence. It should a lso be able to fac ilitate any
s ubsequent transfers if the official records are to be held at the loca l level as suggested by Fourie
(1998a). In such a case the loca l authority wou ld become the «local property office" referred to above,
and the land records system would become the offic ia l loca l record of these land rights (ibid.: 14).

To conclude, the staged or upgradable tenure system should also be accommodated in the land records
system. As the right and the land holder will be identifiable, similar to the freehold and inferior titles, the
impact on the design of the land records system shou ld not be great. The land records system would in
any event have to accommodate the freehold cadast ra l a nd registration system records to show the
freehold la nd rights which exist, and also any inferior land rights, some of which will be based on the
cadastral system and others not. For those unrecorded land tenures and informa l land holdings which arc
not parcel-based and do not fo llow any formal cadastral bounda ries. such as de/acto land tenure and
"starter" titles, they wou ld have to be mapped in some appropriate way, so that their limits can be
defined in the records system. This aspect is discussed in more detail in C hapler Five when informal
settlements are discussed further. If the mid-poi nt method of recording individual informa l tenure within
a surveyed outside fi gure is used, then only the co-ordinates of the so-ca lled ' mid-point' of each ri ght
need be determined and recorded . When recording information relating to an existing settlement before
upgrading commences, the type of tenure system in place in each sett lement should also be determined
and recorded, together with, I argue, the preferences ofthe community, to assist with thedecision-making
for the appropriate tenure refonn model for that settlement.

-36Regarding the incorporation of communal tenure into the formal freeh old cadastral and registration
systems. there is a further specific piece of land tenure reform legislation which deals exclus ively with
that subject. The Communa l Property Associations Act (No. 28 of 1996) provides for s uch a land tenure

reform so lution, and this will be di scussed in the next sub-sect ion.

1.3.5

The Communal Property Associations Act (No. 18 of 1996)

1 will briefly discuss the Communal Property Associations Act (No. 28 of 1996) as a possible land
tenu re reform model which could be used to upgrade a settlement and to prov ide security of tenure, and
I will investigate the implications of such a tenure refonn model on the design of the land records system.

This Act makes provision for previously di sadvantaged communities to form "communal property
assoc iations" as ju ristic persons to acqu ire and ma nage property as a group (South African Government :
1996b: 2). The Act formalises the arrangements within the commu nity by providing for the community
(which has to be approved by the Minister of Land Affairs) to be reg istered as an association in terms
of the Act and for a constitution to be drawn up with the assistance of the Department of Land Affairs
for the main object of ho lding property in common ownership (ibid.: 2-8). The terms ofthe association's
constitution, which is required to set out the rules for access to, and management of, the land owned
jointly by the group in accordance with certain basic principles set out in the Act, should a lso reflect the
group's va lues and culture, a nd be appropriate for the group's circumstances. From the discuss ions
above, the group's values and culture may be influenced by the Zulu customary land tenure system, but
there may be other influences. and the constitution of the group shou ld reflect these. The constitution,
once registered, is attached to the title deed of the property (ibid.: 8-12; South African Government:
1997b: 63).

The Communal Property Associations Act (No. 28 of 1996) makes provis ion for the upgrading of the
land tenure ofa community or settlement through"a relatively simple and access ible mechanism" (South
African Government: 1997b: 63), formalisi ng the communal land tenure arrangements in place in the
community and incorporating them into the formal cadastral and registration systems. The result is very
similar to the voluntary associations, sha re-block schemes, sectional titles a nd trusts used by more
ex perienced and more affiuent groups of people in the past to own a nd manage property as a group, but
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inaccessible for the less-amuent sectors of the populat ion (op.cif.).

The White Paper on South African Land Policy, in discussing group titles, identifies some issues which
early imp lementation experience s hows require attention and poss ible amendment of the Act. For
example, there is already a need for the Act to allow for interna l subd ivision and regi stration of
individual titles within the communal pro perty association boundaries (South African Government:
1997b: 66). There is a lso research being done on an adaptat ion to a form of fam ily ownership _

The implications for the des ign of the land records system are that the system s hould record information
on the formal cadastral and registration sys tems, as well as the internal arrangements w ith in the
com munal property assoc iation's boundaries, which are at present not part of the forma l system. This
would enta il mapping the limits of occu pation by each household within the communal property
association boundaries by some appropriate method, as there would not, as the law now stands, be any
parcel boundar ies to identify these internal land rights.

2.3.6

Conclw·ions

I have s hown that the government is commiued to land tenure reform, both the upgrading of inferior
titles, as well as land rights based on permits, unrecorded de facIo land tenure, and informa l land
holdings. This responsibi lity has been decentra lised to the loca l government level, and in order to manage
the process and the information required, a n appropriate land records system is to be establis hed and
managed at the local government level.

T he implications of the land tenure reform measures referred to above on the design of the land records
system are that the system should record the underlying existing cadastral la nd rights a nd inferior land
rights, a ll of which are parcel-based, in the first instance. It shou ld also record the non-parcel-based land
rights, s uch as de facto land tenure, rights based on permits, and in formal land holdings. This wi ll
faci litate the adjudication process. The records system s hould a lso beableto record the "current owners"
(South African Government: 1997b: 64) on pri vately owned property s uch as the tenants (see Chapter
Five below) and the preferences of all people who require land tenure reform as to the type of land tenure
opt ion which they prefer. In cases where the ULTRA Act is used to upgrade inferior titles, the system
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Act.

I have shown that the land records system should a lso show the reformed tenure rights after the land
tenure reform process, which may include the adapted urban form of the Zulu customary land tcnure
model, upgradable individual rights, or communal/group titles within a fixed outside figure. Some of

these are parcel-based, but others are not and shou ld be identified and shown with the aid of some
suitable mapping process, or by the mid-point system. The land records system, by implication, would
also have to be flexible to trace the process of land tenure reform and to record the changes made.

The land records system should also be able to show services. as these may affect the estab lishment of
land tenure rights. Service delivery will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

2.4

Provision of Services

The White Paper on Local Government speci fies that local government must be responsible for the
prov ision of services in its area of jurisdiction. In addition, in terms of the Constitution and the White
Paper on Local Government, all citizens must have access to at least a minimum level of services, and
the provision ofthcse services in a sustainab le manner is clearly identified to be the responsibility of the
local government structures (South African Government: 1996a: 63; South African Government: 1998a.:

42).

The implications of these government policies are that the local government structures should evaluate
the situations regarding services in their areas ofjurisdiction, and should plan for installation of serv ices
in their informal settlement areas. In the GEA there are many parts without adequate services.

Referring to Maps #7 and #8 (in Appendix A), the PMTLC has collected information regarding the
availability of water and sewerage in the GEA as part of the TLC's Masakltane programme (to be
discussed in the next section), and this information will be used for planning and upgrading services in
the GEA. These maps show the distribution of the various types of water and sewerage systems, and
show, fo r example, that most households in the GEA obtain their water from communal standpipes, and
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for water wastage, as well as cost recovery. The sewerage map reveals the wide distribution of
conservancy tanks which have to be emptied by the PMTLC staffat an unsustainable charge, which also
has cost recovery implications. Furthermore, consideration of the two maps together shows the large
areas where there is metered water supply or a communal tap. but where no suitable method of disposal

of the resulting so-called ' grey water' exists. These maps, and mainly the inclusion of this data in the
land records system, will enable the PMTLC to comply with its responsibilities, and to plan and make
decisions for the upgrading of these services.

From experience in local government in Pielermaritzburg and the GEA, I argue that it is prudent to
complete the planning of the formalisation and upgrading of the settlement before commencing with the
installation of services, so that the positions of the individual residential sites, and service and access
corridors are finalised before installing services. The services can then be installed in the correct places,
rather than possibly having to be relocated at a later stage, at wasted cost and effort. The information
on the positions of services will be crucia l to the planning of extensions to the existing service networks.

The impact ofthe provision of services on the design of the land records system is that the system should
show firstly, information on the status of services in the area such as the Masakhane information shown
on Maps #7, #8 and #9. In addition, the land records system should record and show the positions of all
the municipal services in ex istence, with attribute details, such as capacity or consumption. condition,
and records of maintenance. The services should ideally be captu red from co-ordinates off the as-bu ilt
plans of each service from when it was constructed, but when these are not available it would be
necessary to capture them in relation to the cadastral boundaries or accurate mapping of the features on
the ground. The system should also show separately, those service extensions or upgrades planned for
the future. with an anticipated date of construction. approximate cost, reference to the Engineer's design
drawings, ifappropriate, etc. (Greatwood, personal communication: June 1999). Finally, the land records
system should have a relational spat ial database to process queries on spatial relationships involving
services data and any other data set.

The final aspect regarding the provision of services referred to in both the Constitution and the White
Paper on Local Government is that they should be provided at a sustainable level and should be
affordable to the consumers. This points to the Masakhane Campaign put in place by the government,
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This will be di scussed in the next section.

2.5

Sustainability and Cost Recovery

I will discuss the process of cost recovery as it relates to the sustainability of the first three processes,
namely land delivery, land tenure reform and the provision of services, but mainly service provis ion.
During the days of apartheid, rcnts and service payments were boycotted in protest against the non·

democratic government (Lcwis: 1995: 67). Local authorities were facing a financial and administrative
cri sis if this culture of non-payment could not be reversed. The government therefore initiated a

campaign aimed to reverse this practice, and to revive local government revenue collection, called
Masakhane, meaning " let us build together" (Anonymous: 1995:24). This campaign was officially
launched by President Mandel a at the Marconi Beam informal settlement in Cape Town in February
1995 (/oc.cil., Lewis: 1995 : 67).

The ma in aims of the campaign were: firstly, to speed up the delivery of bas ic services and housing;
secondly, to promote the payment of rents, service charges and bond installments; thirdly, to create
conditions to encourage large scale investment in housing, services, infrastructure and local economic
development; and final ly, to create conditions conducive for effective and sustainable local govcrnance
(South African Institute for Race Relations: 1996: 341). Some of the main problems which were
identified during the campaign were that, firstly, many people were not receiving accounts, secondly,
there was no central office where they could make their payments, thirdly, the poor condition of houses
and services, and finally, the high unemployment rate in the community (Anonymous: 1995: 24).

That is, responsibilities for both the community and the local authorities were created by this campaign,
but in practice it was a so-called 'chicken and egg' situation, as each party was waiting for the other to
perform. The government 's core team for promoting and planning the Masakhane campaign believed
that this stalemate situation had to be broken, and people had to be encouraged to pay for their services
while the local authorities were at the same time working at fulfilling their obligations (/oc.cil.). I am
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overall success of this campaign is not known.

I am arguing, from the local authority's point of view, that things have to be done differently to show
commitment to the Masakhane policies, and to demonstrate the will to improve all aspects of servicing.
The White Paper on Local Government points out that onc of the main criteria for the provision of

services is accessibility, and accessibi lity is closely linked to atTordability (South African Government:
1998a.: 11 3). The points are made that local government shou ld be innovative in constructing policies

and setting tariffs to ensure that the services arc installed at the appropriate and sustainable level, and
that the tariffs are set in such a way that they are affordable. This could be achieved possibly by crosssubsid isat ion within and between services, and between high and low-income consumers (/oe.ciJ.). As
mentioned above, the system of charging and collecting payments also has to be re-worked, to ensure
accessibility in this area as well.

The local government structures, in this case the PMTLC, cannot continue indefinitely

10

provide

services without collecting payment, and also cannot expect the people to pay if the payment procedure
is almost impossible to access. Furthermore, the PMTLC should examine carefully its water supply
systems for sustainability. Studying Map #7, most households in theGEA obtain their water supply from
communal taps, for which no payment is made and which are the cause of considerable wastage ofwatcr.
In addit ion, the supp ly of water to 1300 fami lies in outlying communities by water tanker on a daily
basis costs the PMTLC around R3 million per year, which is not recovered from the consumers at
present. Tariffs have been set and attempts will be made shortly to recover service charges from users
(Greatw~

personal communication: June 1999). The sewerage disposal service shou ld be s imilarly

examined for sustainability.

To facilitate the determination of affordability and appropriate levels of service, the PMTLC has also
collected information, as part of the Masakhane information programme, on the socio-economic
breakdown of the GEA. household by household. Figures available are those such as the number of
people in each household who are employed, the number who are employable, and the total earnings per
household (where people were prepared to give this information).

-42The implications for thcdesign of the land records system arc Ihat the system should record data on the

status of the services in the GEA, as well as an indication of the socio-econornic breakdown of the
residents in the area, township by township, or household by household as the PMTLC has done. In
addition, the land records system should be designed to indicate a ll the municipal services, not only the

so-ca lled line serv ices such as waler or sewerage, but also the so-ca lled '500' serv ices such as waste
removal and slreet cleaning. The land records system shou ld also assist in monitoring to ensure thal a
reasonable serv ice is being offered, at the sallle frequency and standard as in the other more amuenl
parts orlhe city.

The land records system should be designed to facilitate and monitor the delivery and the payment of
accounts . For exa mple, the payment points shou ld be shown on the land records system, and by creating
buffers of, say. two kilometres radius around each payment point, it can be seen at a glance whether
there are large numbers of consumers who are out of easy reach of payment points. Another example
is for the land records system to be used to establ ish street addresses for each househo ld, and to plan the
location of cluster-box s ites in consultation with the postal authorities. The postal authorities can then
deliver post to the houses, or they can erect the cluster of post boxes for an area, to ensure that all
residents have access to a postal service for the receipt of tile bills associated with the payment of rates
and service charges and bond installments.

2.6

Conclusions

I have s hown that, in terms of the government 's reform and upgrading policies, local government has the
responsibility for the upgrading of informal sett lements within its area of jurisdicti on. The PMTL C
shou ld therefore develop and manage an appropriate land records system to manage the information
required and the processes involved in upgrading. The PMTLC should also usc the land records system
to facilitate the implementation of its other responsibilities in terms of the Consti tut ion, namely the
creation of a safe and healthy environment and the provision of at least a basic level of services to a ll its
residents in a sustai nab le manner. In order to deal with the s ustainabi lity aspect, the PMTLC should also
make use of the land records system to facilitate the fulfillment of the aims of the government's
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charges and to make these payments.

The design of lheappropriate land records system will depend upon the characteristics of the information
required and the processes which have to be managed. Firstly, the point was made that the information
stored in the system should be available to anyone who has a right to it. The land records system
therefore shou ld be accessible 10 the general public. especia lly the communities at the local level, and

if there are any costs attached 10 the sa le of information they should be nominal , so that acquisition of
the information by the residents of the local authority area is not regarded as unaffordable.

The implications of the government's policies on the design of the land records system a re that it shou ld
show all the parcel-based land rights identified above, namely the freehold cadastral boundaries and land
rights, including any rights of initial ownersh ip in terms of the DF A, any inferior (DDA) land rights, and
any parcel-based upgradable rights iflhis is chosen as one of the land tenure reform models 10 be ofTered
as an option. I n addition, certain details of these land rights need to be recorded. In the case of the formal
freehold cadast ral rights, references to the offic ial records and the registered owners need to be recorded,
as well as any occupants oft he property who claim to be the owner but do not match the name recorded
in the official registration records (these people are therefore informal owners). In respect of the inferior
(DDA) land rights, the rights holders and type of right, as well as its Schedule I or Schedule 2 rating in
terms of the ULTRA Act, shou ld be recorded . As mentioned earlier in this chapter, many of these rights
will be overlapping, either inferior over freehold, or even several overlapping inferior rights over freehold
cadastral rights - all shou ld be captured and shown.

In addition the system shou ld be designed to s how the non-parcel-based land rights which are, or may
become, part of the official land tenure reform models. Examples of these non-parcel-based land rights
are the de/acID land tenure in existence in conventional informal sett lements in the GEA, which are in
the form of the adapted form of the Zulu customary land tenure system (see Chapter Five), any "current
owners" on private land in terms of the White Paper on South African Land Policy such as tenants
(South African Government: 1997b: 64), and any informal land holdings. In addition, rega rding potential
land tenure reform models, the land records system shou ld be designed to s how the

non-parcel~based

titles such as firstly, sta rter titles in a system of upgradable land rights as proposed by Fourie (1998);
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'm id ~po int '

co-ordinates in a mid-point method (Jackson:

1996); and thirdly, group litles s uch as the internal arrangements inside the ou ts ide fi gure of a
development in terms of the Communal Property Associations Act (1996). Furthermore, the historica l
information required to build up a trail of evidence in order to justify the upgrading of rights s uch as the
existence o f evidence of the duration of de facIo tenure and informal land holdings (possibly by aeria l

photographs), any records of occupation by service providers s uch as ESKOM, and any recorded
tenants ' agreements with land owners s hould also be recorded . The land records system should therefore
be designed to accommodate temporal (h istorical) information.

The implications o f the provision of serv ices o n the des ign of the land records system are, firstly, that
the system s hould record data on the statu s of the services in the GEA, as well as an indication of the
soc io-econom ic breakdown o f the res idents in the area, township by township, or hOllsehold by household
as the PMTLC has done; a nd secondly. the positions and necessary details o f the existing municipal
services s hould be recorded. There are two implications on the appropriate technology to be emp loyed
in the design of the system. Firstly, in order to deal with the large amount of data on services app licable
to each hOllsehold, sllch as the PMTLC 's Masakhane data, the land records system should be designed
with full relational capabilities, so that s patial relations hip queries can be processed involving
information in separate, but linked. data bases. Secondly, at the other end of the technology scale, if the
information on services is such that it is not appropriate that the services are recorded in the land records
system itself. then they s hou ld at least be retained in a separate, but li nked, land information system
managed by the loca l authority, where the two sets of information can be combined, for the purposes of
viewing or out putting. In some cases it may be expedient to retain a paper-based information system, of
plans for example, and to link it to the land records system by cross-references only. These as pects will
be discu ssed in further detail below (see Chapter Six:).

Regarding the cost recovery process, the land records system should be used to plan the positions of
cluster post boxes to be installed at various points in the GEA by the postal authorities to ensure that
everyone has access to a mail delivery serv ice for, amongst other correspondence, bills for the payment
of rates and service charges. The land records system could also be used by the loca l government
structure to plan the location of payment points for the payment of these municipal charges, to ensure
that payment points are situated at convenient locations and within a reasonable distance of the bulk of
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fully relationa l spatial database which wou ld facilitate spat ial relationship queries such as determining
the number of service consumers which fall within a buffer distance of, say, two kilometres around a
proposf.'CI central payment point or cluster post box site.

Finally, the system shou ld be designed so that it is nexible enough to be easily updated when
circumstances change. This applies to upgrading of land tenure rights, changing of land tenure models
following land tenure reform, updating mapping when the situation on the ground changes, upgrading
and provision of services, and the addition or relocation of post box sites or payment points.
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CHAPTER THREE

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS IN
THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA

3.1

Introduction

Informa l sett lements arc common in South Africa. As I wi ll show below ( in Chapters Four and Five)
the policies of the previous governments caused informal

s~u lt!:m ents

of various forms to develop

throughout the country, but mainly in urban and peri- urban areas. The most common form is the

conventional in fo rma l sett lement. However, I will show below that in the GEA a ll settlements ex ist
on a cont inu um of formality-informality, and that informal aspects exist in almost every form ofl and
tenure pattern in the Greater Edendale Area, including those which appear to be formal.

I sha ll now examine some broad definiti ons of informal settlements from both local and international
literature invo lving the study of informal sett lements, and will show that the informa l settlements in
the G reater Edenda le Area conform to these broad definitions. I shall develop the concept of the
continuum of formality-informality further in relation to the GEA and show that other forms of
settlement in the GEA, previously considered to be formal, s hould be considered informal. It is
important to note that the focus of thi s dissertation is on informal settlements - and iso lated cases of
in forma lity in the GEA will not be covered.

3.2

Review of Local and International Literature

Firstly I will examine definitions from Hindson and McCa rthy ( 1994) and Dura nd- Lasserve (1996).
Thereafter 1 will discuss the defi nition developed by Davies ( 1998) specifically for informal
settlements in East London (Eastern Cape), and investigate further the continuum of formality which
is the basis of Davies' definition, adopted from Doebelc ( 1994).
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3.2.1

Broad Definitions of Informal Settlements

Generally, conventional "informal sett lements are defined as dense settlements compnslng
communities housed in self constructed shelters under conditions of informal or traditional land
tenure" (Hindson and McCarthy: 1994: I). Durand-Lasserve (1996: 1-2) defines an informal
settlement as "an area or sett lement where development (spatial expansion) and occ upancy are not
conforming to the legal , urban and environmental standards set by public authorities". The first
definition deals with the important points that these settlements are dense, the structures are selfconstructed, and the resultant tenure systems are informal or traditional. As such the first definition
refers main ly to the conventional form of informal settlement described above, where the settlement
is contiguous and comprises densely settled informal housing. The second definition is somewhat
broader, and makes the important point that informal sett lements do not conform to the various
standards set by the authorities.

To add to the above definitions, in general, informal settlements a rc overcrowded and inhabited by
poor people, and there is generally no security of tenure for the people living there. In addition, there
are usua lly litt le or no municipa l services provided to s uch settlements, and the living conditions are
unhealthy, and even dangerous, (Durand-Lasserve: 1996, H indson and McCarthy: 1994). From my
observations these points arc generally true of conventiona l informa l sett lements in the Greater
Edendale Area as wel l.

Exam ining Durand-Lasserve's definition above more closely, and referring further to his paper, his
definition is extremely broad. For examp le, in addition to the defin ition covering the most common
case of a «squatter settlement" wh ich has no legality. no services, and contains shacks built of
whatever informal building materials the occupants can lay their hands on, Durand-Lasserve (1996)
lists other possible "causes of tile irregu larity" (informa lity). which he points out are "numerous and
generally cumulative", and which include: the sale or rental of the property may be illegal, the
transfer may not have been formally registered. the planning or land-use regulations may have been
contravened, or "the bui lding and construct ion norms and standards (were) not complied with" (ibid.:
2).

This definition of Durand-Lasserve's (1996) shows that there are various levels on which the
informa lity of an informal sett lement may be judged. I have observed this to be the case in the GEA
too, where some infonna l sett lements are very structured, have some basic services, and appear to
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of formality. To develop the idea of different levels of informality further, I will now ex.amine the
definition developed by Davies (1998) which includes the theory of a continuum of formality.

Davics ( 1998: 105), drawing from Docbele( 1994) and the UN C I IS Urban Management Programme

(199 1). and concentrating on conventiona l informal settlements in East London (Eastern Cape)
defines an " urban informal settlement . . . as any settlement that exists on a continuum of
development, and is jointly managed by the loca l community and the local authority in proportion
to the influence o f the local structural tension on the loca l tenure system in the settlement". I-le
acknowledges that this definition, unlike "classical definitions" which are based on legal frameworks
and development w ithin these frameworks, s uch as those given above, is instead based on the concept
of a continuum of development, and as s uch accommodates certain contradictions, where some
aspects ofthe informality o fthe settlement have been formalised, and others have not, or where, even
without formalisation, the settlement exhibits signs usually associated with formalisat ion, such as
order, and security of tenure (ibid.: 104). Davies also refers to the continuum of development as the
continuum of formality (ibid.: 98)

These definition s of informal settlements above require further investigation and discussion so that
they can be understood in the context of the informal settlements in the GEA which are to be
managed us ing the land records system to be designed for the area. However, for clarity, a distinction
shou ld be drawn at this point, between informal settlements and squatting. All informal settlements
are without authority because they contravene the town planning and building laws with regard to
density, spacing, cons truction of bu ildings, land tenure, etc. Squatting, while being a form of
informal settlement, is a lso illegal as it ex ists on land without the permiss ion of lhe legal owner of
the land (Four ie: 1993: 5, Surp lus Peop les' Project: 1983 : 195- 197, Durand-Lasserve: 1996: 1-2).
In other words, a squatter settlement is an informal settlement where it is known that the owner of
the land has not given permi ss ion for the settlement to take place on the land. However, as it is often
imposs ible to determine whether a settlement is with the approval of the landowner or not without
an in-depth study and actually interv iewing peop le on the ground, they will a ll be referred to as
informal settlements. A case in point are all the infonnal setllements on State owned land in the
GEA. It is unlikely that each occupant, or even each community, obtained specific authority (0 settl e
on the State owned land there, but on the other hand, most of these settlements have becn in existence
for many years, and the State has never taken any action to attempt to evict them, thereby giving its
tacit agreement to their remaining there.
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I am arguing that the definitions of informal settlements from Durand-Lasservc (1996) and Davies
(1998) cover all aspects of informal settlements in the GEA. Furthermore, I will show that additional
formal forms of land tenure in the GEA also contain aspects of informality (discussed below in
C hapters Four and Five). J will show this in relation to each land tenure pattern investigated in the

GEA.

3.2.2

Continuum of Formality-Informality

Davics (1998: 97- t 06), points out that a conventional informal settlement is not totally " legal " nor
entirely " not lega'" (ibid.: 98). Instead the formal, and local informal systems, work together in a
manner dependent on the specific local conditions and situation to create a settlement with its own
characteristics. The degree of development, or of formality or informality of each settlement, fall s
somewhere on the continuum between the two extremes. Davics also argues that the sa me holds true
for the levels of physical development, socio-cconomic profile, and legality of the settlement. He
suggests that squatting on unsurveyed and undemarcated land, with no statutory recognition and no
services, would be at the totally informal end of the continuum, while, for example, shacks
constructed of informal materials, not in accordance with statutory building requirements, but on
formally surveyed and serviced so-called 'site and service' schemes, would be towards the formal
end of the continuum (Ioc.cil.).

Whereas Davies (1998) focu ssed on the continuum theory in relation to conventional informal
sett lemems in the East London area, I will show that all forms of tenure in the GEA exhibit certain
aspects of informa lity, and therefore also exist at some point on what I sha ll call , the cont inuum of
formality-i nforma lity. That is, forma l areas usually not classified as informal settlements also have
informal characteri stics because of the history of South Africa. For example, many of the freehold
properties in Edellda le Proper and Plcssislaer which appear to be privately owned and thereby
constitute formal settlement, have not been registered or the registration is not current (see Chapter
Four). Secondly, there are inferior titles registered under legislation relating to the former
Department of Development Aid which overlap State freehold and sometimes also other inferior titles
(see Chapter Four). Th irdly, tenants on State or privately owned land in so-ca lled 'backyard shacks'
almost invariab ly have no recorded rights of tenure (see Chapter Five). Finally, the unrecorded de
faCIO tenure of the convent iona l informal settlements on State owned land (see Chapter Five). All

these examp les show levels of informality ofthe land tenure under which the properties are held, and
do not comply with the government's land tenure reform policy of all properties being registered in
some form of ownership on a single, non-racial system, as discussed above (see Chapter Two). On
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aspects of fo rmality in respect of some form of municipal services provided to the sett lements.

I argue that the provision of services

10

a settlement also exists on a continuum of formalilY-

informality. As I have shown above (see Chapter Two), there are various levels or standards of
service which apply to a sett lement. The level of service provision is usually related to the level of
formality of the settlement, and this is related to the socio-economic status of the residents of the
settlement, and their abil ity 10 pay for thescrvices provided (P ietermaritzburg-Msunduzi T ransitiona l
Local Council: 1998). This implies therefore, that the level of formality of the land tenure dictates
the level offorma lity of the services, and each exists on its own, but related, continuum offormalityinformality.

This has implications for the design of the land records system as it will have tn he flexible to allow
for the updating of the service-related data when the services in the area are installed or upgraded
to a higher standard. The land records system should therefore reflect the level on the (services)
continuum of formality-informality at which the municipal services for each settlement exist.

I wil l discuss the aspects of informality in respect of land tenure in all types of informal settlements
in the GEA in more detail below (see Chapters Four and Five), and the implications of th is
informality for an appropri ate land records system for the GEA. I will s how that there are informa l
aspects, at various levels on the continuum of formality-informality, in all forms of land tenure
patterns in the GEA, including the freehold properties which were previously considered to be
entirely formal title. Furthermore, I will s how (see Chapter Five) that a lso on this continuum are
informal sett lements with unrecorded tenure in the form of tenants on Lhe privately owned land, as
well as conventional informal sett lements on the State owned land. This wi ll have further
implications for the design of the land records system as it must cover the whole of the GEA, and
encompass all types of tenure. formal and informal.

3.3

Conclusions

I have shown that the forms of settlement in the GEA conform to other types of sett lement described
in both local and international literature. In particular the continuum of formality referred to by
Davies ( 1998: 98) also applies to both conventional informal settlements and other forms of
informality of land tenure which exist on properties in the GEA, which were previously regarded as

-5 Jformal development. In addition, I argue that the municipal services to a sett lement also exist on a
continuum orformality-inforrnality, dependent on the formality oflhe land tenure in the settlement,
as well as other factors such as the socio-economic status oflhe residents oflhe settlement.

All this has implications for the design of the land records system, as it should be flexible and be able
to adjust over time to reflccl the corresponding changing situation of informal sett lements on the
ground. The land records system should also be able to be updated to reflect any changes in the level

of informality from time to time, and to show the new levels, as it were, on the continuum of
formality-informality. This applies to the land tenure as well as Ihe services 10 the sett lement.

The level on thc continuum of formality.infonnality in a particular informal settlement would
indicate the status of the upgrading process in that sett lement, with the four key indicators of s uch
upgrading being the processes of land delivery. land tcnurc reform, lhc provision of services, and
cost recovery. It s hould also be important to retain historical data in the system for the purpose of
recording the development and upgrading process of the sett lement, and to Tt,'Cord the levels of
informali ty at various stages during the process.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE HISTORY OF RECORDED LAND TENURE RIGHTS IN
THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA

4.1

Introduction

Local government ha s been given the responsibility oflhe upgrading of informal settlements, including
their land tenure and land administration systems. I am arguing that to manage the processes invo lved
in the upgrading of informal settlements of all types, an appropriate form of land records system shou ld
be established at the local government level.

To facilitate the design of such an appropriate land records system in relation to the land tenure and land
administration requirements. I shall describe the history of the recorded land tenure rights and land
administration systems (as opposed to those orlhe unrecorded tenure, which will be dealt with below in
Chapter Five) in South Africa and morc particularly in the Greater Edcndalc Area, and evaluate the
effects that th is history has had on the land tenure patterns in the GEA. I will s how, for example, how
the previous government's apartheid policies, played a big part in the developmcnt of informal
settlements of va rious types and at various levels on the continuum offormality-informality, with distinct
variations, dependent on the different types of underlying tenure. I will also show that as a result of past
government po licies, and the history of land tenure patterns and land administration systems in the GEA,
certain aspects of all forms of land tenure in the GEA, even the (apparently formal) recorded freehold
rights, conta in informalities of onc kind or another, and fall somewhere on the continuum of formalityinforma lity described (sce C hapter Three above), and therefore s hould be upgraded. Examples of this
informality, which are described more fully below, are: firstly, the privately owned freehold properties
in Edendalc Proper which have not been registered or where the registration is not current; and second ly,
the inferior titles registered against surveyed portions of State owned land under legislation relating to
the former Department of Development Aid.
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Furthermore, I will show that the history of the recorded land tenure patterns and land administration
systems in the GEA means that the national government 's current policies as outlined above (see Chapter
Two) have particular applications in the GEA. I1 is these applications which a lso need to be incorporated
into the design of the land records system.

I will conclude by extracting, from the di scussions in this chapter, those aspects which wi ll have an
impact on the design of the land records system to be created to manage informal sett lements in the GEA.

4.2

The History of Recorded Land Te nure Rights and Land Administration Systems
in the Greater Edendale Area

Although Edendale was developing at the same lime as Pictermaritzburg just 15 kilometres up the
Umsinduze Ri ver valley, there was little in common between the two. I have shown (see Chapter One
above) that this separate development was largely as a result ofthc att itudes of the Voortrekkers, and
later British colonists. I will continue to show that this concept of sepa rate development became part of
the government's policies ea rly in the 20th century, and legislation regarding this ideal was enacted,
restricting ownership and occupation of land by Blacks in law, and enforcing sepa rate residential a reas
for Blacks and Whites.

I will s how that land was acquired by the State at the national level in terms of the Land Acts of 1913
and 1936, townships were developed by the State on the land, and land in the townships was made
available for occupation by Blacks under a variety of inferior forms of title. In the GEA, apart from the
relatively small part of the GEA where Blacks owned land under freeho ld (sec below), the rest of the
GEA was acquired by the State and became s ubject to these policies and actions. In general, additional
areas were declared so-ca lled 'self-governing territories' where Blacks were also expected to live,
although none of these areas fell inside the GEA. These aspects, the elTects thereof on the land tenure
patterns and land administration systems in the GEA, and the impact on the design of the land records
system for the PMTLC, are discussed below. I will deal with the history ofthc recorded land tenure
patterns and land administration systems in the GEA in two sections, firstly under private freehold
ownership, and secondly under State owned land.
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4.2. J

Private Freehold Ownership

The history of Black private freehold ownership of land in the GEA began in the mid-19th century when
James Allison. a miss ionary, together with 100 Christian Black families of various origins, settled on
the farm Welverdiend (now the farm Edendale No. 775). Together they purchased the farm on a share
basis in 1851 and laid Qut a village on it in the present position of Georgetown. as well as commonage

land around it on the rest (Mcintjies: 1988: 66) (sce Map #2).

Initially AlIison was the legal owner, the other fami lies being shareholders, until 1858 when they had

paid afflhe farm and were then in a position to acquire freehold title (IoC.cil.). To corroborate this I
undertook a Deeds Office search which revealed that the Remainder of the farm Edenda le No. 775, as
it is now known, is still registered in the name of Jamcs Allison. in Title Deed No 300/1855, dating back
to the year 1855. I discussed this with Mr Greene who had studied the cadastral and registration records
ofthe GEA, and he advised that according to his investigations the Remainderofthe fa rm now comprises
only the roads and the old market square.

The farm Wilgefontein No 869, also part oftheGEA (see Map #2), was a lso acquired by church peop le
in the latter part of the 19th century and was s imilarly subdivided into private subdiv isions and
commonage. It appears that these subdivisions were never transferred to Blacks in freehold ownership
however, but that the whole property was acquired in the late 1800s by a government immigration
agency for Europea ns. Blacks did, however, acquire some land in the Plcssislaer a rea under private
freehold title (KZNPA: 1992: I, and Peckham, personal communication: June 1999).

That is, by the beginning of the 20 th century, several Blacks in the GEA had acquired private freehold
title in land on the farm Edendale, together with communal grazing rights in the commonage set aside
on the farm for that purpose, and some land in Plessislaer. These freehold land rights were recorded in
the freehold cadastral system and in the formal registration system, just as freehold rights for Whites
were in the old City of Pietermaritzburg.
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by Blacks outs ide of the des ignated reserves, and its land policies of the early 19005 sought to contro l
this.

4.2.2

The Land Acts of 1913 and 1936, and the Sout" African Development

Tru~'1

I will show the measures used by the government of the day to restrict ownership of land by Blacks to
undeveloped land with in designated reserves. Toachieve th is the Union Government attempted to prevent
the acquisition of any furth er so-called ' White' land by Blacks, by pa ss ing the Nat ives Land Act of
1913. Th is Act also apparent ly protected Black freeh old land from further e ncroachment by Whites
(Surp lus Peoples ' Project: 1983: 34, quoting Christopher: 1969: 336-337). A schedule to the Act
identified various areas across the who le country, and Blacks were prohibited from acqui ring land
outside of these reserves. These scheduled areas compr ised only 7% of the total land area of South
Africa. Noticeably, the schedule to the Act left out extensive areas of ex isting Black freehold land as well
as uns urveyed Sta te land which had long been regarded as land for Blacks (va n Gysen: N O : 3). From
my exa mination of the schedules and the Surveyor Genera l's comp il ati ons, I have determined that no
scheduled areas were identified within the GEA, but fell on land immedi ately adjacent to the area, e.g.
Vulindlela and the Zwarlkop Native Location No 4669 (See Map # I).

S hortly after the 19 13 Land Act the government acknow ledged that the reserves s hould be increased, and
further areas were identified, mainly bordering on previous ly scheduled land. It was on ly some twenty
years later, in 1936, however, that the Native Trust and Land Act was actually passed, effectively
releas ing this additiona l land for occupation by Blacks, and increasing the reserves for Bl ack occupation.
Nevertheless, these reserves st ill amounted to a total of only 13% of the total land area of South Africa
(Fou rie: 1996: 262-263, van Gysen: NO: 3, Surplus Peoples ' Project. : 1983: 34). These released areas
were proclaimed by a series of Proclamations. Once again, however, a number of Black owned farms
as well as extensive State owned land sett led under tribal tenure by Blacks across the country were still
excl uded from the released areas (van Gysen: NO: 4). From my examination of the sc hedules I have
determined that large portions of the GEA were proclaimed as released land in terms of the 1936 Land
Act.
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in terms of the 1936 Act In addition to having the ownership of the Black reserves vested in it, it was
a lso charged with the task of buying up the quota of additional land referred to above, to be added to the
reserves to make up the full 13% (van Gysen: ND: 4). This land became known as Trust land. The
whole of the GEA, apart from that land in Edendale Proper and Pless islaer which was privately owned
by Blacks, was eventually purchased by the SADT and proclaimed as released areas (KZNPA: 1992:
I). with the final remaining pan of Plessislaer being acq uired by the SADT and proclaimed as late as
1986 (personal research of the Surveyor General's records: 1995).

All the released a reas in the GEA, apart from those properties which were privately owned and retained
by Blacks, and those isolated few st ill retained by Whites, Indians and Colou reds were eventually
acqui red by the SADT and became T rust Land (KZNPA: 1992: I). My investigations of the Surveyor
General's records have revealed that, unlike many (usually rural) parts ofthe country where large tracts
of State owned land have never been surveyed and defined, all the State owned land in the GEA has been
surveyed and defined by diagram in the Surveyor General's records. This has a positive implication for
the design of the land records system, as all land in the PMTLC area is therefore recorded in the same
formal freehold cadastral and registration systems, although as I will s how, nol all rights in land in the
GEA are registered in the same system.

Townships for B lacks were laid out and some of these constructed on parts of this land, The towns of

Ashdown and Plessislaer are the oldest towns on the GEA Trust lands (KZNPA: 1992: 2-3). The
government, through its Department of Development Aid (DDA), and in consultation with the
Pietermaritzburg City Council, laid out and built the town of Imbali in stages, beginning in the early
I 960s and continuing well into the 19705 (G reene, personal communication: May 1996). Similarly,
towns in Edendale East s uch as Units N, Q, S, T, and BB were approved and laid out by the DDA, and
developers were contracted, by way ofland availability agreements, to construct and install the services
within these layouts on behalf of the Department of Development Aid, and to sell ofT the serviced
subdivisions. However, most of these subdivisions were not developed by the appointed contractors, as
the communities found disfavour with them, and prevented the developers from continuing with the
developments (G reene and Peckham, personal commu nications: 1996).
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land in the developed townships set out on State owned land. Instead, the land in the GEA, and generally
in released areas throughout the country, was retained by the State, and the people were given rights in
the land by way of one of the inferior forms of title devised by the government.

4.2.3

Inferior Forms a/Title/or Blacks 011 Slate Owned Land

In the GEA and the rest of South Africa, the Trust lands were administered and controll ed in terms of
several separate proclamations: R 188/ 1969 in respect of rural land, such as those parts of Edendale East
and S la ngspruit which did not fall within proclaimed townships; and R293/ 1962 and later R29, R30,
R402 and R403 all of 1988, in respect of the proclaimed townships. These proclamations also provided
for inferior or "noating" forms of tenure (floating because the rights were considered by some not to be
rights in the land itself, but rather rights floating somewhere above it), (Peck ham, personal
communication: June 1999), the most common of which were the Deed of Grant and the Permission

TO

Occupy certificate (PTO). and to a lesser extent in the PMTLC area, the 99-Y ear Leasehold (Hoaten:
1996: 3, KZNPA: 1992: 20, and Peckham, personal communication: May 1996).

Although DDA general plans had been framed of these new townships and approved by the DDA, they
were not to be registered in the Deeds Registry, so no cognisance was taken ofthe underlying conflicting
freehold cadastral properties. These second tier cadastral records were related to second tier registration
in the form of the inferior or restricted forms of title for Blacks referred to above. The Department of
Development Aid registered in its second-tier registry these inferior land rights, such as Deeds of Gra nt
and 99-Year Leasehold rights in respect of thc developed properties in the proclaimed townships
(KZNPA: 1992: 2). The survey records and DDA general plans were approved by the Surveyor General
in Pretoria and sepia copies were sent to the DDA regional offices for record purposes, and for
registration of the inferior or "floating" rights (Peckham, personal communication: June 1999). These
forms of title, although created under various proclamations and offic ially recorded. are seen to be
inferior and not as sec ure as freehold title. Also, the conditions oftitlc a rc morc restrictive. These forms
of title were therefore not favoured by the communit ies as permanent mcthods of formal tenure.

In addition to the DDA genera l plans overlapping the underlying fonnal private freehold cadastral
properties, the DDA a lso created overlapping amending DDA genera l plans of the same a rea , due to
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without cognisance of the underlying DDA general plans they were amending. This resulted in Deeds
of Grant being issued in relation to properties depicted on both the DDA general plans and amending
DDA general plans, and therefore the creation of additional overlapp ing rights in respect of the same
land. To complicate matters even further, in some cases there are several amending general plans of the

same area - for example, in Edendale Unit 1-1 there are six amending DDA general plans of the same area
(Peckham, personal communication: June 1999).

I shall discuss these abovementioned inferior forms of title in more detail in the next sect ion on the tenure
patterns and land administration in the GEA today. However, I shall first make brief mention of the soca ll ed 'self-governing territory' of KwaZulu.

4.2.4

The Self-Governing Territory of the former KwaZulu

When the so-called 'self-governing territory ' of the fomler KwaZulu was created in terms of the Self
Governing Territories Act (1971), all the scheduled areas and many of the released areas were handed
over to the former KwaZulu government authorities. However, none of the released areas of the GEA
were handed over to the former KwaZulu Government. Subsequently, however, by separate
proclamation, two relatively small groups of properties, being the land occupied by the Edendale
Technical Co ll ege and the Edenda le Hospital (both now Provincial assets), were placed under the
ownership and control of the former KwaZulu Government (KZNPA: 1992: 3).

The Deeds of Grant and other inferior titles issued in the former KwaZulu were registered in the regional
offices of the DDA and were forwarded to the former KwaZulu government offices in Ulundi for filing
and safekeeping (Peckham, personal communication: June 1999). By contrast, all Deeds of Grant and
other inferior titles wh ich were registered in the GEA were filed at the regional DDA offices and, afler
the dissolution of the ODA in April 1992, were transferred to the office of the Registrar of Deeds in
Pietermaritzburg for filing (foc.cif.).

4.2.5 Conclusions
This section dealt with the history of the development of land tenure patterns and land administrat ion
systems in the Greater Edenda le Area. I have shown how the land tenure patterns and land adm inistration
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Pi clcrmaritzbu rg. Ownership ofl a nd in theG EA was restricted, and instead the State retained owners hip
of most of the la nd in the area, granting Blacks land ri ghts under onc of various inferior or restri c ted
forms of title.

In the next sect ion the effecls of this hi story of land tenu re rights and land administration systems on the
land tenure patterns in the GEA today will be examined. It will be shown that the land tenure patterns
a nd land administration systems in place in the GEA are still varied as a res ult of the historical

developments in the land tenure patterns and land administration systems in the area, and that the two
tiers of regis tra ti on still exist. I will s how that these aspects wi ll be a major factor in influencing the
design of the land records system being proposed to manage the upgrad ing processes of the land tenure
and la nd administration systems in informa l sett le me nts in the a rea, as the system will have to
accommodate both these registration systems.

I wi ll a lso show that these past government policies, through the history desc ribed above, had a direct
innuence on the la nd del ivery process and the development of the second tier cadastral and registration
systems, a nd have led to the need now for the upgrading of the a rea. This will have sign ifica nt
implications for the design of the land records system, which will have to accommodate the two different
tiers of cadastral and registration records for the upgrading o fthe inferior rights. The land records system
s hould a lso facilitate the land delivery process a nd the land tenure reform process to assist in address ing

the inequalities of the past.

4.3

The Effect of this History on the Land Tenure Patterns in the Greater Edendale
Area Today

4.3.1

Introduction

Stemming from the history o f land tenure and la nd administration in the GEA, the effects are evident:
la nd tenure patte rns and land admini stration systems in the Edenda le area today a re still varied, a nd
mostly problematical. There is still a fair amount (a bout 3600 properties) of pri vate freeho ld land,
confined to certain areas, but the titles in thi s freeho ld land are not all registered and current. In fact I
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an element of informality has crept into the private freehold properties. A mu ch la rger portion of the
GEA is State owned land. On the State la nd many of the occupants, mainly in government-developed
townships , still hold land rights in the form of one or other inferior titles devised by the previous
government. This is another element of informality which exists in the titles on a large portion of the land

in the GEA. There are also many other occupants on this State owned land who live in conventiona l
informal settlements on the land, and have no recorded proof of legal tenure at a ll. This form of land
tenure is substanti a lly in forma l, and the tenure is de/aclo, alt hough as I mentioned above (see Chapter
One), they may be protected by recent pieces of legis lation which entrenches their tenure rights. T he
effccts of unrecorded tenure will be discussed below (sec Chapter Five).

Above (in Chapter Two), I discussed the policies and legis lation which are in place to auempt to address
the upgrading of tenure, general ly. As I mentioned, the upgrading of recorded inferior titles is covered
by the White Paper on Sou th African Land Policy ( 1997) and the ULTRA Act. I also showed tha t the
DFA was created to speed up the land dclivery process. That is, there arc government policies and
legis lation in place to rectify the problems. I s hall cont inue to describe the effects of the past
government's policies on the land tenure patterns in the GEA today, and suggest the upgrading processes
to fo llow. I sha ll extract from these discussions any impl ications on the design of the land records
system.

I shall discuss the land tenu re patterns and la nd administration systems in plaee in the GEA today under
the two broad categories of recorded land tenure in evidence in the GEA, namely private freehold
ownership and State owned land.

4-3.2

Private freehold land

Although there are parts of the GEA in which the land is not State owned and assumed to be in private
ownersh ip, not a ll oflhcse private freehold rights have been found 10 be formally registered in the Deeds
Registry. The o lder area known as Edendale proper (previously the farm Welverdiend, now known as
the farm Edendale No 775) is sti ll mostly under private freehold ownership, as well as a small amount
of land in Plessislaer (KZNPA: 1995, and Shaba la la, personal commun ication: May 1996). Referring
to Map #2, all the land in the area labelled Edcnda le s hown wh ite (that is, excluding the commonage),
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mentioned, the registration of this private freehold land is not without its problems. About half of the

propert ies are either not registered, or the registration is not current. Of the other half, many of the
properties are used for s hack-farming and other forms of informal settleme nt. To present a morc

balanced picture, however, from my ex.amination of Deeds Registry records, 1can confirm that there arc
alsoa few legal trans fers taking place in Edendale Proper as well, on averageaboul tcn in a month. I will
elaborate on the above statements below, and draw conclusions for the design orthe land records system
being proposed.

In the GEA there were (in 1995) approximately 3600 surveyed properties in Edcnda le Proper (see Maps

# I and #2) (on the freehold cadastral system), depicted on approved diagrams in the Surveyor General's
records, and the registered owners of about onc quarter (980) of them, making up about two-thirds of
the area (as they are the oldest, biggest, properties), were either dead or unknown. These properties were
owned in private frt.'Cho ld title by people who died intestate a nd their deaths were never reported
(KZNPA: 1995: I I); or by people who possibly

ned their properties during the "political cleansing" and

political violence of the late 19805 (Greene, personal communication: 1995). Since 1995 this figure of
non-current registrati on details of properties in the GEA is virtually growing monthly, as existing or new
s ubdivisions are transferred informally to willing buyers, usually for a nominal cash cons ideration, and
a lmost invariably without registration of the transfer (Greene, personal communication: July 1998). T he
reasons for this are varied, but usually related to economic opportunity, the costs involved in formal
transfers, and the inaccessibility of the Deeds Registry system to the occupants. The exact number of
new informal transfers is unknown.

Furthermore, of the approximately 3600 surveyed properties in Edendale Proper, there were (in 1995)
about another one quarter (900 subdivisions) which were not yet registered. There are three basic reasons
for these unregistered properties. Firstly, some of these properties have been occupied for generat ions,
usually by extended families, but their land rights have nevcr been regi stered or formalised in any way.
Secondly, there are some subdivisions which have been formally surveyed and approved by the Surveyor
Genera l, as a result of a valid consent to subdivide a registered property obtained through the correct
formal procedures. but the land has never been developed, and lies dormant, with the subdivisions never
having been registered. Thirdly, there are s ubdivisions which cannot be registered as their parent
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unknown (Greene, personal communication: 1996). In all three cases referred to however, the occupants

and the surrounding community can usually indicate whom they consider to be the legal owner of the
property. That would almost invariab ly be the leader of the household occupying the property. or if there
are many househo lds, then the leader of the longest established household (Greene, personal

communication: May \996).

The above cases show that there are many freeho ld su bdivisions which are assumed to be held under
private freeho ld title, but which are not registered, or where the regi stration is not current in the freehold
registration system. These are aspects of informality which have crept into the freeho ld registration
system in respect of over half of the private freehold properties in Edendale Proper. and place these
properties on the continuum of formality-informality, somewhat lower than the formal end of the scale
(see Chapter Three). The freehold cadastral and registration systems therefore do not guarantee secure
title. Secure title is clearly attainable under these systems, provided the property owner follows all the
required steps to register any changes which may occur in the land rights pertaining to the property. It
appears that, in the current system, the incentive for the property owner to want to register his or her
property and to keep the registration current does not o utweigh the disincentive of the cost associated
with doing so. There also seem to be other cases where the property owner is not aware that the property
is not formally registered and of what is required to register the property. The implications of these
observations on the design of the land records system will be discussed in the conclusions below.

The remaining approximately half(1700) of the s urveyed properties in Edendale Proper were (in 1995)
owned by a handful offamilies who were members of the Edendale Land Owners Associat ion (ELOA).
These families have owned the land for generations. registering transfers from generation to generation
for over a century (Nata l Witness: 1998a: 7). Many of these privately owned properties, especially the
larger ones, have been covered by informal settlements, and are now subject to landlord-tenant
relationships. These arc some of the "current owners" on privately owned property in terms orthe White
Paper on South African Land Policy (South African Government: I 997b: 64) referred to above (in
C hapter Two), and as discussed, the government's policies in the White Paper on South African Land
Policy (1997) require that their land rights be recognised and fom13lised. These are essentially
unrecorded tenure on privately owned land and will be discussed below (see Chapter Five).
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of government policies, for the upgrading of, amongst other things, the land tenure fights within its area.
The impact of these issues on the design of the land records system is that it could and should be used
to manage the currency of registration of freehold properly rights. In this way the land records system
should identify and show cases of informal title, as described above, where the registered owner named
in the official forma l registration records does not reflect the name of the person who is considered by
the community to be the owner. In such a manner, therefore, the land records system would facilitate the
upgrading of the land tenure records.

The implications of this for the design of the land records system are that it should s how the freehold
cadastral boundaries and record whether each property is registered or not, and ifso, give the name and
other details of the registered owner of the property. Otherwise. if the property is not registered, the land
records system should record and s how the extent of any informal (unrecorded) de facto land tenure or
informal land holdings, and g ive the names and other personal details of these land rights-holders and
occupants on the property. Finally, in order to maintain the currency of the information in the system,
there should be a link to the Registrar of Deeds to identify and record, in the records system, any changes
in the formal registration records.

!-Iowever, as I will show below, most of the land in the GEA is State owned, as opposed to privately
owned under freehold, and here the Black occupants do not have secure land rights in respect of the land

they occupy. Instead they hold their land in terms of onc of various inferior land rights referred to above.
These inferior land rights will be discussed in more detail immediately below.

433

State owned land

The vast majority of land in Greater Edendale is State owned. Referring to Map #2, almost al l the land
in the GEA, except the portion of the area labelled Edendale shown white and some ort he area labelled
Plessislaer, is State owned. All of this State owned land, apart from the commonages shown on Map #2.
is Trust land. Most of the occupants on this land have one of a variety of inferior forms of tenure on the
land, created in terms of various proclamations, or else have no recorded tenure rights at a ll. In this
chapter I am dealing with the recorded land rights on ly, and I will briefly examine these different inferior
forms oftenure for Blacks found in lheGEA , namely Deed of Grant, Permission to Occupy. and 99- Year
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an implication for the design of the land records system.

There are also conventional informal settlements which have developed on the surveyed townships
represented on DDA general plans which have never been developed. The informal development in these
settlements does not coincide with the cadastral boundaries which have been laid out on the ground.
These informal settlements therefore fall under the ambit of unrecorded tenure, and as such will be
discussed below (see Chapter Five).

4.3.3.1

Deeds of Grant

Proclamation R29311962 (and later R2911988 after the partial repeal ofthe former), provided for a Deed
of Grant to be registered in respect of a subdivision in a proclaimed township. The Deed of Grant
document referred to a subdivision depicted on a diagram or general plan approved by the DDA. and
was registered in that department's registry, thereby giving a fairly high level of security. This is by far
the strongest and most popular of the inferior forms of tenure in the formal proclaimed townships in the
OEA, such as Imbali, Ashdown, the various proclaimed units of Eden dale East. elc. (Pcckham, personal
communication: May 1996).

In terms ofthe ULTRA Act referred to above (see Chapter Two), the Deed of Orant is a Schedu le I right
which is automatically upgradable to private freehold ownersh ip by the Registrar of Deeds once the
township register has been opened (Pienaar: 1996: 28-29). In respect of the GEA, in order to undertake
such an upgrading. a consolidation of all the underlying cadastral records for the State owned land in
the Edenda le East section has been prepared, and should be registered towards the end of 1998. After
this, the township genera l plans can be registered and the township registers opened, and the Schedu le
I tenure rights in existence on the land covered by the consolidation will be upgraded to full ownership
by the Registrar. However, it has been found that in the OEA there is not even one general plan which
can be dealt with as simply as this because of the overlapping inferior land rights created by at least one
amendment of each DDA genera l plan in the area (Peckham, persona l communication: June 1999).

The implications for the design criteri a of the land records system are that the system should be designed
so that it records the registered owner of the land as the State, but that it also records all the second tier
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or Grant (or ot her inferior) rights on ea rlier or later amend ing DDA general plans ofthe same township.
These implications will be discussed fu rther in the conclus ions below.

4-3.3.2

Permission to Occ,'upy

Permiss ions to Occupy are the least fo rmal and least secure of the inferior forms of land rights in the
GEA, and they have a different impact on the des ign of the land records system. Proclamation
R 188/ 1969 contained regulat ions relating to a ll unprocl ai med Black areas. That is, land not proc la imed
as towns hips for Blacks in terms of Sect ion 30(1) of the Black Administration Act (No. 38 of 1927). It
provided fo r the issue ofPcrmission to Occupy cert ificates (PTOs) in respect ofthis land. Usually a PTO
was issued in respect of an unsurveyed piece of land, on a standard form, spec ifying only an extent, and
sometimes w ith a sketch plan attached, although any such plan seldom indicated with any certainty where
the right was on the ground. However, some PTOs were issued in respect of s urveyed sites in
unproclaimed townships, and even some were inadvertently issued in respect of sites in proclaimed
townships. In these instances cop ies ofthe approved diagram or an extract of lhe approved general plan
were usually attac hed 10 the PTO (KZN PA: 1992: 2, and Greene, personal communication: 1995, and
Peckham, personal commun icat ion: May J 996).

There are many instances of PTOs for res idential purposes, as well as some for shops, on the State
owned land in the GEA. Some of the PTOs are in or around the DDA townships, in conventional
informa l settlements, such as the settlement south of Unit J of Eden da le East, between Units Sand T (see
Map #5) (Peckha m, personal communicat ion: May (996). Others are on the agricultural land in the
south, for example in respect of the old farm houses which were constructed for the immigrants on
subd ivisions of the farm Wilgefontein No. 869, but which were s ubsequently taken over by the State
(Peckham, personal commun ication: June 1999). From my examination of a few s uch certificates I ca n
state that the ma in fea tures of the PTO are that it is a personal right issued to the proposed occupant by
the DDA; it is a temporary permit to occupy a houselbuilding, or land, or both, with very specific
conditions attached thereto; there is a n annua l rental payable; and the rights may be terminated for any
reason by the DDA with three months notice, without having to give reasons therefor, nor pay any
compensation for any improvements on the land. Generally no central record was kept of these rights
(Peckham, confirmed in personal communication: May 1996).
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PTOs are classified as Schedule 2 rights in terms of the ULTRA Act, and as such are not automat ica lly
upgraded, but may be upgraded to full owners hip at the instance of the registered owner of the land
(Picnaar: 1996: 29), through the process described in the ULTRA Amendment Act ( 1996) (South
African Government: 1996c: 4-6). As PTOs are de jure recorded land rights, their existence in an
(apparent ly) conventional informal sett lement. s uch as the one between Units Sand T of Edendalc East
described above, are not normally expected, and care s hould be taken when upgrading such informal
scn lements to identify al l slIch dejure rights and to dea l with them.

The implications for the design criteria of the land records system are simi lar to those for the Deeds of
Grant, in that the system shou ld be designed so that it records the registered owner of the underlying
land as the State. However, when recording the second tier rights, as PTOs are mostly not related to
s urveyed properties, the extents of the PTOs wou ld have to be detennined from aerial mapping of some
appropriate type, and shown in the land records as mapping detail. The implications on the design of the
land records system, to ensure that it will efficient ly deal with the PTO infer ior land rights and their
upgrading process, are discussed furt her in the conclusions below.

99-Yeur Leasehold
Another form of inferior title created for Blacks in terms of Proclamations R293/1962 a nd R291J 988
mentioned above, was the 99 Year Leaseho ld. Th is was issued in respect of su rveyed land shown on an
approved DDA genera l plan. T his method does not appear to have been used very much in the GEA,
except that certain developers had large tracts ofland registered in their name under a 99-Year Leasehold
right (Peckham, persona l communication: June 1999). These leasehold rights, registered as they were
by the DDA, are a lso rega rded as Schedu le I rights in terms ofthe ULTRA Act (1991), and as such wi ll
be upgraded upon the opening of the township regis ter, as was the case described for Deeds of Grant.
However, these developers have developed some of the land, and transferred portions afth is developed
land by way of Deed of G rant to individua ls. These actions have created further overlapping (inferior)
rights. In these cases the developer' s 99-Year Leasehold right is overlapped by Deeds afG rant in favour
of the individual purchasers (Peckham , persona l communication: June 1999).
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Grant. The system shou ld be designed so that it records the registered owner of the land as the State,
as well as all the second tier registration of99- Year Leasehold rights, and, very importantly, any other
overlapping Deed afGranl (or other inferior) rights on earlier or later amending DDA general plans of
the same township. Once again, the implications of recording this inferior land right in the land records

system will be discussed further in the conclusions below.

4.3.3.4

Conclusions

I have shown that, due to the history of the recorded land tenure rights and land administration systems
in the GEA, there is a wide variety of recorded land tenure and land administration systems in place in
the area, especial ly on the State owned land . As the whole of the GEA is covered by formally surveyed
and reg istered freehold properties, either in Stateor private ownership, any addit ional land rights which
exist in the GEA are overlapping land rights. These overlapping land rights may be in the form of
recorded land tenure rights as discussed above, or may be unrecorded land tenure rights which exist on
the State owned land, which will be discussed below (see Chapter Five). I have s hown above that in some
places there are many overlapping rights in respect of the same piece of la nd. I have argued that these
are aspects of informality which exist in the land tenure rights on the State owned land in the GEA, and
that most of the area covered by the State owned land in the GEA exists at some level on a continuum
of formality-informality, at varying levels below the totally formal level, as far as land tenure rights are
concerned. As certain aspects of most of the land rights on the State owned land in the GEA are informal
and need upgrading, the who le area which is State owned needs to be covered by the land records
system, for the management of the upgrading of these informal land rights .

The implications for the land records system arc that the system should be designed, firstly, so that it
records and shows all the parcel-based cadastral and registration data. That is, it s hould show the formal
freehold cadastral boundaries and registration details, in this case of the State owned land in the GEA,
the registered owner being the State, and it s hould also record the second tier regi stration rights, such
as Deeds of Grant, Leasehold, and PTOs, and the registration detail s of these inferior land rights holders.
Extra care should be taken to identify any registered overlapping inferior rights due to amending DDA
general plans having been approved and the underlying portion of the DDA general plan never having
been cancelled. Of these recorded land rights, PTOs are the most difficult to identify, as they are not
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conventiona l informal sett lement on State owned land, and to record them in the land records system.

The design orlhe system s hou ld also ensure that the records orlhe inferior land rights recorded in it are
upgradable, to mirror the legal position when they are eventually upgraded to private freehold ownership
in terms of the ULTRA Act. Built into the system should be a link to the Registrar of Deeds for the

purpose of determining when these rights are upgraded. The land rights in the land records system should
then be easily updated to reflect any changes in the lega lly registered rights, in this case the upgrading
of the inferior rights to full ownership, or some other form of ownership establis hed in terms o f the
government's land tenure reform policies.

The implications are a lso that, in order to cater for the majority of PTOs, which as discussed above are
in respect of unsurveyed pieces ofland and therefore are not parcel-based, the land records system shou ld
be designed so that it can a lso record land rights which do not refer to a surveyed property or parcel. The
extent of these rights is usually demarcated somehow on the ground by the ho lder of the right (although
often exaggerated), but as mentioned above, can be scattered throughout an (apparently) conventional
informal settlement on State owned land , and after adjudication if necessary, the mapping of these
ex ist ing land rights on the ground should be done us ing appropriate technology to provide the required
information at an acceptable level of accuracy and at the lowest possible cost (refer to Davies: 1998: 2026 for a discussion of this process).

4.4

Conclusions

I have shown that, as a result of previous government policies, there is a "skewed distribution of land
owners hip" in the country generally (Fou rie and van Gysen: 1996: 353), as well as in the
Pietermaritzburg-Edendale area. The land tenure patterns and land administration systems in existence
in the GEA today are varied and reflect the historical development of these patterns and systems under
the influence of the polici es and laws of the fonner colonia l and apartheid governments of the country.
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found in the GEA. There is a limited amount of privately owned freehold land in certain parts of the area.
The majority of the land is State owned, and on this land Blacks were issued one of a variety of inferior
forms oftitlc. In addition there are informal sett lements with unrecorded land tenure, both on the State
land and 011 the privately owned land. This unrecorded tenure will bcdiscussed below (see C hapter Five).
I have argued above that there are elements of informality in at least half oflhe privately owned freehold
properti es and on most of the State owned land in the GEA, and that all land tenure in the GEA exists
at various levels on a continuum of formality- informality, depending on its degree o f informality.

Regarding the freehold land rights, I have s hown that changes of ownership, either on trans fer or on
death and subsequent inheritance, have not been registered, or the properties have never been registered
at all, in respect of at lea st half ofthe 3600 formally s urveyed properties in the GEA which arc capable
of being formally registered in private owners hip. I am not awa re of the spatial distribution of these
properties, but the proportion is large enough to state that the private freehold portion of the GEA
therefore contains a s ignificant amount of informal titles within it. In terms of the definitions above,
about half of the private freehold area of Edendal e therefore s hould be regarded as informal settlement
in terms of the definition invo lving the continuum of formality-informality. The registered titles in the
whole area covered by privately owned freehold titles should therefore be held under s us picion until the
individual informal titles can all be positively identified and upgraded by registration. In the meantime,
all titl es should not be dealt with until they have been verified as correct. I deduce therefore, that the
freehold cadastral and deeds registry records do not guarantee formality and lega lity of tenure in the

GEA.

Where the State is the registered owner, the State ha s granted the occupants on this land, who are main ly,
but not exc lus ively, in townships developed by the State, various forms of inferior title in respect of
pieces of the land. These inferior forms of title which vary in strength and sophistication, but which are
all less than freehold ownership, can be summari sed as Deed of Grant rights and 99-Year Leasehold
rights, both of which relate to formally surveyed properties depicted on an approved DDA genera l plan,
and certificates of Permission to Occupy, which norma lly relate to uns urveyed and undemarcated pieces
of land . All these titles in the DDA townships by which land rights were granted to Blacks li ving there
are informal as they are inferior overlapping land rights superimposed over the freehold title in the name
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tenure on vacant, undeveloped State owned land. between and within DDA townships in the GEA, and
on the commonages orthe farms Edenda le No. 775 a nd Wilgefontein No. 869 (see C hapter Five below),
I argue that the State owned part of the GEA with recorded land tenure rights a nd unrecorded tenure
shou ld also be regarded as largely in forma l on the continuum o fformality-inlbrmality discussed above.

The government's policies regarding the upgrading of informa l land rights, clearly have application in
the GEA, and an upgrad ing programme sho uld be initiated . I am arguing that, a lthough there is no clear
legal respons ibility at this stage, indications of future government policy are that the PM TLC loca l
government structure shou ld develop and manage an appropriate land records system to manage the
upgrading process in the GEA.

As concluded above, overlapping land rights are common in the GEA. As a result, the land records
system should be designed 10 dea l with suc h overlapping land rights in a dual system. Rega rding the
freehold land rights, the land records system shou ld record the offic ia l freehold cadastra l and registration
records for the whole GEA , both privately owned and State owned. but efforts will have to be made to
verify tha t, where the land is reg istered in private ownersh ip, the registered owner is still a live and
regarded as the owner of the land. Where investigations show that this is not the case, the names and
personal details of the occupants and the person or persons who claim to be the owner s hou ld be
determined and recorded in the land records system, as well as the length of tenancy of the current
occupants, and the personal detai ls and lengths of tenancy o f a ny prev ious occupants, if poss ible. This
will enab le a trai l of legal evidence to be establ ished to facilitate adjudication of the land rights, and the
determination of the rightful owner. T he system therefore should be designed to a lso accommodate
his tori ca l data.

Where the land is registered in the ownersh ip ofthe State, and overl apping inferior forms of tit le devised
by the previous government exist, the holders ofthese inferior land rights shou ld also be recorded. I have
shown that when considering the design ofthe land records system, the parcel-related Deed of G rant and
Leaseho ld rights s hould be recorded in parallel with the freeho ld system. That is, the underlying freehold
cadastral records shou ld be recorded, as wel l as the cadast ra l records depicted on the DDA genera l plans
and any amendi ng DDA genera l plans, with the registered owner recorded as the State, but the names
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to deal with the Pcrmissions to Occupy in the land records system, the extent of the physical land rights
on the ground would have to be first adjudicated, and then determined from appropriate mapping, and
recorded in the land records system, together with the names and personal details of the holders of the

PTO,.

In the next chapter J shall discuss the situation relating to the informal settlements with unrecorded tenure
in the GEA, and evaluate the impacts of these settlement patterns on the design of the land records
system. In the final conclusions (in Chapter Seven) I shall present a conceptual design for the land
records system for the informal settlements in the GEA, and show that all the information requirements
and design criteria identified throughout this dissertation, will becontained within this conceptual dc::sign.
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CHAPTER FIVE

UNRECORDED LAND TENURE IN THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA

5.1

Introduction

It is normally understood. and in terms oft he definitions of informal settlements presented and discussed
above ( in Chapter Thrcc) it is implied, that all informal sett lements have unrecorded land tenure.

Il owever, I have already shown above (sec C hapter Four) that there are aspects of informality in the
(apparently) formal recorded land rights in certain parts of the GEA, rendering them less than formal.
In order to distingui sh between those sett lements which arc informal because of the informality of their
recorded tenure rights as discussed above in Chapter Four, and the more conventional informal
settlements and other forms of in formal land tenure where there arc no recorded tenure rights. 1 s hall

refer to the latter, which I shall discuss in this chapter, as informal settlements with unrecorded land
tenure.

I have shown above (sce C hapter Four) that one o f the major underlying reasons for the formation of
informal settlements was the effect of the apartheid policies of the previous governments which caused
a skewed pattern of distribution of land in South Africa, and an artific ial shortage of land for Blacks
throughout the country. Another main deep-rooted reason is poverty - most inhabitants ofconvcntional
informal settlements are the urban poor and very poor and cannol afTord to li ve anywhere else ( DurandLasserve: 1996: 3).

A further main factor however, which, in conjunction with Ihe above has caused conventiona l infonnal
settlements 10 be established in and around almost every c ity and town in South Africa, including the
GEA, is the inability o f the formal land delivery system to cope with the demand for land (Fourie,
personal communication: July 1998). Great expectations of rapid hou sing delivery were created in the
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the first quarter of 1994, thus vast ly increasing Iht! already present demand for land (confirmed by
Shabalaia, personal communication: May 1999). Although some of the land reform measures initiated
by the previous government in 1991, and revised and renewed by the current government since 1994.
have aimed to remove most of the restri ct ions related to the formal land delivery process and speed it up,
these have generally had limited success. The fOfmalland delivery system has not been able to keep pace

with the demand for land, and people as a result, arc resorting to acquiring land for settlement through
the informal land delivery system.

That is. many Blacks are driven to find land on which to setLle informally. due to: firstly, these past
policies which created an artificial shortage o fland; secondly, the poverty of the people; and thirdly, the
s low formal land delivery system which causes people who are desperate for a place to live lo bypass
the system. Many Blacks have therefore created and sen led in informal sCll lemcnts of various forms,

without recorded tenure rights, throughout the Greater Edendale Area, because of these driving forces.
Othcr factors have been the perceived availability of land in thc GEA, and its proximity to job
opportunities. schoo ls, shops, and transport routes, (adapted from Schlernmer eJ.ol.: ND: 12; Jenkins

e/.al.: 1986: 10; and confirmed by Shabalala, personal communication : May 1996, and Peckham,
personal communication: May 1996).

As a result, two major forms of informal settlements with unrecorded tenure have developed throug,houl
the OEA, namely, conventional informal settlements on State owned land, with defaclo tenure (where
the residents ' tenure on the land depends on thei r continued occupation of the land), and s hacks on
privately owned land (mainly under freehold title, but also possibly on land under inferior titles) with
unrecorded landlord-tenant arrangements. From studying Map #9 (see Appendix A), I estimate that these
two forms of informal settlement with unrecorded tenure in theGEA, make up about 60% ofthehousing
in the GEA.

Some of these settlements have been in existence for a long time, bUL their de facto land Lenure or
informal land holdings are not recorded. It has been s hown above (see Chapter Two) that it is
governmenL policy to recognise and formalise such established land rights, and to upgrade these
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system is being proposed.

As I have pointed out, the main focu s of thi s dissertation is to extract the design criteria for an
appropriate land records system to facilitate the management and upgrading of informal settlements in
the GEA. I have s hown that these informal sett lements with unrecorded tenure are a result orlhe history

of the past governments' land related policies. I shall discuss these two common forms of informal
settlements with unrecorded tenure, namely the conventiona l infonnal seu lemen ls on State owned land

underlie/acto land tenure, and the backyard shack developments on Black privately-owned land, in more
detail below, and examine the characteristics oflhe land tenure patterns found in these settlements. I will
show that these informal settlements and their land tenure patterns fall under the ambit of the present
government's land tenure reform policies discussed above (see Chapler Two). Finally I shall extract the
requirements for the design of the land records system to manage the upgrading (land tenure and
services) of these informal settlements with unrecorded land tenure in the GEA.

S.2

Conventional Informal Settlements on State Owned Land in the eEA and their
Land Tenure

Conventiona l informal sett lements have developed on many su itab le vacant and unused pieces of State
owned land in the GEA, for examp le on large tracts of State owned land between developed DDA
townships which are otherwise unoccupied and unused (see Map #5). Another example is where a OOA
township was planned and surveyed, but thedeveJopment and formal sett lement has never proceeded (sec
Map #6). However, the State owned commonages of the fanns Edcndale No. 775 and Wilgefontein No.
869 (sec Map #2) arc largely vacant, due mainly to their steepness and their remoleness from municipal
services (Shabala la, personal communication: August 2000).

A common feature which is noticed when exa mining the maps showing examples of these settlements
is that they are nol very densely settled (compare these maps with Map #4 which shows dense informal
seltlemcnts on privately owned land). This is thought to be because the State owned land is more
plentiful, so there is less pressure to dcnsify the settlement (Peckham , personal communication: May
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settlements which develop on the land in the GEA. Cross (1994: 177) agrees that both the underlying

legal tenure, and assumptions of property rights, have influenced the ways in which urban informal
residents think about land tenure. Further evidence of this in the GEA will be discussed when the
informal settlements on privately owned land in the GEA are examined below.

However, Cross (foc.cif) points out that an equally strong and morc traditional influence on urban
informal tenure is the cognitive model oflhe rural tenure systems which rura l to urban migrants brought
with them from home or absorbed in childhood from rural born adults. Durand-Lasserve (1996: 6)
confirms that customary land tenure systems in Sub-Saharan Africa are the dominant land tenure system
in urban areas. Therefore, customary tenure should be respected equally to any other land tenure system
imposed by the authorities. From a discussion with Mr Shabalala, I can confirm that in the GEA the
cognitive model of rural tenure systems referred to by Cross (1994), and the dominant land tenuresystem
referred to by Durand-Lasserve( 1996), is the Zulu customary land tenure system. I will show below how
the principles of this rural model of the Zulu customary land tenure system have been brought to the
urban areas, including the GEA , and adapted, in a modernised form, to the urban situation.

There are isolated cases where some occupants of (apparently) conventional informal settlements on
State owned land have PTOs to occupy the land. In such a case the holder has dejure occupation rights.
An example of this is the sett lement south of Unit J of Edendale East, between Units T and S, shown on

Map #5 (Peckham, personal communication: May 1996). As mentioned above, these are isolated cases
and not a tenure pattern throughout the GEA. However, these legal land rights must be taken into
consideration when formalising and upgrading such settlements, as they are dejure land rights. The land
records system should therefore record the existence of all PTOs so that they can be taken into
consideration when upgrading the settlement. The extents of these rights should be recorded as for all
the other non-parcel-based tenure, but the existence of these de jure land rights in respect of the PTOs
must be clearly recorded in the land records system, so that they can be dealt with at the time of
upgrading. The land records system should be updated after the upgrading to record the new upgraded
land tenure rights.

-76The main principles of the adapted form ofthe Zulu customary land tenure system, as they app ly in the
urban setting, arc examined immediately below. These aspects will have implications on the design of
the land records system, a nd the implicati ons identified w ill be drawn out at the end of this discussion.

5.2. J

The Zulu CU)'tomary Land Tenure System

The fi rst rura l principle adopted in the formation or estab lishment of a convent ional urban info rma l
sett lement is that occupation creates tenure. Suitable land found to be vacant and unocc upi ed may be
occupied. In particular, considering the various types of State owned land discussed above, where such
a piece o f Slate owned land is found by a group of people searching for a place to settle informa lly, it
is often entered upon and sett led. According to C ross (1994), the "first family lines" of the " local
political hierarchy" to settle in an area are expected to provide the cont rol in a llocat ing land a nd
overseeing the process of settlement (op.eil.: 178, 181 ). This is the principle by which conventional
in formal sett lements initial ly develop; land which is vacant and appears uncontrolled is settled upon. and
the evidence of occupation is what is important in establishing the rights to land in the settlement. As
described above (see Chapter T hree), the limits of settlement are a lmost invariab ly unaffected by any
su rveyed parcels whi ch may ex ist on the land, such as a planned and surveyed, but not developed, DDA
township described above (see Map #6). The control of access to the land by others is discussed further
below. For the purpose of the des ign of the land records system, these physical limits of occu pat ion, both
of the settlement as a whole, and of the individual tenure of each occupant, should be determined and
recorded in conjunction with the rUling family of the sett lement.

The second principle brought from the rural context and which has a bearing on the formation of the
informal settlement is that of the rights in land being governed by a system of " pyramiding over-rights",
in which a number of parti es have rights in the same piece of land, binding the ho lder to cons ult,
persuade, notify or payoff other rights holders before transferring any of the land (Cross: 1994: 178).
In the rural setti ng this would norma lly apply in respect of the chiefs induna who is responsib le for the
allocat ion of land, the tribal officials above him, and the neighbours and other members of the
community. Bacon et.al.( 1981) state that the actua l control of la nd in a rural Zu lu settlement depends
on the interaction of a ll levels of the tribe. The local land-holding cluster head occupies the level below
the chief and his indunas, and a ll have to be satisfied in the process (Op.cif.: 2-3). However, as Cmss
( 1994) explains. in an establis hed conventi onal urba n informal area, new entrants come in "through a

-77process of sponsorship and screening. a truncated version of the rural process" (Op.cil.: 181). Here the
leadership of the sett lement is invariably not the legal owner of the land, but he or she rules the settlement

and is responsible for allocating land in it. From my observation and discussions it appears that this is
the case in the conventional informal settlements on State land in the GEA (Shabalala, personal
communication: May 1996).

A third principle of the traditional tenure system is the strong community base. Indigenous tenure in
South Africa has a di stinct character, and its emphasis is on residence rights being the link between the
individual, the household, and the community (Cross: 1994: 178). In terms of Zulu custom, membership
of a community is obtained by receiving land rights within it, and takes with it the obligation of ongo ing
active commitment to that community. Violation of this understanding may result in expulsion (op. ciJ.:
179).

From personal communication with Shabalala (May 1996), I have established that the tenure systems
in operation in informal settlements in the GEA are not truly tribal in nature, but that "they are in the
spir it of the customary tenure system" (op.cit.). When questioned further on what he meant, he replied
that there is still the same community bonding, and access to the settlement is strictly controlled by the
leaders in many settlements. However, because it is not a tru ly tribal area the leaders of the informal
settlements do not pay allegiance to any chief. I deduced therefore, that there were no longer the full
tribal pyrsmiding over-rights, as described above, in these conventional informal settlements and that

the leadership ofthe community is now the 'end of the line' . being the highest level, which the community
believes, needs to be consulted and satisfied regarding land rights. The names and contact details of the
leadership of each settlement therefore need to be recorded in the land records system, but those of the
Chief do not.

The leadership in a conventional urban informal settlement is formed by a member or group of members
of the settlement who can exert authority over others, either by force or in the form of political protection
(Davies: 1998: 70). The number of individuals making up the leadership of a conventional urban
informal settlement may vary between one person and a group often or more, depending on several
factors such as the size of the settlement and the number of families in it, the age of the settlement, the
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local authority (Shabala la, personal communication: August 2000).

This statement agrees with the findings of Cross (1994) above, in that although the traditional ideas of

land tenure have a very strong influence on the tenure systems adopted in conventional urban informal
settlements, the underlying rights, and assumptions of rights, have affected the residents' thinking about

land tenure. Thecurrent situation of the leadership ora conventional informal settlement controllingentry
of new members to the settlement community, is merely a truncated version of the rural traditional
customary process. According to Shabalala (personal communication: May 1996), the tenure system in
operation in conventional informal settlements in theGEA is a modernised version of the Zu lu customary
land tenure system, although wilhout Ihe full pyramid right up 10 the chief above them. It is genera lly
accepted

tha~

because of the importance of land being a sign of belonging to the group, one oflhe most

important principles of the adapted urban form of the customary tenure, in the urban context, and one
which has to be very carefully contro ll ed, is community control over the a llocation of land within a
settlement, especially to outsiders (Cross: 1994: 179; Davies: 1998: 70). This is enforced in practice by
the leadership of the community. Outsiders wanting to enter a conventional urban informal settlement
preferably require reliabl e contacts, but otherwise are interviewed by the leadership to establish both
their political affiliations and where they have come from (Cross: 1994 : 182- 183, 185). This is also the
case in the GEA (Shabalala, personal communication: May 1996).

A final principle of the traditional tenure system is that of fluidity of boundaries (Cross: 1991 : 65).
Although in the traditional tenure systems a man was allocated a piece of land for his and his family's
residence, and further land which was for agricultural use, and possibly also access rights to the
communal grazing land. the boundaries were not fixed precisely. These boundaries could, and often did,
move, depending on the particular needs ofthe member ofthe community and his neighbours at the time.
This aspect especially, would have a sign ificant impact on the design of the land records system, if
fluidity of boundaries is accepted as part of the land tenure reform programme.

I have shown that the Zulu customary land tenure system has influenced the de facto tenure system
which is in place in the conventional informal settlements on State owned land in the GEA. The only
variation is in the degree of adaptation of this Zulu customary land tenure system to the urban situation.

-79The tenure system in place in the urbanised conventional informal settlements discussed above is a
modernised version of the traditional rural Zulu customary land tenure system (S haba lala personal

communication: May 1996). On the other hand, where the settlements arc more rural in nature, such as
towards the extremities of the GEA boundaries, and on the rural land adjacent to the GEA, the more
traditiona l form of the Zu lu customary land tenure system is still in existence (ibid.).

For example, Shaba lala (persona l commun icat ion: May 1996), suggested that two tribal communities
situated on the extreme western bo undary of the PMTLC with Vu li ndleia, have sp illed over the boundary
into the PMTLC area onto the Stateowncd EdendaleCommonage (see Maps # I and 112). This boundary
is a series of straight-line cadastral boundaries, represented by imaginary lines and not clearly marked
by fe nces or other features on the ground. S habalala is uns ure ofthe exact location o f this boundary, and
the communities appear to be totally unawa re of its existence. Shabalala comments that these
communities. who are known as the Noshezi and the Emgodini communities, appear to be more tribally
oriented, and to operate in terms of the traditiona l Zulu customary land tenure system, under allegiance
to the chiefs in the Vulindlela area adjacent to the GEA (ibid.). For these communities, a nd for those of
the other more urbanised conventional informal settlements described above, the land records system
should be designed so as to accommodate the effects of the rules ofthe traditional Zu lu customary land
tenure system which has influenced the land tenure in these settlements.

All this has implications for the design of the land records system. The land records system should
therefore be des igned to show the underlying freehold propert ies, and the registered owner thereof, in this
case the State. In addition, the system should show the unrecorded land tenure rights in place in the
conventiona l informal settlements on the ground, which as I have explained previously, are not parcelbased, and therefore should be captured by some appropriate method of ground su rvey or aeria l
mapping. This will show any overlapping rights, which can then be furth er investigated. For the
adjudication of the rightful owner where there are overlapping land tenures. as mentioned above, a trail
of legal evidence will be required and should therefore be captured into the land records system.

The land records system should also be able to accommodate those aspects o f the informal settlement
which are a result of the influence of the principles oflhe adapted urban form of the Zu lu customary land
tenure system, as these will be important to the res idents of the settlement. Firstly, the system shou ld
indicate the community boundaries. as well as the limits of occupat ion of each fami ly within these
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unrelated to any ex isti ng cadastral boundaries which may have been surveyed on the ground, and
registered in the Deeds Registry, the mapping of these established informal land rights on the ground
should be done using appropriate technology (Oavies and Fourie: 1998: 244), to provide the required
information at an acceptable level of accuracy and at the lowest poss ible cost (refer to Davies: 1998: 2028, for a discuss ion oflhis process).

Secondly. the system s hould identify and record. in addition to the registered owner of the land, the

informal owner or leadership of the informal settlement or community in relation to the community
boundaries referred to above, as well as the identity and personal details of this person or these people,
as it is this person who should be contacted regarding any dealings in the land . Thirdly, the system
should show any communally held land for grazing and other communal uses within the boundaries of
the limits of occupation by the community. These informal communal land rights will also be mapped
in a similar manner to the individual informal land rights of the community members as discussed above.

Finally, the system should be able to handle fluid boundaries, both around the community and within it,
and should be able to show the changes in these boundaries over time. As described above, boundaries
do change as the community's needs change. Therefore the individual boundaries of the land holdings
of members of the community as well as those of the communally held and used land may change over
time. The land tenure reform model s chosen by the government may ex.clude this aspect of the fluidity

of boundaries from the adapted urban form of the customary tenure rules, as it may be expected to be
problematic, and to adversely affect the security of tenure of the settlement and its res idents. However,
the purpose of thi s dissertation is not to evaluate and comment on possible land tenure reform model s,
so for the purposes of the design of the system fluid boundaries should be accommodated.

The isolated PTOs, which are not parcel-based, but are nevertheless dejure land rights, must be taken
into account and should be accommodated in the land records system. Their location a nd limits should
be determined, as for the other non parcel-based rights, by some appropriate system of mapping.

The system of mapping these land rights should therefore be chosen, and the land records system should
be set up, s uch that updating of the graphic representation of the boundaries, as well as the tex.tual data
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happen on the ground, and in terms of the legal process.

5.3

Backyard Shacks and (Backyard) Shack-Farming on Private Land

There arc also informal settlements in the form of shack developments on the formally s urveyed
properties in the GEA. They can be divided into two separate but similar types: firstly, backyard shacks
on township properties, mainly on the privately owned propertics in Edcndalc Proper or Plessislaer; and
secondly, (backyard) shack farming on the larger privately owned freehold residential properties in the
GEA. which is similar to the first, but on a larger scale. T hese two types can be clearly seen on Map #4
in Appendix A. Although backyard shacks are found on s ubdivisions held under inferior titles in (DDA)
townships. this is isolated rather than common in the GEA (personal communication with Shahalala:
May 1996). Therefore. this is not regarded as a settlement pattern for the purposes of this dissertation.

The two new concepts of 'backyard s hacks ' and '(bac kyard) shack-farming' require definition and
description. Firstly, backyard shacks are informal dwellings which are erected on an existing property,
usually in a townsh ip, where there is already an existing formal house on the property, for the purpose
of housing more people, usually another family per shack. Cross (1994: 179) confirms that from her
research, generally, this type of sett lement usually occurs inside the formal Black towns, and arises when
a landowner has surplus land. From my observation in the GEA, and confirmed by Shabalala (personal
communication: May 1996), these may exist as single shacks, or two or three, depending on several
factors, s ituated literally in the backyard of a property in a formal township. Some of these factors
which determine the number ofshaeks per property are the availability ofland, the demand for land, and
the wishes of the landowner.

As mentioned above, these backyard shacks are not as common in the towns hips where the properties
are smaller and they are fully developed with formal houses, such as Imbali, or Unit S or T, and in
townships with higher-income residents, such as Unit J (see Map #3). However, they are very common
in the much larger. private freehold properties ofDambuza and Machibisa (see Map #4). In many cases
this land is closer to transport routes, municipal services, elc., and so is very attractive for settlement.

-82Further, the registered landowner often encourages settlement on the land, for both economic and
political reasons. The land is, in many cases, already densely occupied, unlike the vacant State-owned

land described above, and negotiations with the landowner concerned have to take place. I argue that this
is a further indication that the underlying legal tcnure does affect the development of informal settlements

in the GEA.

Secondly, the term ' shack-farming' derives from the rural situation where Black landowners tended to

let their land to tenants and claim rcnt , rather than to farm the whole land themselves. This tenancy
strategy by Black landowners became popular as it tcnded to provide them with a morc consistently

reliable source of income than agricultural farming (Surplus Peoples' Project: 1988: 197-200). There
are no rural Black owned farms as such in the GEA, but many of the Black owned freehold properties
in Edendale proper are of the size of small-holdings or large residential lots, and these are generally very
densely settled with backyard shacks (see Map #4). In these situations I have used the term '(backyard)
shack-farming' . This applies to the situation where the landowner also lives on the property and the
tenant ' s shacks are literally in his or her backyard, as well as to the sit uation where the landowner
perhaps owns several properties, lives on only one of them, and practices shack farming on the others.

Some sources do not agree that urban (backyard) shack-farming is an economic attraction for the land
owner, as it is on the Black freehold farms where dense shack-farming is practiced and found to be more
profitable than agricultural farming (Surplus People's Project: 1988: 201, citing Jenkins et af. (1986)
on tenancy relations in freehold areas close to Durban). They conclude that, rather, in the urban areas
there are other attractions. For example, the landlord has replaced the induna and is consulted by his
tenants for help with various problems. In addition, as the importance ofthe land lord is enhanced by the
number of people he contro ls, the more tenants he can put on his land, the greater the politica l power he
will acquire (Surplus Peoples ' Project: 1988: 201).

5.3.1

Landlord-Tenant Arrangement

I will discuss the land tenure arrangements in these backyard shack settlements. When a prospective
informal settler wishes to sett le on privately owned land, such as in Edendale proper, and parts of
Plessislaer, he or she has to negotiate a tenancy agreement with the landowner.

-83According to ShabalaJa (May 1996). there are two different scenarios in such situations. Either the
landowner rents a picce of his or her land for the tenant to construct a dwelling on the land, usually in

return for payment ofa (nominal) annua l rental. Alternatively. the landowner may construct a dwelling
of some sort and rcnt the structure to a tenant, in this case usually for a monthly rental. The former,
known also as site-rental or 'tenancy at wi ll ' . was the most popular form of informal tenure in Black
owned freehold areas, generally, in 1983 (Surplus Peoples' Project: 1988: 201, quoting a report by

Fourie (1986) on the 1983 Inkatha Institute Survey). The Surplus People' s Project concluded that siterental tenancy occurs on ly on freehold land, and not on tribal land. It a lso concluded that as this type of
tenure is not found even on densely populated indigenous land, it is not a result of population pressure
only, but rather the undcrlying form of legal tenure is a major deciding factor in the way informal tenures
develop (Surp lus Peoples ' Project: 1988: 201-202), also confirming Cross' findings above. This point
was also confirmed by Mr Shabalala (personal communication: May 1996). He stated that tenancy as
discussed above occurs only on the freehold properties, and not on the State owned land.

However, in some cases the landlord-tenant relationships have become strained, as there are disadvantages
for the tenants in the system. The main disadvantage is that the tenants have no stake in the land, unlike
members of a community where a customary land tenure system is in existence (either in the full sense
on tribal land, or in the adapted urban form on conventiona l informal sett lements on State owned land)
where, in terms of the customs, they would eventually obtain permanent rights in the land. This lack of
permanent land rights leads to insecurity and doubt, for example, whether the descendants will be able
to inherit and remain on the property (op. cil.: 200-203). During the late-1980s to early-1990s great
expectations of land and housing were created in the minds of poor and homeless people by the emerging
politicians who were preparing to take their places in the new government of national unity. When these
promises were not met, tenants started to boycott paying rents, and many threatened their landlords to
prevent retaliation(Bassett, personal communication: October 1998). The result is that many Black freehold
landowners now cannot collect rent from tenants on their land, nor can they evict the non-paying tenants
from their land. This culture of non-payment, which may affect the cost recovery efforts of the PMTLC
in this area, was discussed above (see Chapter Two).

These shack settlements, whether the backyard shacks on the sma ller township properties in the GEA,
or (backyard) shacks-fanning on the larger private freehold properties in the Edendale Proper and Plessislaer
parts oftheGEA, are informal. Thedevelopment is also informal and the tenure relationships are unrecorded
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owned property in terms of the White Paper on South African Land Policy (South African Government:
1997b: 64) referred to above (in Chapter Two), and as discussed, the government's pol icies in the White
Paper on SA Land Policy (1997) require that their land rights be recognised and formalised. As discussed

above, in order to formalise any land rights the rightful owner has to be determined. That is, a process
of adjudication should be put in place. In order to carry out a successful adjudication of land rights, all
overlapping land tenure rights should be determined and recorded. The land records system s hould be

des igned to deal with historical data and to record the trail of legal evidence of sustained occupation of
the land to facilitate the adjudication process.

The implications for the land records system are simi lar to the situation for the adapted form of the Zulu
customary system. as there are people living on the ground who have seemingly acquired informal land
rights in the land, and there are also the registered landowners, who have formal land rights in the same
piece of land. The land records system should record both sets of these overlapping land rights, and the
details of both the formal and informal rights holders. It should also, via appropriate mapping methods,
show the informal boundaries around each informal land right and each piece of communal land. The
overlapping rights in the land should be identified, adjudicated and targeted for rectification. For this purpose
the land records system should be ab le to record historica l data so that the trail of legal evidence of land
tenure needed for the adjudicat ion process can a lso be stored in the land records system.

5.4

Services

The services and infrastructure in these informal settlements with unrecorded tenure are in most cases
non-existent, or insufficient. In conventional informal settlements on State owned land under de/aclo
tenure, the loca l authority in many cases has not suppl ied services to these sett lements, except that some
form of water supply is provided to each household, ifnot through a piped service. then by water tanker
on a daily basis. Th is method is regarded as an unsustainable means of water supply, and is instituted
as a temporary measure only. until such time as either the informal settlement can be relocated to a location
where it is poss ible to prov ide it with a piped water supply, or it becomes possib le to supply piped water
to the land (Greatwood, personal communication: June 1999).

-85In the case of back yard shack settlements on private freeho ld property, the serv ices serving the property
were intended for a single dwellingoniy, and are now overloaded as they are used by the tenants as well.
The services are not sufficient for the landowners as well as the tenants on the properties, and need to
be extended and/or upgraded.

Although the local authority cannot, in general, be responsible for the upgradingofaJ1 infonnal settlements
within its area of jurisdiction, in particular those on privately owned land. I argue that it wou ld be in the
local a uthor ity's interest to collect data on all services which are in its area. Using a questionnaire-s urvey
simi lar tothe onc carried out as part of the Masakhane information programme, the loca l authority cou ld
collect data from each household to establish the current position, and the projected estimates ofconsumption
of the area (G reatwood, personal communication: June 1999). This would facilitate the planning and
management of the PMTLC 's services in the area., and whercscrvices are being used. identity each occupants'
obligation for payment in respect of rates and taxes due, and for municipal services consumed. The infonnation
wou ld also facilitate the upgrading of any aspect of the informal settlements, including land tenure and
serv ices, and for the general management of all informal settlements in the TLC area.

As this is an issue which will affect the commun ity closely, they should be involved in discuss ions and
planning of the upgrading, and the level of service to be provided. In such cases it is important for the
landowners, tenants and the PMTLC representatives to meet to negotiate a way forward, and to gauge
the community's needs, as well as their affordability levels.

The implications of including data on services in the design of the land records system are that it shou ld
record the positions and details of the existing municipal service networks , as wel l as private connections
into these services. In order to accommodate the large amount of data from the questionnaire-survey, and
be able to carry out spat ial relationship queries on it, the land records system should have full GIS
functionality. To facilitate community involvement in the planning and negotiation processes, the needs
ofthecommunity in general, and theaffordability level of each household individually, should bedetennined
and recorded in the system. Furthermore, the land records system should have a user-friendly interface
and an output which provides the infonnation in a fonnat which is understandable and useful to the community
members.
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Conclusions

I have shown that conventional informal settlements on State owned land, and the backyard shack settlements
on township land and larger properties in private freehold ownership, areas a result of the past governments'
policies for Blacks. I have shown that they are under informal unrecorded tenure, and that the services
are informal and insufficient for the number ofpeop\e now using them. These settlements should be upgraded
in terms of the present government' s land tenure reform and upgrading policies described above(secChapter

Two). To manage these settlements, and facilitate the upgrading process, I am arguing that the PMTLC
should establish and manage an appropriate land records system.

The upgradingofthese informal sett lements would involve the four processes described above (in C hapter
Two), namely land delivery, land tenure reform, provision of services, and cost recovery. Although only
land tenure and service provision issues were discussed in this chapter, the other two processes mentioned
automatically become part ofthe upgrading process ifland tenure reform and the upgrading and provision
of services are dealt with. As argued throughout this dissertation, an appropriate land records system is
required to beestablished and managed at the local government level to manage and facilitate the upgrading
processes, and the design criteria for this land records system is the main lOCus of this dissertation. The
implications of these necessary upgrading measures identified above on the design of the land records
system should be determined.

The land records system should therefore be designed to record theexisting underlying registered rreehold
land rights, including the name and details ofthe registered landowner, as well as the informal unrecorded
land tenure and the name and details of the holders. This informal land tenure, both on the State owned
land and the privately owned land, is not parcel-based. Therefore the individual holdings cannot be recorded
in the same manner as the underlying formal land rights, but will have to bedetermined by a combination
of some appropriate form of mapping, and some further investigation and adjudication process on the
ground. In this way the land records system can provide the information required for planning the formalization
and upgrading of the land tenure in these settlements. I have already discussed above the importance of
a trail oflegal evidence, which is needed in the adjudication process ofland delivery, to trace the historical
developments and to build up a case for the established unrecorded land rights. The land records system
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land.

The land records system should accommodate the most important aspects of the adapted urban form of
the Zu lu customary land tenure system which is in operation in the conventional informal settlements on
Stateownoo land under de/acID tenure. To do this the land records system should, firstly. record occupation
patterns on the land. That is, independent of any surveyed parcels which may exist on the land, the extent
of actual occupation of the community as a whole, and of each member (household) of that community
shou ld be recorded. Secondly, identify and record in the system the identity of the community, as well
as the details ofthe head or leadership ofeach community, and in addition, the identity and personal details
of each member (head of each fami ly or household). Thirdly, identify and show in the land records system,
any communal land for grazing. Finally. the land records system should accommodate fluid boundaries.

In addition, the land records system would also have to accommodate the unrecorded landlord-tenant
arrangements in existence on the privately owned freeho ld land. The requirements for such a system are
sim ilar to those for thedefaclo land tenure system discussed above, in that the land records system shou ld
record, in addition to the formal cadastra l and registration records, the extent and details of any informal
land tenure wh ich may ex ist on the land. The extent of this informal land tenure is totally independent
of any formal cadastral boundaries which may exist on the property, and wou ld have to be determined
on the ground by appropriate surveyor mapping techniques, incorporating adjud icatory principles into
the process. To facilitate the adjudication process, the system should be ab le to record the trail of lega l
evidence, or historical data, of the land tenure on the property. The system wou ld also have to be able
to record the identity and personal details of the head ofthe household ofthe tenant family, and the pertinent
aspects about the landlord-tenant agreement.

Further, to show the current servicing network, the land records system shou ld record theexisting municipal
services serving the communities, as well as the formal connections and any informal extensions ofthese
within the properties. Considering the shack settlements on private freeho ld land, it might be argued that
the local authority should not become involved and should Jeavethcupgradingofthearea to each respective
private land owner. However, I argue that from a planning and management of municipal serv ices point
of view, as well as the cost recovery aspect, the local authority, as service provider, should have information
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ofpeopJe that each is serving and the cons umption levels of each service s ho uld be recorded. This indicates

the necessity for a questionna ire-survey of each ho useho ld, as the PMTLC has done as part of its Masakhane
information programme. In order to analyse the s patia l relationships of the data, it is necessary that the
land records system possesses a full y relationa l spatia l data base.

Fina lly. the la nd records system s ho uld be flexible and easily updated so that it ca n show the changes
in thedefaclo tenure boundaries or limits ofoccupation as they occur, whether as a resu lt of the movement

of the informal boundaries, changes in occupation patterns, or the upgrading of informa l land rights,
and new or upgraded services, to fac ilitate the ongoing management of the sett lements.
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CHAPTER SIX

LAND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

6.1

Introduction

To manage the upgrading (land tenure and services) of informal settlements in the GEA. and to ensure

that this process is successful and sustainable, the loca l government structure. in this case the PMTLC,
should develop an appropriate land records system. I will show that this should be based on the concept
of the mUltipurpose cadastre, with relevant and current data about the settlements, the people in them,
and a record of their tenure relationship with the land they live on. I will s how that the term ' land records
system' chosen to describe the system to manage the upgrading of land tenure and services in the OEA
is appropriate as it will be a combination of various types of systems.

In the previous chapters I have identified aspects which should be included in s uch a land records system
to be designed. In this chapter I shall examine the theory behind land information systems in general , with
particular attention to the design of an appropriate land records system for the management of the
processes invol ved in the upgrading of land tenure and serv ices in informal settlements in the GEA.

From a review ofliter-ature on the subject,l will begin by discussing land information systems in general,
including an explanation ofsomeLIS/GIS terminology used, and comments on problems of dealing with
land rights in a LIS. I wi ll also discuss the four principal components of land information systems.
Thereafter I wil l discuss a common typeofland information system, the multipurpose cadastre, and s how
it is an appropriate form of land information system to serve the intended purpose for the GEA, but that
it has certain shortfalls. I will discuss the need for the incorporation of customary tenure and historical
data into such a system, and stress the need for the system to be user-friendly and accessible to the
communities it is intended to serve. I will therefore conclude that the appropriate land information system
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in the GEA, shou ld be a land records system, based on the concept ofa multipurpose cadastre, hut which
should go beyond this and include some aspects which would not normally form part

ora multipurpose

cadastre, namely non-parcel-based land tenure and historical data ..

In conclusion, from the discussions in this chapter and previous chapters, I shall identify the five main

themes which should be covered in the design of the land records system for the GEA. These arc firstly,
that the land records system should be based on the multipurpose cadastre; secondly, that the system
should also be able to accommodate non-parcel-based tenure and the tenure rules of the adapted form
of the Zulu customary land tenure system in existence in conventional informal settlements under de

fac Io tenure in the GEA; thirdly, that the system should incorporate temporal GIS technology so that it
will be able to accommodate the historicallrail of legal evidence of s ustained occupation of the land;
fourthly, that the land records system should be accessible to the public in the GEA. both in terms of
location and cost of accessing this information; and finally. the land records system should be sensitive
to the users' needs and should be user-friendlY, both in its interface with the users, as well as in its
storage and output modes.

6.2

Land Information Systems in General

There are many definitions of the concept of the land information system. Barncs argues that it is very
difficult to define land information systems in a concise and definitive manner, due to the "rapid
development of these systems over a relatively short period", their multi-disciplinary nature, and the
different perspectives adopted by various professionals from different di sci plines (Barnes: NO: 1-2).

Dale and McLaughlin (1988: 8) define an information system generally. as "a combination of human
and technical resources, together with a set of organizing procedures, that produces information in
support of some managerial requirement", and add that a land information system "gives support to
land management by providing information about the land, the resources upon it and the improvements
made to it" (loc.cil.). More descriptively, Antenucci

el

al. (1991) describe a geograpbic infonnation

system (GIS) as an information system which can, firstly. collect, store and retrieve information based
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locations which meet specific criteria, explore relationships between data sets and analyse related data
spat ially; and thirdly, to display the data relating to a selected area graphically or numerically, before

and/or after analysis (op.cif.: 7). The concepts and principles of LIS and GIS are very si milar. the main
difference between the two being that generally the data in a GIS is not parcel-based as in a LIS, but is
related to a natural or man-made resource (Barnes: NO: 2). Many authors agree that onc of the major
requirements of a land information system is that it shou ld also contain data relating to the possession
of land rights, including their nature and cxtcnt (Ezigbalikc el.al.: 1995: 4; Bames: NO: 2). Based on
these definitions I am arguing that a form of land information system, incorporating some aspects ofa
geographic system, would be appropriate for the GEA.

6.1.1

L1SlG1S Terminology

It is necessary to describe and explain the L1S/GIS terminology used in this dissertation for the benefit

of the reader who is not entirely familiar with s uch terminology:

Adjacency-

sec Topology

Attribute data-

(or non-spatial data) is that data which describes the s patial aspect and related
characteristics of the s patial data element or feature (Chilufya: 2000; and
personal communication with M Chilufya, November 2000).

Connectivity-

see Topology

Elemcnt-

a basic spatial object such as a point, line or polygon representing a feature on
the ground or an imaginary object such as a cadastral boundary [a point is a
zero-dimensional spatial object, a line is a one-dimcnsional Object linking two
points, a polygon is a closed figure made up of a single curved line or a series
of lines] (loc.ciI.).

LIS/GIS procedures.-- activities

required

for the acquisition,

modeling,

storage, retrieval,

manipulation, analysis and presentation of spatial data (Ioc.cil.).
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Node-

a point with more than one line terminating at the point (toc.cit.).

Spatial data-

data associated with a location on some reference system, typically a location
on the s urface of the earth (/oc.ciJ.).

Topology-

spat ia l relationships between elements or spatial objects,

including

connectivity. adjacency, overlapping and conta inment [connectivity relates to
whether two lines intersect or not, adjacency is a neighbour relationship and
includes an ident ification of whether one element is to the lell or the right o f
another, over/tipping is a relationship si milar toconncctivity but usually relates
to polygons, containment is the relationship between two polygons which
determines whether onc polygon is contained w ithin another polygon] (Loe.cif.;

Dale and Mc La ughlin: 1988: 144-145; Antenucci et al.: 199 1: 94, 98-99).

6.2.2

Land Rights i" an LIS

Regarding the iss ue of land rights, it is noted that traditiona lly most land information systems were set
up for western or developed countries (Ezigbal ike et al.: 1995: 14), and therefore most land information
systems are based on this assumption, where data and information are related to the land parcel ( Barnes:
NO: 2; Arrowsmith: 1989: 11). That is, the typical western land information system is based on the
cadastre and has adopted the land parcel as the "basic organ isational unit for referencing land tenure data
and information", with a ll other data sets of spatial and non-spatial data being linked to this
organisationa l unit (Ezigbalike et al.: 1995: 4). S uch a land information system, which is based on the
cadastra l land parcel and which contains addit iona l attribute data linked to the land pa rcel, is referred
to as a mUlti-purpose cadastre (see Para 6.4 below). However, as I have shown, there are s ubstantial
informal sett lements in the GEA where land parcels, if they exist, have no significance. In s uch
settlements there is unrecorded land tenure, where the tenure rules of the Z ulu customary land tenure
system, in its moderni sed urban form, apply. I wi ll show below that the spatial records of land rights
which are not rel ated to a defined parcel of land should also be accommodated into the land records
system, to record these hitherto unrecorded land rights.
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describe the multipurpose cadastre in more detail, and investigate its relevance for the GEA.

6.3

Principal Components of a Land Information System

In general a land infonnation system may be thought of as having two sub-systems - an institutional subsystem and a technical sub-system. These two sub-systems comprise the four principal components of
any LIS, being firstly the people involved (the institutional sub-system), and secondly a data base; thirdly

the technology, including for example CAD or L1S/GIS; and finally, the procedures. standards and
protocois for the exchange of information (all making up the technical sub-system) (Barnes: NO: 2; Latu

er al.: 1996: 145-148). I s hall discuss these four principal components, and from these I shall deduce
implications for the design of the proposed land records system for the GEA. These four principal
components also accord with the definition quoted above of (an information system and) a land
information system by Daleand McLaughlin (1988), and ofa GIS by Antenucci et al.(1991). From my
involvement with the design and implementation of the land information system in the PietermaritzburgMsunduzi TLC, together with some general background information from material such as Bames (NO).
Dale and McLaughlin (1988), Zwart (1986), Latu el al. (1996), Antenucci el al. (1991), Seaborn ( 1995)
and Ezigba like et al. (1995), I will elaborate on these four components and the important aspects of them
with respect to the design ofa land records system for the GEA.

6.3,/

People

The people involved in a LJS, making up the institutional sub-system, are the most important component
and determine the "effect iveness, pace and success of development" of the system (Dalc and
McLaughlin: 1988: 235- 236; Latu el al.: 1996: 145, 148). The people involved include the users of the
system. the people who operate and maintain the technical part of the system. the people who produce
the data and information, and the managers who look after the system (Ioc. cO.).

The users are the most important group ofpcopJe. and comprise a nyone who accesses the informat ion,
either within the organi sation which owns the land information system, or from the wider community it
is intended to serve. The users should have a s ignificant impact on how the land records system is
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the potential problems and pitfalls will be dealt with in further detail below.

The producers of the data arc those people who collect or capture the data in the correct fo rmal for the
system 's requirements, and includes, usually those people within the organisation which owns the
information system , but may a lso include people outside of the organisat ion, who p roduce any data
which are to be stored. An importa nt aspect of the capture of data is that it a lso includes the on-going
maintenance of the data, a nd the people who will carry out thi s function should also be identified as
producers (Da le and McLaughlin: 1988; Latu et al.: 1996). As such, I will show below that the
producers are often inc luded in the users, as they include many common people. In the case of informa l
settlements in the GEA, I will s how that people within the communities shou ld be involved in the
collection and ongoing maintenance of the data (see Chapter Seven).

An important aspect of a LIS is the estab lishment of a management structure to provide leadership and
direction for the design, implementation and maintenance of the system and its various components. It
is generally accepted that for an information system to be s uccessful and s ustainable in an organisation,
the information system must be fully supported by top management in that organisation, and thereshould
be a clear strategy for the design, implementation and on-go ing maintenance of the LIS (Da le a nd

McLaughlin: 1988; Latu et al.: 1996). I shall not di scuss the management people or st ructure any
further.

6.3.1.1

The Users of a Land Reco,ds Sys·/em

Latu et al. (1996), as a warning, quote many examples of systems which were des igned and developed
in accordance with the bureaucratic and top-down approach of traditional information system
development, where the system is pre--specitied, which in turn leads to a pre-determination of who the
users are and what their requirements will be. In their examples management determined the priorities
for development of the system without communication with the operational users (op. cif.: 146- 147).
In many of these cases the development o f the system fai led - it was either aborted or postponed, or the
system delivered products which were nevcr used, or the system fell short of expectations and never
reached completion (op. c;I.: 148).
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(Op. Cif.: 146) typical of western land information system design, especially when designing a system such

as the land records system for the GEA , where cultural issues may be involved and where some of the
users ofthc system arc non-cx:pcrts. They stress that the users must be involved in all stages of the design
and development of the system (op.ciJ.: 150) so that the system accommodates their needs and makes the
information ultimately " readily available in a processable format" (op.cil.: 146). " Identifying the users
and their requirements, and understanding their culture" arc essential to the design ora s uccessful and
sustainable land records system (op.cil. : 150). In other words the LIS, the information contained within
it, and the format in which it is stored and presented. shou ld be demand-driven, according to the users'
requirements and their cultural issues (op.cit.; Zwart: 1986).
As mentioned, it must be clear who are to be the users of the system. Latu et al. (J 996) define two sets
of users : the immediate users and ultimate uscrs of the land information system. The first group are those
who are involved in collecting. storing. process ing. retrieving and ana lysing data and finally producing
the required information, either for their own use or for someone else. It will be recognised that this first
group includes the producers o f the data identified above. The ultimate, or end, users are those who
request the data from someone else for their own use, and this group would include the general public,
land developers, and so on (Ioc.cil.). I will identity below (and see Chapter Seven) the users in the land
records system for the GEA, and build their involvement into the design of the land records system for
the GEA.

Once the users of the system have been identified, however, determining their needs in practice, is not
a simple exercise. There are five potential problem areas in identitying users ' needs or requ irements.
These are: firstly, most users are not familiar with the technology and may have difficulty in identifying
and explaining their needs; secondly, their needs are seldom static, but will change over time as they
become more familiar with the concepts; thirdly, the effectiveness of the communication between the
users and the systems analysts; fourthly , the functional expertise of the user; and finally, the user's
perceived benefit from the proposed system (Latu el al. : 1996: 151-152; Zwart: 1986: 124).

A carefu l analysis of the needs of the users is therefore the first step to success of a land information
system (Latu et al. : 1996; Antenucci el al.: 1991). The needs of the users should be detennined by
interviewing the users, conducting workshops, distributing questionnaires, and by an analysis of the
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1991 : 216). The analysis of needs should include aspects s uch as data processing functions required, the
format and content of the data, other data sets to which links s hould be made, system applications and
products required, software functionality required, hardware devices and capacities as well as
communication facilities, and the types of output of infonnation required (Ioc. cif.). When the users are
able 10 participate in the design and development process, they have the opportunity to "identify, modify
and refine their needs and interests", but for this to be efTective there shou ld be a feedback mechanism
in place (Latu et al.: 152). Furthermore, by creating a sense of part-ownership by thc uscrs of the land
records system, the benefits of user participation are that it improves user sat isfaction and secures user
support for the system, and helps alleviate user resistance to the changes which the development of the
system is bound to bring about (Joc.cif.).

Finally, in addition to identifying the users and their needs, the system should be designed to be easily
accessible to the users, in terms of " location, cost and user-friendliness" to ensure its success and
sustainabi lity (UNECA: 1998 : 10). The user-friendliness ofthe system is related directly to accessibility .

It must be borne in mind that most of the users in the GEA are poor, and many are also uneducated and
illiterate.

Accessibility is premised on the technologies involving user-friendly computer interfaces and outputs,
and the transfer of digital information to remote computer workstations. Technologies are avai lable
which facilitate a user-friendly interface with the user and for an appropriate and user-friendly o utput.
Especially in areas where customary tenure or an adapted urban version of customary tenure is in place,
the concept of visualisation should be employed for users or decision makers to view the outputs (Op.cif.:
18, 28). This concept of visualisation entails base mapping which should be uncluttered mapping, where
only the essential features are s hown . Major physical features and landmarks, commonly used place
names, and evidence of human settlement should be sufficient to be s hown in most cases (foc.cif.).
Regarding the transfer of digital information, the technology required to transfer the information from
a centrally located land records system to remote works tat ions already exists and is advancing
continually.
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of the system and ongoing maintenance and the updating ofthe data to kccp it c urrent. Local community
members shou ld be trained to carry Qut these functions. Community members shou ld also be trained as

land administ rators. gu ided by professionals in the loca l authority, to collect the necessary infonnat ion

to maintain the currency of the data (Fourie: 1998b: 59-64). In this way the range of users of the land
records system would be shifted out of the ranks of the property professionals and the local authority
technical officia ls, which is normally where the main users of most land information systems a re, to
include the communities who are affected by the decisions made. For this reason the users in the
commun ities must be identified and trained, and the system must be designed to ens ure user-friendliness
and access ibility in relation to these users.

6.3.1.2

Conclusions

From my experience, and confirmed by Latu et al. ( 1996), Zwart (1986), Daleand McLaughlin (1988).
UNECA ( 1998) and Antenucci et al. (1991). a factor oftcn overlooked by an organisat ion when sett ing
up such a system, is that, even if the latest tcchnology is employed in the system, if the needs of all the
peop le involved a re not met, the system is unlikely to be successfu l a nd susta inab le.

Therefore. in the case of the land records system for the GEA. there must be leadership in the
management of the system and this leadersh ip must e nsu re that, firstly, all the users are correctly
identified and their needs, including any cultural issues, are determined and evaluated and accommodated
in the design of the system. As culture will affect the way the users think about and relate to the
information, and the land records system as a who le, the cult ural issues shou ld not be overlooked, but
should be incorporated into the design and development of a land records system. Furthermore, there
must be qualified, skilled and trained people in place to operate and maintain the system, to collect and
capture the data into the system and to provide the ongoing maintenance of these data.

6.3_1

The Data Base

The data base, or information base as it is sometimes referred to, is a vita l component of the LIS. It is
for the storage, manipulation and retrieva l of the data. The data base s hould be designed and struct ured
to store the data efficiently so that the data, or any combi nation of parts of it, can be easily and quickly
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management system (RDBMS) which is structured so that the user can choose tQ access the data in any
data set, or query any s patial relationships between various data sets stored in, or linked to, the system
(Antenucci

el

al.: 1991 ; Intergraph: 1998).

I have argued above that the database for the land records system for the GEA should have full spatial
relational capabilities so that it can process queries relating to topological spatial relationships, such as
adjacency and connectivity. This implies that the data base for the land records system for the GEA

shou ld include linkages between all data sets, and even separate data bases in the PMTLC (Antenucci

et al.: 1991 ; 1ntergraph: 1998; Seaborn: 1995).

The data base requires effective administration to protect the integrity of the data, for example, access
control to the data base to restrict access to view and modify data for certain authori sed users.
Furthermore, quality and accuracy standards need to be monitored. and procedures for the back up of
the data need to be established (Antenucci er al.: 1991: 99- 102).

Finally, ongoing data base maintenance is essential to a successful land information system, to update
the system data base with any changes which have occurred, due to events or natural changes. The easy
updating of the data in the land records system has also been identified as one of the design criteria of
the system, to reflect changes such as upgraded land tenure, new development and their land tenure
details, and new or upgraded services. Antenucci et al. (1991: 109) exp la in that data base maintenance
includes procedures to identify changes and changing conditions, and these should be incorporated into
the operating procedures of those who operate and manage the land information system. Therefore, data
base administration policies and data base maintenance procedures need to be estab lished in the design
of the land records system for the GEA to ensure the integrity of the data base and easy updating oflhe
land records system.

6.3.3

Technology

Land information systems can vary in complexity and level of sophistication. Ezigba like el al. (1995)
stale that technology is not as important as systems and processes (op. cif.: 4). Lalu
that technology is not as important as the people component (op.cil.:145).

el

al. ( 1996) state

Nevertheless, some
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a completely paper-based system, where a ll data is contained in paper plans, maps, records and fil es, and
the va rious sets of data are cross-referenced manually for easy access. Higher up the scale of complexity

may bea mixed system, where part of the data is computerised, a nd where there would be references to
paper records or plans, or other computerised data bases, for other parts of the data. Where spatial data
is computerised, it may be stored as CA D drawings, or it may have the attributes ofa true LlS/GIS with
a structured relational spatial database incorporating topological relationships a nd links between the
various spat ial and non-s patial data sets. I will show (see Chapter Seven) that the land records system
for the GEA shou ld have s uch a relational spatial data base so that queries relat ing to topological spatial
relationships can be processed. S uch queries are very useful for planning, a nd planning is critical for any
upgrading programme.

The most complex level of LIS would be a modern, fully computeri sed system, with a structured
relational s patial database incorporating full topology and links between the various related data sets,
a nd where the system ca n process queries relating to any of the stored data sets a nd output them in the
chosen format. A benefit -cost analysis would decide whether it is expedient to convert a particula r set
of plans or a data base into an appropriate digital format to enable total integration into the system, or
whether to retain it in its original format and to include a reference or linkage to it in the land records
system (Da le and McLaughlin: 1988; Seaborn: 1995). I will show (see Chapter Seven) that the land
records system for the GEA should contain links to remote data bases, but in respect of plans or
documents which need to be accessed only from time to time, these should remain as paper-based
information and shou ld be cross-referenced in the system, but their seldom use would not warrant full
digitisation into the land records system.

6.3.4

Procedures, Standards and Protoco/s

For the system to be successfu l and s ustainable, procedures, standards and protocols should be adopted
and put in place for the capture, storage, presentation and exchange of data (Dale a nd McLaugh lin:
1988; Ezigbalike et al.: 1995). Without these the data may be inefficiently captured, stored and
presented, it may be impossible to import other data sets into the system, or it may not be possib le to
process a query involving all the data sets, and as a result the system will not be useful to the intended
users (ibid.). The procedures, standards and protoco ls are another crucia l component ofth e land records
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records system for the GEA. However, I shaH not discuss these any further in this dissertation.

6.3.5

Conclusions

The four principal components ofa LIS discussed above are all critical for the success and sustainability
of the LIS. However, the technical operations of a modern LIS are becoming increasingly routine and

straight-forward, including the storage and retrieval of data, the manipulation of the data to create
queries, and the output of the information in the required formal - the institutional issues surrounding
the people are still the major constraining factors which require a great deal of attention, especially in
the design stage (Latu et al.: 1996: 145). Strategic decisions should be made, when dcsigning the land
information system. regarding the four principal components, and the relative levels of resources
available for each. These will be discussed. further below (see Chapter Seven) in relation to the design
and development of the land records system for the OEA.

I shall now discuss the characteristics of the multipurpose cadastre, and I will s how that such a system
should form the basis of the land records system for the GEA. However, I will also show that there are
some data sets which are not usually associated with a multipurpose cadastre. which should be included
in the land records system. I shall conclude that a land records system which includes a modified form
of multipurpose cadastre with additional types of data and information as a result of new thinking on the
subjcct, as suggested by Fourie and van Gysen (1996: 358), is appropriate for the management of
inrormal settlements in the GEA.

6.4

The Multipurpose Cadastre

The concept of the multipurpose cadastre has received international attention for its ability to facilitate
land management by recording a range of land information. especially that related to the registered
ownership of land, and making it readily available to those who need it (Fourie and van Gyscn:
1996:355). I am arguing that this approach is necessary, but not sufficient, for managing land
information flows in the GEA.
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land information system", where the cadastral parcel is the "fundamenta l unit of spatial organisation",

and various land information "such as land tenure. land value and land use" arc related to this parcel.
Such a system is, wherever possible, "complete in terms of s patial cover", and "prov ides a ready and
efficient means of access to the data" (Ioc.cil.). A multipurpose cadastre may also contain. or link to,

information such as land tenure, land value, land use, goological, geophysical and hydrological, services
and planning controls, and may s upport such functions as land transfer, land taxation, town planning and
general administration, by providing the relevant land-related information necessary for each of these
functions in an integrated form (op.ci/.: 63-78). I wil l show below that the land records system required
for the management o f the informal settlements in the GEA should be based upon the concept of a
multipurpose cadastre, but needs to go beyond the conceptual framework of the mUltipurpose cadastre
fonnulated by Dale and McLaughlin above.

There arc five tools associated with a multipurpose cadastre, namely the multiple layers of the s patial
data base, the geodetic reference framework (GRF), the non-spatial attr ibute data. the unique parcel
identifier, and the integration of the various data bases making up the system. J shall discuss each of
these five tools briefly. Firstly, the spatial data base of the mUltipurpose cadastre consists of a number
of layers, and the various s patial data sets are stored on individual layers (Barnes: ND: 7-8, Dale and
McLaughlin: 1988: 65). Secondly, the fundamental layer in a multipurpose cadastre is the geodetic
reference framework (GRF). which fonns the spatia l foundation of any land information system or
geographic system, and which pennits the spatial referencing of all spatiaJ land data in the system, so
that the spatial relationships between separate objects in the land or geographic information system can
be interpreted (Barnes: ND : 8-9, Dale and McLaughlin: 1988: 65). Two other fundamental layers of the
mUltipurpose cadastre are the cadastral parcel layer, and the topographic layer(Barncs: ND: 12-15, Dale
and McLaughlin: 1988: 65, 67-72). With these two tools, that is theGRF and the various layers, the user
of the system may choose and combine the layers he or she wishes to view or output together, and may
leave off those wh ich hold no interest for the particular purpose. Thirdly, as mentioned above, a further
tool of a multipurpose cadastre is that, in addition to spat ial land information which is related to the
geodetic reference framework, it also contains non-spatial or attribute data in files stOTed in the data base
(Dale and McLaughlin: 1988: 63, Antenucci ef al.: 1991 : 85). Examples of such alpha-numeric data
files, are ownership records, a record of land uses, soc io-economic data, and the status of services.
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cadastral parcel spatial layer and links or cross-references any other data to the parcel (Dale and
McLaughlin: 1988: 65). Finally. the fifth tool associated with the multipurpose cadastre is the integration

ofthe system, together with its various data bases, and maintenance procedures. That is, the main central

data base should possess relational data base characteristics (Antenucci cl al.: 1991 : 96), and link
through an integrated sys tem to all other data bases, some of which may be paper-based (Dalc and
McLaughlin: 1988: 63 , 65), and data base maintenance procedures shou ld be established for the easy
updating of data in the system (Antenucci et al.: 199 1: 109-110). Examples ofthcse linked data bases,
which would also comprise spatia l and attribute data components, would be records of the relevant
municipal services , such as water and electricity supplies, and road, sewer and storrnwater networks
(Dale and McLaughlin: 1988: 76-78). Services data will be discussed in a little more detail below.

The data held in a multipurpose cadastre is part ly concerned with the physical attributes associated with
each land parcel - both man-made such as the buildings, pipelines and st ructures on it, and natural
features such as the vegetat ion, water courses, and geology - and partly concerned with the abstract
attributes of the land parcel, such as its boundaries, dimensions, land value and land use. Some of these
data selS mentioned may not be included initially. and may be captured and included later, or not at all.
The data contained in the multipurpose cadastre may be viewed separately for each land parcel, or it may
be viewed collectively by grouping together severa l parcels with same or simi lar attributes, and

displaying them as a homogeneous group (op.cif.: 66), for example the analysis of the water availability,
sewerage availability, and housing/structure types shown on Maps #7, #8, and #9, respectively (sce
Appendix Al.

Norma lly a mUltipurpose cadastre would record the cadastral parcels and ownership data in respect of
these properties recorded in the central deeds registry. However, due to the existence in the GEA of many
instances where there are overlapping land rights, inferior recorded land rights, and other forms of
informality which exist in respect of formal cadastral parcels, both Stateowncdand privately owned (see
Chapter Four), the land records system should record the status of the land right wh ich exists. That is,
in respect of formal cadastra l parcels, the status of the land right is not a simple choice of 'registered'
or 'not registered' - there are more options ava ilable on the continuum of forma lity-informality as
described above, such as deeds of grant, leaseho ld and some PTOs (see Chapters Three, Four and Five).
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(ND) and Antcnucci et al. (1991), and the tools as defined above, and considering the requirements for

the design of the land records system for the GEA identified in this and the previous chapters, I conclude

that the land records system for the GEA should incorporate this framework. However, as I will show,

the land records system should go beyond the usual design criteria of a multipurpose cadastre as
described above, and should also accommodate non-parcel-based tenures and temporal data , so that the

informal settlements under customary tenure, and the trail of legal evidence of sustained occupation and
rights in the land, respectively, can be accommodated in the system. I will show below (see Chapter
Seven), that the framework of the mUltipurpose cadastre, together with the additional data capabilities
of accommodating non-parcel-based tenures and historical data, fully meet the information requirements
for a land records system to manage the upgrading (tenure and services) of the various informal
settlements in the GEA.

6.4.1

Incorporating Customary Tenure

Increasingly, people who are interested in developing countries are trying to adapt the concept of the land
information system to better suit their non-westcrn circumstances. Rakai for example defines a LIS as
"an inquiry network ofland related information", and points out that although LIS has been largely based
on the cadastre becausc it has been mainly used for land administration purposes, it need not necessa rily
be so based (Rakai: 1994: 765/2). She argues that the concepts of customary tenure can be incorporated

into the western based LIS technology.

Ezigbalike and others have also researched and invest igated the possibility of incorporating customary
tenure into LIS . They note that when western cadastral concepts and LIS are introduced into
communities with customary land tenure systems, thcre are generally cultural costs (Ezigbalike and
Benwel1: 1994; Ezigbalike et al.: 1995: 21). It follows that the "cultural dimension" should therefore be
considered and incorporated into the LIS, in order to ensure that the LIS will minimise the cultural costs,
and address the needs of the community it is meant to serve (Ezigbalike et al.: 1995: 14). A number of
international authors havc concluded that customary or communal tenure can and shou ld be successfu lly
incorporated into a land information system, but that suffic ient care s hould be taken in the design of the
system so that the customary interests in land under these land tenure systems arc accurately recorded,
without distortion (Ezigbalike et al.: 1995: 21; Latu: 1995: 34; Rakai: 1994: 765/10). Therefore. the
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customary land tenure system should be able to be included in the land records system. However, care

shou ld be taken to preserve the cu ltural va lues ofthese land tenure rules in the system, as stressed above.

A potential solution for including customary tenure into the land records system, is to establis h a dua l
tenure system, as has been done in many developing countries. A dua l land tenure system is a system
where "some lands are held under Western/European laws, whi le ot hers are held under customary laws"

(Ezigbalike et al.: 1995: 6). I argue that such a dua l system would be suiled to the var iety of land tenures
in the GEA, and is recommended. from a land administration perspective. This is because, although the
entire a rea is covered by surveyed land parcels which arc recorded in the formal freehold cadast ra l and
registration systems. there are many cases of over lapp ing informal land tenures throughout large areas
of the GEA. much of this being held under the adapted urban version of customary tenure. In such a dual
system, the parcel-based formal la nd tenure rights wi ll cont inue to be indicated in the system as relat ing
to an individual land parcel, but in the case of the non-parcel-based modernised or adapted customary
tenure found in the GEA, the land rights will relate to the informal tenure. In some instances the informal
tenure w ill relate to a piece of land demarcated by fences, hedges, etc., the positions of w hich can be
detennined by a suitable method of mapping or ground survey (see Chapter Five). In many instances,
however, the informa l tenure relates to the individual house/structure, the position of which could be
si milarly determined and represented by a co-ordinated point on or close to the house/structure (Latu :
1995: 25-33). It will be recognised that thi s is the same concept as described in the mid-point land tenure
reform optio n (sec C hapter Two). This location-based (rather than parcel-based) reference for informal
tenure ho ldings under customary tenure (or the adapted urban form of customary tenure, in the case of
the GEA), is sensitive to the cu ltura l va lues of the people a nd their customs, as it depicts the position of
the land holdingas a point only, and not a fixed area demarcated by stra ight line bou nda ries (Latu: 1995:

31-34).

A lternatively, as the informal tenure rights actually relate to a house/structu re which exists on a formal
cadastral land parcel (although there may also be several other houses/structures on the same parcel),
and as the land parcel will be recorded in the dual system, the un ique ident ify ing number for each
house/structure could conta in a reference to the cadastral land parcel on whi ch it is situated, without
compromising the cultural values and customs of the people living there. As s uch, a cadastral land parcel

-105cou ld form the so-ca lled 'outs ide figure' for a number of houses/structurcs on it, and all these informal
land rights would relate to the cadastral land parcel. An outside fi gure could refer to an exi sting land

parcel, or to a more meaningful parcel created to contain a family group or community_ T his would
there by give a community or family contained within an outside figure security of tenure, as

3

whole,

from outs iders. It w ill be recognised that this proposal satisfies many of the requirements of the

government's land tcnure reform policics di scussed above (see Chapter Two).

6.4.2

Incorporating Historical Dala

Another aspect of land information systems which should be considered for inclusion into the design
criteria of the land records system for the GEA, concerns the accommodation of histor ical data . This
invo lves the capture of a not her dimension of data, being temporal data. in addition to the spatial data and
the attribute data which normally make up a land information system (I-Iermosilla; 1994, 122). I have
stated on several occasions above (see Chapters Two, Four and Five). that the land records system
should record the trail of legal evidence of s ustained occupation of the land in order to facilitate the
process of adjudication of land rights and to determine the rightful owner ofa piece ofland. Thi s requires
the incorpomtion of temporal GIS (TO IS) technology into the design o f the land records system, and the
capture of relevant historical data. Temporal GIS is "an attempt to store and analyze spatial objects and
changes in their attributes through time" (Castagncri: 1998). "(T)he attraction o f a TGIS is its inhcrent
ability to track, analyze and (perhaps) predict change", and "(r)clationships among once static G IS
elements may become clear oncecxamincd within a temporal framework" (Ioc.cif.). The accuracy ofthe

information and predictions would depend on how often observations arc made or data are collected. In
practice a compromise should be reached betwccn collecting data too often. which would prove
expensive, both in collection and in storage, and not often enough, which would result in gaps in the
changes over time (Ioe.cif.).

Although the inclus ion of historical data in the design o f LlSs has been contemplated for many years,
the concept ofTGlS technology has only recently become possible due to increased computer processing
and storage power, a nd the development of more powerful data base software. Temporal GIS is a
dimension in the GIS field which is receiv ing more attention at the moment, but development of the
techno logy is still in its infancy stages. In the development and refinement of this technology, much of
the research conducted has been in the field of land use change (Ioc.cil.). Recently temporal urban

-106mapping is also being

lISed

to examine the changes in landscapes, census statistics and land use to

develop patterns of urban development. and to provide useful insights into the future (Acevcdo, et al.,

1996;148 - 150).

Considering the history of the GEA discussed above, and the lack of reliable information on the area,

there are likely to be many gaps in the historical data collected. In the GEA the focus of such a TGIS
would be on land-use change, mainly for the purpose of creating a trail oflegal evidence so that the land
rights could ultimately be adjudicated. The inclusion of this technology in the design of the land records
system should be borne in mind when drawing up the specifications for the design of the system.

6.4.3

Services

I ha ve shown that data relating to the services in the GEA shou ld be recorded in the land records system
(see Chapters Two and Five), or, as described above, contained in separate data bases linked to the land
records system (Dale and McLaughlin: 1988: 76-78). There are two types of services data which have
been discussed: firstly, the spatial and attribute data relating to the positions and details of the actual
municipal services in the area; and second ly, the attribute data describing the status or level of the
services available to each household.

The spatial data on the positions ofthe services would be determined from information in the PMTLC's
records and from technical field inspections, and could include information relating to any informal
extensions and connections to the municipal services networks (spatial and non-spatial) (see Chaplers
Two and Five). The attribute data relating to the actual services would include data such as the age,
dimensions and condition of the various services as well as estimates ofusagelcapacitieslflows and the
amount of consumers served, determined from information in the PMTLC's records and from technical
field inspections. It may also include an estimate ofthe position of each of the various elements of service
on the continuum of formality-informality for services (see Chapter Three). The second type, the data
on the level of the services available to each household, would be determined from a socio-economic
questionnaire-survey to each household. These data could be organised in terms of the multipurpose
cadastre tools of the layers and the unique parcel identifier, or through the integrated system and
relational data base, they could be linked with remote data bases, as described above. Sometimes services
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digital, in which case a link to the separate data base is the most appropriate.

The relational data base qualities of the multipurpose cadastre would be used to analyse the spatial

relationships between the services data, including the data received from the questionnaire-survey, such
as distributions, or queries relating to spatial attributes.

6.4.4

Cost-Recovery

The tools associated with a multipurpose cadastre could also support the information relating to cost
recovery. This is information from questionnaire-surveys, such as the distribution of households, socioeconom ic data, and the distribution offormall informal housing and structures. This data is non-spatial,
but has a spatial aspect as it relates to a parcel or structure and ultimately to the household this entity
represents. This is administrative information and it is intended that such information be used to ascertain
socio-economic levels and spatia l distribution, and
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determine afTordability levels in order to plan the

installation/extension/upgrading of municipa I services.

After determining the spatial distribution of households and their socio-economic levels, the information
should be used to establish street addresses of houses/structures and to plan the locations of clusterpostbox sites and payment points; the first two for recei ving the municipal accounts for services
consumed, and the latter for paying these accounts (see Chapter Five, and Appendix B).

The storage and processing of this data require the tools of the non-spatial part of the mUltipurpose
cadastre database, with the unique parcel identifier being used to link the data to a particular parcel or
house/structure. The relational database would be used to analyse and extract the spatia l relationships
from the data.

In conclusion, I have shown that land information systems, and the concept ofthe mUltipurpose cadastre,
are very Oexible and can be designed to adapt to the requirements of the situation. As mentioned by
Fourie and van Gyscn (1996: 358) when examining the multipurpose cadastre for its applicability to the
Rehoboth registry in Namibia, there are generally additiona l features evident in the situations
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typical mullipurposecadastre described in the literature. In considering above the requirements for a land

records system to manage the upgrading of land tenure and services in the GEA, it has been shown that
there is a need for non parcel-based data to be included, and for the dimension ortimc to be incorporated
in the design of the system. It is also necessary to include a record of the municipal services so that the
level of services for each household can be determined and recorded in the system, and data to facilitate

cost recovery. I agree with Fourie and van Gyscn (1996) that perhaps such additional classes of
information and capabilities of the land records system for the GEA discussed above, sho uld "be
incorporated in new thinking about multipurpose cadastres" (ibid.: 358).

The inco rporation of the concept of the multipurpose cadastre into the design o f the land records system
for the GEA, as well as the inclusion of non-par cc I-based tenure systems and historical or temporal data,
deals to a large extent with the requirements for the technical sub-system as defined above. It also deals.
in a broad sense, with part of the requirements for the institutional s ub-system, in that part of the user
needs and cultural issues would have been incorporated into the design. However, the in-depth
involvement of all the users would sti ll need to be encouraged to determine in detail the users' needs and
requirements, and any further cultural issues, for inclusion in the design of the institutional s ub-system
of the land records system for the GEA.

6.5

Conclusions

The term 'land records system' chosen to describe the system to be used to manage the upgradingofland
tenure and services in the GEA is appropriate, because, as I have shown, s uch a system will be a
combination of various types of systems.

I showed that any land information or land records system comprises two sub-systems, an institutional
sub-system which is concerned with the people associated with the system, and a technical s ub-system
which relates to the hardware, software, databa se and procedures, standards and protocols assoc iated
with these. I showed, however, that the technical operations of a modern LIS are becoming increasingly
routine and straight-forward, including the storage and retrieval of data, the manipulation of the data to
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issues surround ing the people which arc sti ll the major constraining factors, a nd whic h require a great
deal of attention, espccia lly in the design stage.

I showed that it is cruc ia lly important to the pace and success of the development of the land records
system to involve, in decisions relat ing to the design of the system, a ll the people who are or will be users

of the la nd records system, including those peop le who will work with the system, the people who wi ll
produce, access and maintain the data in the system on a regu lar basis, and the people in the development
committees of the communities which wi ll be part of the system, a nd so on. Care sho uld be taken to
identify a ll the users, and then to determine their needs, including any cultural issues, and these should
be taken into account in every aspect of the des ign of the land records system.

In a na lysing the information requirements identified in the preceding chapters and this chapter, I have
extracted the fi ve main themes which should be incorporated in the design of the land records system for
the GEA. Firstly, I have shown that the design of the land records system to manage the upgrading of
informal sett lements ( land tenure and services) in the GEA shou ld be based on the concept of the
multipurpose cadastre, for its sound structure and its ab ility to deal effic iently with land rights assoc iated
with cadastral land pa rcels, for the purpose of land management. Secondly, however, I have shown that
the la nd records system should go beyond the normal design a nd information profil e of a multipu rpose
cadast re and a lso be able to record and deal with non-parcel-based tenure, not normally included in a
multipurpose cadastre - in essence therefore, it should be designed and constructed as a dual system. This
is so that, in addition to the data related to formal ownership and formal cadastral land parcels, the land
records system will a lso be ab le to handle the adapted c ustomary a nd communal/group land tenure rights
which exist in informal settlements in the GEA, and provide for communal tenure as an opt ion fo r a land
tenure reform model as discussed above (see C hapter Two). The cu ltura l values of the rules of the
adapted urban form of the Z ulu customary land tenure system should also be incorporated as accurately
as poss ible so as to preserve the cultural aspects of the de facio tenure system in operation in the
conventional informa l sett lements in the GEA.

I have shown that this dual system the details of each property for the parcel-based tenures would be
linked to the cadastral parcel as us ual in a multipurpose cadastre. However, a n important additiona l
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num ber should be unique, for example incorporating a co-ordinate va lu e of the pos ition of the

house/structure, or with part of it indicating the cadastral property description o f the underlying formal
cadastral parcel. This number is critica l to the system as it will be the only identification of the s patial
location of an element of informal tenure, and will be the link between this tenure holding in the s patial
land records system, and the non-spatial attribute data relating to that tcnure holding, stored in the data
base elsewhere in the system.

Thirdly. the land records system s hould be designed to inco rporate the latest temporal GIS techno logy
so that historical data can be stored and ana lysed to establis h a trail of lega l ev idence to assist the
adjudication of land rights process. Fourthly, the land records system s hould be accessib le to the public
in the GEA, both in terms ofthc location of a com put er terminal where they can access the informat ion,
and the cost of acq uiring data from the system . Finally, the land records system s hould be designed to
incorporate a ll the users' needs and requirements, including any cultural issues, and to be extremely userfriendly, as most peop le who will use it will not ha ve extens ive computer sk ill s. This user-friendliness
s hould apply mainly to the interface with the user, but s hould a lso extend to the mode of storage of data,
the s tructure o f the query processes, and the output o f the information in a n a ppropriate fo nnat. As part
of the user-friendlin ess. the design of the system sho uld be such that the output from the land records
system faci litates the vis ua lisation of the situation on the ground, to aid users and dccision-makers.

One of the technical aspects of the design o f any land information system or geographic info rmation
system, but one which is particularly important for the design of the land records system for the
management of informal settlements in theGEA. is the set of procedures a nd policies for the maintenance
of the data in the data base. Data base maintenance policies a nd procedu res s hould be established to
identify and update in the system, any new or upgraded tenure or services in the GEA. These processes
will clearly be different for the two parts of the dual system proposed, that is for the cadastral parcelbased tenures, a nd for the non-parcel-based tenures. Once again the community, as the peop le concerned,
are the people who should be involved in the updating of the data to rencct any changes which may occur
in the settlements in the GEA. I will discuss this further below (Chapter Seven).

-I 11Further examples of additional attribute data in respect o f each pa rcel or each house/structure which the
land records system shou ld be ab le to accommodate to fac ilitate planning of services, are the level of
servi ces provided to each la nd parcel or house/st ru cture, a nd demographic data relating to the occu pants

of each ho use/structure. Data relating to cost recovery have a lso been identified as important data to be
included. I have s hown that these data can be accommodated within the normal des ign of the
multipurpose cadastre.

In the following, and final chapter I will review the information requirements identified in thi s
dissertation, and show how the five themes discussed above, if incorporated into the design of lhe land
records system for the GEA, wi ll sa tisfy these informat ion requirements a nd design c riteria which have
been identi fi ed, and w ill facilitate the implementation o f the four processes involved in the upgrad ing of
informa l sett lements in the GEA.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE
GREATER EDENDALE AREA

7.1

Introduction

Firstly, the threads of the background to the design of the land records system , as described above in
this dissertation, will be drawn together. Secondly. the five main themes which were identified (see
Chapter Six) as being crucial

(0

the design of the land records system for the GEA will be reviewed and

it will be shown that the information requirements and design criteria identified in relation to the

upgrading (tenure and services) of the various informal settlements in the GEA (see Chapter Five), fit
into the framework created by these five themes. Thirdly it will be shown how the four processes of
upgrading informal settlements in the GEA, namely, land delivery, land tenure reform, provision of
services, and cost recovery (see Chapter Two) rely on the tools associated with the five themes of the
design of the land records system.

Fourthly, I will present a brief conceptual design of the land records system which is I have shown is
necessary for the management of the upgrading (tenure and services) in the various informal settlements
identified in the Greater EdendaleArea. Finally, I will outline the PMTLC's land information system and
the data available, and I will conclude by arguing that the PMTLC has the basic land information system
and data to implement a land records system to manage the upgrading of land tenure and services for the
GEA, but that it needs to be expanded in certain areas to accommodate the design criteria and
information requirements identified in this dissertation. I will also identity the topics and challenges
which have not been fully explored, but which need to be further investigated as they may have an eITeet
on aspects relating to the information requirements or system design identified in this dissertation.
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7.2

Background

The history of South Africa, and in particular the previous (colonial and apartheid) governments' policies

have left their mark on the land tenure patterns and land administration systems which have developed
in the Greater Edendale Area (see Chapters Four and Five above). These policies created an artificia l
s hortage ofland for Blacks and skewed the distribution ofla nd in the country generally, as well as in the
Pictcrmaritzburg-Edcndalearca. As a result, several forms of informal settlements have developed in the

GEA, with varying levels and aspects of informality. The informal settlements in the GEA exist on a
continuum offormality- informality (see Chapter Three), and virtually every tenure pattern in the Greater

Edendale Area exhibits certain aspects of informality. That is, all settlements in the GEA exist at some
point on the continuum of formality-informality.

The present government is committed to improving lhe situation in informal settlements, and has laid
down various polic ies and gazetted various pieces of legi slation in this regard (sec C hapter Two). In
terms of this range of policies and legislation relating to the upgrading process, I have concentrated in
this dissertation on the land tenure reform and prov ision of services. I have argued that there are four
processes which make up the process of upgrading (tenure a nd services) of informal settlement s, and
have identified these as, the land delivery process, the land tenure reform process, the provision of
services process, and finally, the cost recovery process (see Chapter Two).

I have also shown throughout this di ssertation that, in relation to the above issues, there are numerous
and varied information requirements for the design ofa land records system intended for the management
of informal settlements in the Greater Edendale Area. I have shown further (sce C hapter Six) that the
land records system should be a form of a land information system, and should be based on the concept
of a multipurpose cadastre, but with additional design requirements spl..>cifically for the management of
the informal settlements in the Greater Edendale Area. These additional requirements, which go beyond
the characteristics of a conventional multipurpose cadastre, should be built into the design of what I
have termed a land records system, specifically for the informal settlements in the GEA. The two main
classes of these additional requirements are: non- parcel-based tenure, together with the tenure rules of
the adapted urban version of the Zulu customary land tenure system; and historical, or temporal , data.
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informal sett lements have developed with de fac Io tenure, mainly on State owned land (see Chapler
Five). This de/aclo tenure has been influenced by the traditional rural Zulu customary land tenure
system. There arc other forms of informal settlements in existence in the GEA, notably backyard shack
settlements on privately owned land in parts of Eden da le Proper and Plessislaer, where the tenure system
in place is an unrecorded version of the landlord-tenant relationship (see Chapter Five). Both these forms
of informal settlement. which make up about 60% of the total housing in the GEA (see Chapter One),
have non-parcel-based tenure, and ex ist on the informa l side of the continuum of forma lity-informa lity
discussed above (see Chapter T hree). These seu lements also need to be upgraded as required by
government policies on land tenure reform and physical upgrading, as the land tenure is insecure,
unrecorded, and informal and the services are insufficient or overloaded. The four processes of upgrading
(sec Chapter Two), would effect this. and the land records system should manage these upgrading
processes. Regarding the inclusion of historical data, I have argued that, in order to manage the
upgrading of the land tenure in these informal settlements, a trail of legal evidence for the in formal
settlements needs to be built up, to be used in the adjudication and ultimate awarding ofland rights. and
also to manage and monitor the upgrading process. The use of temporal GIS technology would enable
this to be achieved.

This background above serves as context to the five major themes identified (sce C hapter Six) for the
design of a land records system for the GEA. These five themes are: firstly, that the land records system
shou ld be based on the concept of a multipurpose cadastre; secondly, the land records system shou ld
further be ab le to record and deal with non-parcel-based tenures which exist in the GEA; thirdly. the
latest temporal G IS technology shou ld be accommodated in the design ; fourthly , the land records system
shou ld be accessible to the public and the communities in the various informal settlements in the GEA,
in terms of both location and cost of accessing information from the system, especially for the poorer
communities in the GEA; and finally, the land records system s hou ld be sensitive to the users, in that it
should incorporate a ll the users' needs and requirements. especially any cultura l issues, and shou ld be
extremely user-friendly in its interface with the users, and in its modes of data storage and output of
information.
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7.3

The Five Major Themes and the Design Requirements

or the

Land Records

System for the G EA
The schedule at Appendix B lists a summary of the design criteria and information requirements
identified as those appropriate for the design of the land records system proposed for the Greater
Edcndale Area, under the headings of the five major themes of the design of the land records system. I
will review each of the five themes separately, as the headings appear in the schedule attached at

Appendix B. I will show how these five themes and the tools associated with them, create a framework
which encompasses the information requirements and design criteria su mmarised in the schedule.

7.3.1

TIre Multipurpose Cadastre

I have stated that the land records system design should be based on the concept of the multipurpose
cadastre. As I have mentioned above (sec Chapter Six), the multipurpose cadastre has received
international acclaim as a form of land information system which is ideally suited to facilitate land
management, especially relating to regi stered ownership of land, as it is capable of recording a wide
range of information, and making it available to the users. As stated above (see Chapter Six), the
multipurpose cadastre also typically contains or links to such information as land tenure, land value, land
use, geological, geophysical and hydrological, services and planning controls, and supports such
function s as land transfer, land taxation, town planning and general administration. Furthermore, other
additional classes of information and capabilities have been recommended for incorporation into new
thinking about multipurpose cadastres.

I am arguing, therefore, that the multipurpose cadastre is clearly ideally suited to recording parcel-based
data, and furthermore its design makes it flexible to adapt also to other capabilities and types of data.
I will show how the five tools associated with the multipurpose cadastre encompass the design criteria
and information requirements identified for the upgrading of informal settlements in the GEA, as they
relate not only to parcel-based tenures. but also to two other classes of data, services and cost recovery.
To re-cap, these five tools ofthe mUltipurpose cadastre are, fir stly. the geodetic reference framework and
secondly, the multiple spatial layers for spatial data; thirdly, the attribute data bases for a lpha-numeric
non-spatial data; fourthly. the unique parcel identifier to link them; and finally, the integrated system
design to combine all the above into one integrated system.
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7.3. 1. 1

Parcel-Based

Tenur~'

The parcel-based information should be accommodated within a normal multipurpose cadastre type

design, which would be ab le to accommodate a ll the parcel-based tenure records and associated
iofonnatiol1 (forma l and informal) identified throughout th is dissertation (sce Chapter Four) (see
Appendix. B for a summary). The multipurpose cadastre makes it possible to record parcel-based spatial
data, suc h as the cadastral boundaries, and the non-spatial data, such as the ownership detai ls and other
property-based data, each in their respective spatial and non-spatial data bases. The unique parcel
identifier links them.

The various different classes of cadastral and ownership data (see Chapters Fou r and Five) should be
stored separately - the spatial data on different layers, and the attribute data in different parts of the data
base. These parcel-based tenure records in the GEA are firstly . the (spatial) formal cadastral parcel
boundaries, as well as the (non-spatial) details such as the property description, dimensions and the
registered ownership details associated with the parcel, either owned privately or by the State (see
Chapters Four and Five).

In the privately owned parts of the G EA, I have mentioned that in respect of more than half of the
properties. the registration is not current and informal owners therefore exist on these properties (see
C hapler Fou r). The cadastra l and ownership records of the initial ownership rights in terms of the DF A,
and any parcel-based upgradable rights (if this method is adopted as one of the land tenure reform
models - see C hapters Two and Four) are furth er examples of privately owned parcel-based tenure
records in the GEA which are also part of the formal cadastra l records, but at a different stage in their
life-cycle. These informal owners. initial owners and owners ofupgradab lc tit lcshould be accommodated
in the ownership records, but with an indicator to show their status.

In the State owned parts of the GEA, in addition to the underlying formal cadastra l parcels registered
in freehold title in the name of the State, the overlapping parcel-based township records which are
inferior titles issued by the ex-DDA (see C hapters Two and Four), should be included in the same parcelbased system, but the overlapping (DDA) cadastral parcels should be recorded on a different (spatia l)
layer to the freehold cadastral parcels. Similarly the freehold and inferior ownership details should be
recorded in different parts of the attribute data base. Any further overlapping in ferior rights, caused by
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part of the attribute data base. The attribute data ba se s hou ld record the type of in fer ior rights in

existence and also the identification of the owner or rights holder. Finally, to inform the upgrading
process, an attribute should be attached to each parcel held in terms of inferior DDA rights. which
classifies it as either a Schedule 1 or Schedu le 2 right in terms oflhe ULTRA Act (see C hapters Two
and Fou r).

7.3.1.2

Se,vices

I have shown that information regarding the services in the GEA s hould be recorded in the land records
system (see Chapters Two and Five), or alternatively, the data base containing the services data s hould
be linked to the land records system. There are two types of services data which have been discussed,
fi rs tly, the status (or level) of the services avai lab le to each household (non-spat ial data), determined
from a questionnaire-survey to each househo ld; and secondly. the informat ion from the PMTLC 's
records and from techni cal fie ld inspections on the pos itions (spat ia l data), and the dimens ion s,
construction and cond ition, etc., of the municipa l services in t he area (attr ibute data). There is a lso
information regarding estimates of usagelcapacitieslflows and the amou nt ofcons umers served (attribute
data), a nd information rega rding any informa l extensions to, and connections into, the municipa l services
networks (spatial and non-spatial) (see Chapters Two and Five).

Ass uming the services data is incorporated into the land records system data base, these data wou ld be

organised in terms of the tools of the multipurpose cadastre, namely the multiple spatial layers, the
separate attribute data base, and the unique (parcel) identifier lin king these two in the integrated system .
In this case the unique identifier to link the spatial data and the attribute data would relate to a particular
part of a specific service rather than to a cadastral parcel, as us ual. The relationa l data base qualities
and topological capabilities of the system would ena ble the analys is of the spatial relations hips between
the variety of data received from the questi onnaire-survey, such as distribut ions, or queries relating to
s pat ia l attributes. O n the other hand, sometimes services data are available only in a separate data base,
and sometimes they are paper-based, a nd not digital. In any event, the system should sti ll contain a link
to these other data bases in the integrated system.

-1187.3.1.3

Cost-Recovery

There are several aspects associated with cost recovery, as desc ribed above (sec Chapters Two and
Five). firstly , there is the information from questionnaire-s urveys. such as the di stribution of ho useholds,
socio-economic data, and the dis tribution offormallinforrnal housing and structures. These data a rc oo n-

spatial , but have a spatial aspect as they relate to a parcel or structure. Such data produce administrative
information which ca n be used to ascertain socio-economic levels and spat ia l distribution, and to
determineafTordabi lity levels in order to plan the insta llationlextensionlupgradingofmunicipal serv ices.

Secondly, to facilitate cost recovery, the information could a lso be used, together with the s patial records
of cadastra l parcels, and mapping of househo lds, roads and other access routes, elc. to establish street
addresses and plan the locations of cluster-postbox sites a nd payment points. The first two assist the
delivery of the municipal accounts for rates and services consumed. and the laner the paying of these
accounts (see Chapler Five. and Appendi x B).

T he storage and processing o f these data require the too ls of the non-spatial part of the mUltipurpose
cadastre database, with the unique parcel identifier being used to link the data to a particular parcel. The
relational database would analyse and extract the spatial relationships from the data.

Therefore the first theme of the design of the land records system, being th e solid base of the
multipurpose cadastre, and the five tools associated with it, with minor adaptations where necessary, arc
ideally suited to the storage and processing of the data relating to the design criteria and information
requirements in connection with parcel-based tenures. services and cost recovery measures in the various
informal sett lements in the GEA.

7.3.2

Non-Parcel-Bal'ed Tenures

Non-parcel-based tenures a lso need to be included in the land records system (sce Chapters Two and
Five). I have shown that thi s type of data is not normally included in a multipurpose cadastre (sce
Chapter Six). However, I wi ll show that the nexibility of the multipurpose cadastre, together with the
live tools associated with the mUltipurpose cadastre, with minor adaptations, can and should be used to
accommodate, in the same land records system, the design criteria and information requirements relating
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these five loo[s ofthe multipurpose cadastre arc, firstly. the geodetic reference framework, and second ly,
the multiple spatial layers for spatial data; thirdly, the attribute data bases for non-spat ial data; fourthly,
the unique parcel identifier to link them; and finally, the integrated system design to combine all the
above into one integrated system.

Firstly. the non-parcel-based tenures should be depicted spatially with reference to the geodet ic reference
framework. I have argued that the informal settlement tenures should be contained within an outside
figure, wherever possib le (sec Chapter Six). This outside figure containing a family, group of families
or a community, would be a cadastral parcel, either an existing parcel or one created for the purpose,
and would be recorded with the other cadastral parcels in the parcel-ba sed part of the system. However,
the evidence and spatial location ofthe individual informal tenures (and the individua l houses/structures)
within this community outside figure should be dctermined by some suitable method of mapping, either
the actual limits of the individual informal tenures if these arc visible on the ground, or represented by
a co-ordinated point on or close to thc house/structure as in the mid-point system (see Chapters Two,
Five and Six). The geodetic reference framework would provide the reference framework for the
locations of the non-parcel-based tenures, obtained from some suitable method of ground s urveyor
mapping (see C hapter Five).

Secondly, the multiple spatial layers of the multipurpose cadastre arc necessary to di stinguish the nOI1parcel-based tenures from the parcel-based tenures, and even to differentiate between the different nOI1parcel-based tenures . The various non-parcel-based tenures should be accommodated on different layers
as they each have varying levels of formality on the continuum of formality-informality (see Chapters
Three and Five), and the upgrading processes for each are different. For example, the spatial extent of
PTOs which are dejure rights (see Chapter Four) should be on a separate layer to that of, say, de/aclo
rights in a conventional informal settlement on State owned land. In addition, in conventional informal
settlements which are under the modernised adapted urban form of the Zulu customary land tenure
system, specific additional data are required. [n s uch sett lements the limits of occupation of the
community as a whole, and of the individual informal tenures, and any communal grazing rights, s hould
be determined by some s uitable method of mapping as described above, and recorded in the system.
Because of the fluid nature of boundaries in Zulu customary tenure, the easy updating capabilities of the
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that any changes in this type of non· parcel-based tenure are readily updated in the system.

Thirdly. the spatial/non-spatia l capabilities ofthe multipurpose cadastre arc important whcn dealing with

the non-parcel-based tenures. so that attribute data relating

10

the non-parcel based tenures can be

recorded in the system, and so that spatia l queries can be done involving a ll tenure lypes. In the case of
conventional informal sett lements attribute data such as the property description oflhe outside figure,
the name oflhe community, the contact details orl he leadership oflhe community (sce Chapter Five),
a nd any details of the tenure rights or group tit les relating to the community as a whole shou ld be
recorded. In addition, if a sett lement is under the Zu lu customary tenure system and there are any
pyramiding over-rights or other cultural issueswhich will affect the powers of the leadership of the
community, this attributedata shou ld berecordcd. In thecascofnon-parccl-bascd PTO's on Stateowncd
land any details of the PTO should be recorded, together with the status of the right as a dejure right,
and any indication of the progress of upgrading of this right to full owners hip . In the case of backyard
shack settlements on privately owned land any details of the tenure relationship should be recorded,
including the name and contact details of the landlord. if he/she is not the same person as the registered
owner of the land.

Fourthly, an adaptation of the unique parcel identifier can accommodate a wide range of identifiers to
rclateto the hou se/structure (UNECA: 1998: 25-28) (see Chapters Two, Five and Six). Theco-ardinated
mid-point method described above, identifYing and locating the non-parcel-based tenures. can be used
as an adaptation of the unique parcel identifier far parcel -based tenures. This will facilitate a link
between any details about the tenure right. such as the name afthe holder of the right, the status of the
tenure right, or the level of services in regard to the site under occupation, a nd the house/structure, wh ich
represents the location of the tenure right (see Cha pters Two and Five).

Finally, the integrated system design is the fifth tool associated with the multipurpose cadastre, and this
enables the easy adaptation of the mUltipurpose cadastre, normally used for parcel-based tenures, to
accommodate non-parcel-based tenures successfu lly.

- J2 JTherefore the multipurpose cadastre, together with its fi ve tools and with minor adaptations where
nccessary, is capab le of handling the storage a nd processing of the data to address the design cr iteria and

information requirements relating to the second theme ort he design of the land records system, that is
the non-pareel-based tenures, for the land records system for the va rious informal settlements in the
GEA.

7.3.3

Inclusion of Temporal GIS Technology

In order to address the third theme of the design of the land records system, that is the incorporation of
historica l data in the system (sce Chapters Two, Three Four and Five), the des ign oflhe land records
system should also incorporate the latest temporal GIS technology (see Chapter Six). The tools
associated with thi s technology are the ability to record. analyse and output data in the form of trends
or changes over time.

The most readily accessible historical data are the Surveyor General's cadastral reco rds. However, for
informal settlements and non-parcel-ba sed tenures these dala are often of little use. I n these cases
historical information cou ld take the form of an old aeria l photograph. o r it could compri se s uch ev idence
as a house number given by ES KOM or some other service provider in the past, or a reco rd of a lease
agreement between a landlord and a tenant. The evidence wou ld indicate the existence of s ustai ned
occupation of the tenure, and could be used in the adjudication process to create a trail of legaJ evidence.
and to ultimately contribute to the award ing of land rights (see Chapters Two, Four and Five). The
temporal fa cility cou ld also be used. with respect to the processes discussed in the di ssertation, 10
indicate trends and identify changes over time in the land, or to monitor development on the land and the
upgrading of land tenure and/or services.

I-Iermosilla (1994: 122) reports that the data structures used to determine changes which happened during
a certain time period are fundamentall y the same as those used to determine certa in spatial objects which
exist within a radius from a given point. The latter is a common s patial query

performed~

so it fo llows

that the multipurpose cadastre should easily be ab le to be adapted to deal with temporal queries. The
des ign criteria and information requirements for the inclusion of historica l data sho uld therefore be
readily accommodated by the third theme of the des ign of the land records system, being the
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records system for the GEA.

Therefore the multipurpose cadastre, with the incorporation of temporal GIS tcchnology, will be able

to address the design criteria and information requirements relating to the third theme of the design of
the land records system, that is the inclusion o f hi storical data for creating the required trail s of legal

evidence for the adjudicatory process to determine and awa rd land rights. in the design of the land
records system for the various informal settlements in the GEA.

7.3.4

Accessibility 10 the Community, including User-Friendliness

The fourth and fifth themes ofthe design oflhe land records system, being accessibility to the public and
user-friendliness, respectively, can be discussed together, as accessibility to the users, especially the
communities in informal sett lements in the GEA, and the user-friendliness of the interface and outputs,
are intertwined, and depend on each other (UNECA: 1998). As mentioned above (see Chapter Six)
accessibility and user-friendliness are crucial lothe success ofthe system. Accessibility to the community
includes, in addition to the physical location of information terminals at places close to the communities
in the GEA, such aspects as the community representatives being involved in all stages of the
development of the system, as well as the maintenance of the data, and des igners of the system using the
concept of visualisation to assist the community in understanding the information output. Thi s is
particularly important where cultural issues are involved (see Chapter Six). As large areas of the GEA
are covered by conventional informal settlements on State owned land, in which a modernised urban
version of the Zulu customary land tenure system operates, cultural issues have been shown to be part
of the way of life for most of the people living in informal settlements in the GEA. Community
involvement in the design, operation and updating of data in the land records system for the informal
settlements in the GEA is therefore crucial (sce Chapters Five and Six).

Accessibility relies on the techno logies involving the transfer of digital information to remote computer
workstations. As mentioned above (see Chapter Six), the technology required to transfer the information
from a centrally located land records system to remote workstations at the local level, and vice versa,
already exists and is advancing continually. The land records system should be made available at the
local level, possibly at several of the payment points proposed for the GEA, which will be chosen in
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to the payment points to boost cost recovery_ and will give the PMTLC an opportunity to demonstrate

to the people living in the GEA that it is serious about providing services, including information, to the
people.

Regarding the involvement of the local communities in the operation and updating of data in the system
to keep it current. local community members should be trained in these aspects. As mentioned above (sce
Chapter Six), community members shou ld be trained as land administrators, guided by professional s in

the PMTLC, to, amongst other tasks, collect the necessary information to maintain the currency of the
data (see Chapter Six). This arrangement needs to be exp lored further.

In the definition by Dale and McLaughlin (1988) above (see Chapter Six), the multipurpose cadastre is
defined as being "a large-scale community-oriented land information system" which "provides a ready
and efficient means of access to the data" (Dale and McLaugh lin: 1988: 63) (scc Chapter Six).
Therefore, the basic community-based and user-friendly qualities are already inherent in the concept of
the multipurpose cadastre. With a little care the design of the land records system for the GEA, being
based on the concept of the multipurpose cadastre, will be able to address the design criteria and
information requirements relating to the fourth and fifth themes of the design ofthe land records system,
that is, accessibility to and involvement by the communities which the system is intended to serve, and
user-friendliness of the interface, data storage and output methods.

7.3.5

Conclusions

I have shown that the design criteria and information requirements identified in relation to the land
records system (summarised in Appendix B). for the management ofthe upgrading oftcnure and services
in the various informal settlements in the GEA. fit into the framework created by the five main themes
of the design of the land records system. These five themes, being that the system should be based on the
multipurpose cadastre, that it should also accommodate non-parcel-based tenures and historical data,
and that it shou ld be accessib le to the community and user-friendly in its design and output, were
identified as being crucial to the design of the same land records system. Therefore all five main themes
encompass the design criteria and information requiremcnts identified for the land records system for the
GEA.
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7.4

The Four Processes of Upgrading Informal Settlements in the GEA

The four processes of upgrading of informal settlements in the GEA were identified as the land delivery
process, the land tcnure reform process. the provision of services, and the cost recovery process (sce
Chapter Two). The focu s of this dissertation has been to identify the design criteria and information
requirements for a land records system to manage the upgrading of tenure and services in the various
informal settlements in the GEA. These design criteria and information requirements have been identified
throughout this dissertation and summarised in the schedule at Appendix B. I have shown above that the
five main themes of the design oflhe land records system (see Chapter Six) encompass the design criteria
and information requirements. I will show that each of the four processes of upgrading rely on the tools
associated with the five main themes of the design of the land records system.

7.4.1

The land delivery process

The land delivery process is the first step in the upgrading process. Clearly land delivery should be done
in a planned and sustainable manner. I am arguing that the land delivery process depends on the tools
associated with the five main themes of the design of the land records system for the GEA. Certain
information was identified above (see Chapter Two) as being necessary to inform the land delivery
process. Digital topographic mapping showing the existing features such as roads, rivers, buildings and
an indication of the s lope of the land (for example, contours), is firstly necessary as the base mapping
layer. In addition, data sets showing environmentally sensitive areas or areas worthy of conservation,
and areas whieh are geologically or hydrologically unsound, are considered necessary in order to
determine areas which are suitable for development, and which are not. In short, up-to-date planning data
of the GEA. shou ld reflect the areas which are suitable for development. In any event, planning
information is also necessary to indicate any planning controls which may restrict any land delivery
efforts. Furthermore, although land rights are dealt with more fully under the land tenure reform process
below, it is also necessary to have a record of the existing land rights, both parcel-based and non-parcelbased, formal and informal, in order to give an indication of land which is available for development.
State owned land which is not being put to optima l use should be targeted as first priority land for
development.

-125It was stated above (see C hapter Two) that these data sets listed should be represented on separate layers

in the land records system , and that the system should be nexiblc and eas ily updated to rencet changes
in any data sets referred to above which are required for the land deli very process. It will be recogni sed
that the data sets referred to above have a ll been identified as data sets which could and s hould be
included in. or linked to, the basic multipurpose cadastre design of the land records system.

Fu nhermore. it will be recognised that the qualiti es required of the system are inherent qualities in the
design of a mU lt ipurpose cadastre (see C hapter Six). The land delivery process a lso requires historica l
data in order to establish the trail s of legal evidence for the adjudication of land rights. Finally, the land
delivery process a lso relies on the co-operation with the communities involved, therefore it is cruc ial that
the land records system to inform the land delivery process is both accessib le to the communi ties, and
user- fri endly in its interface, data storage and output modes. Therefore the land delivery process depends
on the data sets contained within and linked to the land records system, and the inherent design
ca pabilities of the system.

7.4.2

The land tenure reform process

As discussed above (see C hapter Two) the land tenure reform process is concerned with both the
upgrading ofexisting land rights, and the development of innovative land tenure reform solutions for new
land rights which are appropriate, affordable and susta inable. Options of communa l-based tenures and
upgradable individual tenures were suggested for land tenure reform. Whatever the situation, information
regarding the ex isting land rights on the land must be available, both parcel-ba sed a nd non-parcel-based,
and formal and informal. Of particular importance, is knowledge of any overl app ing land rights, as these
must be dealt with and reso lved in the process. In addition, any unrecorded land rights s uch as "current
owners" referred to in the White Paper on South Africa n Land Policy (1997) (sce C hapter Two), and
other informal tenant arrangements must also be dealt with. The classi ficati on of inferior rights as either
Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 rights in terms of the ULTRA Act is also important information for the land
tenure reform process.

Once again, it was stated above (see C hapter Two) that these data sets listed should be represented on
separate layers in the land records system, and that the system should be flex ible and eas ily updated to
reflect changes in any data sets referred to above which a re required for the land tenure reform process.
It will be recogn ised that the data sets referred to above have all already been identified as design criter ia
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of the muhipurpose cadastre which forms the basis of the land records system, while others were
identified to be incorporated into, or linked to the basic design of the land records system.

In addition, historical data and temporal GIS capabilities arc necessary for the adjudication of land
rights, and accessibility to the communities and the user-friendliness of the system are of paramount
importance when land reform projects are being planned and implemented. Therefore, the second of the
upgrading processes, the land tenure reform process, also relies on the five themes of the design of the
land records system for the GEA, and the tools associated with it.

7.4.3

The process of the provision of services

As mentioned above (see Chapter Two), in terms of government policy, the local government structures
(in this case the PMTLC) have certain social responsibilities, in particular the provision of services and
the improvement of living standards for all. in a sustainable manner. In order to plan the installation or
upgrading of services in an area, the PMTLC requires a record of the existing services in the area, that
is the positions and the attribute data associated with the services, and also the data of parcel-based and
non-parcel-based land rights in the area. In addition, the data from a socio-economic survey of each
household, including the level/status of services available to each household, a demographic breakdown
of the occupants of each household, and an income profile of the household as a whole, would enable the
PMTLC to determine the appropriate and affordab le levels of services for an area, and to ensure that
the services instal led/upgraded arc appropriate and sustainable. Before any detailed planning and design
of services are done, the PMTLC also needs accurate data regarding the positions and attribute data such
as dimensions, capacities, e fC., of existing service mains, and the positions of any land rights or surveyed
layouts.

Once again, there is the need for the land records system to show the various spatial data sets on separate
layers, and for the system to be flexible and easily updated to reflect changes in any service data sets
referred to above, which are required for the process involving the provision of services (see Chapter
Two). It wi ll be recognised that the data sets referred to above have all a lready been identified as design
criteria and information requirements for the design of the land records system. Some, such as the land
rights and s urveyed layouts, are basic design features of the mUltipurpose cadastre which forms the basis
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des ign ofthe land records system. In addition, in order to monitor the upgrading of services, the hi storica l

data of services and temporal GIS capabilities of the land records system are necessary.

Finally. to ensure that the installation of services is successful and sus tainable, the support of the

communities is necessary during the planning and construction phases. This will be facilitated by the
involvement orlhe community in the collection of serv ices data, and the accessibility to the land records
system.

7.4.4

The cost recovery process

The final process, that is cost recovery for the above three processes but mainly for the provision of
serv ices, includes the requirement for sustainability as discussed above (sce C hapter Two). Hence the
efforts in each of the processes above to ensure that the information rch'lting to the existing situat ion is
availab le and is taken into account, as well as to carefully plan the land delivery, land tenure reform or
provision of services. The appropriate and afTordable levels of services, and the appropriate and
acceptable land delivery and land tenure reform so lution are important for sustainability . Finally,
community involvement in the process is also essential to ensure the sustainability of the respective
process.

Many of the data sets mentioned have already been identified as necessary to facilitate the cost recovery
process. The spatia l data sets indicating the distribution of households, that is the cadastral records and
the non-parcel-based mapping base layer, and the soc io-economic survey data can be used to establish
a street address for each household, and can a lso be used to identify the most suitab le location of cluster
postbox sites, both of which are to faci litate the distribution of accounts to consumers and land owners
for the rates and service charges. These same spatial data sets can also be used to choose the most
suitable locations of payment points for the payment of these accounts by the consumers and land
owners. These information requirements have already been identified as necessa ry, and included in the
design criteria and information requirements for the land records system for the upgrading of the various
infomlal sett lements in the GEA.
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in the various in formal settlements in the GEA rely on several or all of the fi ve main themes ofthc design
of the land records system for the same area. That is, without the land records system which is being
proposed. the necessary informat ion for the upgrading processes wou ld not be available.

7.S

Conceptual Design of the Land Records System for the GEA

Taking into consideration a ll the requirements identified throughout C hapters Two to Six of thi s

dissertation, and the summary of these requirements in Appendi x B, the design criteria and information
requirements for the land records system for the GEA should be clea r. However, for completeness they
are recalled and grouped together below.

Firstly, the land records system should be ba sed on the mUltipurpose cadastre, which makes it a
community-based system which is flexible and user- fr iendly. The multipurpose cadast re base a lso means
that it has the la nd parcel as the basic organisationa l unit, a relational data base structure and proven
land management capabilities. However, the land records system should go beyond the usual design
criteria and infomlat ion requirements of the multipurpose cadastre, and incorporate the additional
info rmation and capabi lities ident ified above (sce C hapter Six).

The spat ia l data base of the multipurpose cadastre design should record the s patial locat ion, that is the
pos itions relative to the geodetic reference framework , of all land rights (both parcel -based and nonparcel-based, both formal and informal, and both registered and not registered) including the outside
figure in a communal tenure arrangement, s uitable digital mapping(topographic or aeria l), and mun icipa l
services (wherever availab le). The spatial data should be stored in the multiple separate layers oflhe
mUltipurpose cadastre, with like features on the sa me layer. Related to each s patial feature, or clement
of a s patial feature should be an array of attribute data, normally in the form of a lpha-numeric fil es,
stored in the textual attributedata basels, s uch as property descriptions, details of owners hipItenure, land
value, etc. of properties, o r detai ls of dimensions, condition, etc., o f services. Wherever there is spatia l
data with associated attribute data, there should be a unique link linking the spatial and attribute data
in the two or more data bases. The system may also link to other, poss ibly remote. and possibly non-
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design drawings of services.

The system shou ld also include the capabi lity to store and ana lyse historical data. The data storage
entails data sets which may be spatial and/or attribute data, and arc often s imilar to the current data, and

but relate to historical events, and should contain a date. The historical attribute data may include
scanned images in addition to textual data. This data is required to establish trails of legal evidence for
the adjudication process of land rights. To analyse this data temporal GIS technology software is
required to be incorporated in the land records system.

Finally however, as I have shown above (sec Chapter Six), the people component of the land records
system is the most crucial, and the success, sustainab ility and the pace of development of the system,
could depend on the success achieved in developing the people component of the system. The land
records system should therefore be accessible and user-friendly to thecommunities it is intended to serve.
The communities should be consulted and involved in the decision making relating to the design,
development and operation of the land records system for the va rious informa I sett lements in the OEA,
particularly where cultural issues are invo lved . Representatives from the communities shou ld be
identified and trained as loca l level land administrators for the operation of the system at the local level,
and for the captu re and updating of the data relating to the communities. The design and interface of the
land records system with the users should be sens iti ve to the users' needs, especially any cultural issues,
and should be extremely user-friendly, even to the uneducated or illiterate user. It shou ld also incorporate
a feedback mechanism whereby the communities can continue to have input into the design, operation
and updating of data in the system as they become more familiar with the technology and what the land
records system can do. The output from the system should be accessible to the communities in both
location and in cost, especially considering that most of the users in the area are poor.

7.6

Conclusions

The land records system has been described above in terms of a broad framework with a range of
characteristics and capabilities or tools. All of these are necessary to be able to upgrade (tenure and

-130services) in the GEA to the point which wou ld satisfy the land reform and phys ical serv ices upgrading
requirements spelt out in government policy. That is, it wou ld not be possible to undertake land delivery,
land tenure reform, provision of servi ces and cost recovery, without the detailed land information
identified (see Chapters Two

10

Five. and Appendix B). The only way to s upply such land information

would be to create such a land records system in the PMTLC. The PMTLC has the potential to establish
such a land records system at the local level for the GEA.

Regarding the technology. the PMTLC's land information system is based on the concept of the
multipurpose cadastre, however technology has advanced somewhalsince commencing this dissertation,
and technology now cnab les the spatial data, attribute data and linked digital images all to be stored in
the same data base. The PMTLC's LIS runs on the latest GeoMedia software by Intergraph, which
incorporates relational database structures to creatc topological relationships between spatial elements
in the spatial data sets, and to process spatial relationship queries very efficiently. It is a lso extremely
user-friendly.

The PMTLC has a local area network (LAN) within two neighbouring buildings occupied by the
Departments of the City Engineer. City Planner, City Estates Manager and City Treasurer, for the
efficient transfer ofLIS/GIS data to the main internal users of the LIS . There is also a wide area network
(W AN) in place to serve certain remote offices via a dedicated telephone link. This works adequately for
the efficient transfer of textual files. Due to the use of WebMap, which incorporates internct solution
technology for the transfer of sma ll amounts of LlS/GIS data, remote users are also already able to
obtain and view small amounts of LIS data using the user's internet browser. Due to the continual
advances in technology in the field of data transfer, it should be feasible to transfer large amounts of LIS
data from a land records system based on the central LIS servers housed at the PMTLC's head office.,
to remote users in the ncar future.

Regarding the data, the PMTLC's land information system a lready contains all the cadastral parcels for
the GEA, and most of the ownership records, including the DDA inferior titles, and these are arranged
in separate layers. There is also a separate linked data base which records the land and building va lue

details as well as tenure and ownersh ip data. and another which tracks the progress of housing

-131development projects, historical cadastral information relating to overlapping inferior land rights, details
o f these inferior titles and progress oflhe upgrading o f these to full owne rs hip.

There is also information relating to the positions of services in the GEA. as well as the Masakhane
questionnaire-s urvey textual data which gives information on the status o f the ho us ing structures, the

vari ous services, socio-economic data, etc., a ll related to each househo ld. Eac h s tructure has been
identified and given a unique number (which relates to the uniqu e questionnaire numbe r and the
underlying property description). However, at present, only a record oflhe result s ofl he questionnaire

is recorded and linked to this structure - no analysis of the socio-economic or other data has been done
for the area.

The accessibility of the LIS 10 the people in the GEA is not yet what it should bc. At present the LIS is
accessib le to the public only at the central municipal offices in Pietermaritzburg. Possible additional
venues for in fo rmat ion dissemination points in the GEA havc been di scussed, but no decision has been
made, and no steps have bccn taken to acquire and install computer workstations in these or ot her venues
for this purpose. As mentioned above, expected developments in data transfer technology should
facilitate the establishment of remote information dissemination points at selected venues in the GEA in
the ncar future. However, the community representatives should be involved in the decisions of where
the information dissemination points shou ld be, and the manning oflhesc stations, and thi s aspect a lso
requires attention, as mentioned below.

Rega rding the user-friendliness of the system, as a lrcady mentioned, the GcoMedia G IS techno logy is
ava ilable and the software is extremely user-friend ly. However, it is acknowledged that this userfriendl iness is judged on western cultures and from a technical background. T he user-friendliness for lhe
communities in the GEA would have to be re>evaluated from the appropriate viewpoint. With respect
to user-friendly output of in formation, digital orthophoto mapping of the GEA (from Ju ly 1997
photography) exists which will be output as a base layer, over which any other features stored in the
system can be overlaid. The orthophoto base mapping represents a very user-friendly mode of output,
which is more easily comprehended by the local population, and relates to the concept of visualisation
wh ich was recommended by UNECA (1998) (sec Chapter Six).

-132Therefore., with minor add itions and amendments to the existing infrastructure and the land information
system, the PMTLC shou ld be ab le to implement a land records system along the lines described in thi s
dissertation. The additions and amendments referred to a re: firstly. both spatia l and attributedata ofnoo-

parcel-based informal tenures need to be captured; second ly. the informal owners and "current owners"
(long-term tenants) on privately owned land need to be identified and recorded in the system; thirdly, all

relevant historica l data relating to cadastral parcels, recorded and unrecorded tenure rights and
occupation of land over extended periods. and services need to be captured, and appropriate and
compatible temporal GIS software needs to be identified, acquired and insta lled into the system; fourthly,
the users must be identified (for example the development comm ittees in each community area) and
consulted regarding their needs and requirements (including what they regard as uscr-friendly) for the
system, and a feedback mechanism shou ld be estab lished whereby the users can continue to have input
into the design, operation and maintenance of the system, as they become more familiar with the
technology. and the land records system, and what it can do; fifthly, selected community members need
to be trained to be local level land administrators for the operat ion and maintenance of the land records
system and its various data sets; sixthly, the Masakhane questionnaire data should be analysed to
detennine socio-cconomic and afTordability profiles ofdifTerent parts ofthe GEA, as well as the existing
status/ levels of serv ices, and the expected usage/capacities required of the serv ices to cope with the
expected future demands; and finally, the accessibility ofthc land records system to the communities it
is intended to serve, needs to be re-evaluated and discussed with the communities, and strategies need
to be put into place to implement these plans as soon as possible.

These add itions/amendments to the PMTLC's LIS described above will enable the PMTLC to manage
the upgrading of tenure and serv ices in the various informal settlements found in the GEA, and in
particular, to determine the rightful owners on privately owned and Slate owned land and to follow the
legal process to have this information recorded in the formaUlegal records . They would also enable the
PMTLC to plan and design the services infrastructure, and to put a programme in place, together with
the community representatives, for the installation of these services. Thesewould facilitate the upgrading
of tenure and services in the va rious informal sett lements in the Greater Edendale Area. and enable the
Pietermaritzburg-Msunduzi Transitional Local Council to comply with the government's policies in this
regard.

-133In conclusion, it has not been poss ibl e to cover rigorous ly every aspect of the development of the land
records sys tem, the legislat ion and the technology because of time constra in ts. There should be further
study done of these areas. For examp le, legislation not dealt with in this dissertation, but which cou ld
have a n effect on the existence of add itiona l rights in land in the GEA, needs to be considered. In

particular, two pieces oflegislation, the Interim Protection oflnformal Land Rights Act (No, 3 1 of 1996)
and the Prevention of Illega l Eviction From and Un lawfu l Occupation of La nd Act (No. 19 of 1998),

were mentioned but

n OI

deall with. Another su bject which was touched on but requires further

investigation due to its co mplexity, is the co mmunity involvement and determination of users ' needs.
Finally, temporal G IS requires further investigation by the peop le designing the data base, in order to
take advantage of the latest developments in this technology.
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SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS
SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA
lof6
DESIGN CRITERIA

INFORMATION TYPE

G, A, CHAPTER
or S

THEME 1: LAND RECORDS SYSTEM DESIGN TO BE BASED ON DESIGN OF MULTIPURPOSE CADASTRE

(a) DESIGN OF SYSTEM

Desi~l should oe oased on the design of the multipurpose cadastre (sound design

S 6.

community-oriented,parcel-oased) out must go oeyond it (include non-parcel-oased
records and historical or temporal data -see Themes 2and J below)

l. RELA TlONALSPATIALDATABASE Data oase should be arelational spatial data base with full topological linkages so that
spatial relationship queries can be processed.

S

2. INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF LINKED System should have set procedures, standards and protocols to control infonnation

S 6.

DATA BASES

2,) 6.

moving into,out of,and around in the system
Main data base to link with other separate data bases and storage of paper drawings, SG, 2,6,
etc.
A

1 FLEXIBLE AND EASILY
UPDATED

Land records system information should be maintained current,and updated as and S,G, 2,J,4,),6,
when changes occur· data oase maintenance procedures to monitor changes,including A
links to Surveyor General and Registrar of Deeds for changes in cadastral and
registration data,

(b) PARCEL·BASED TENURE

Parcel Number is unique link to attribute data,

I. FORMAL CADASTRAL DATA

•
•
•
•
•

KEY [Type ofRequirementJ:

Freehold cadastral ooundaries and information
Names and details of registered owners
Names and details of informal (not registered) owners
Identification of initial ownership in terms of OFA
Names and details of Initial Owners in terms of DFA

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non-spatial) data

G,A 2,4,),6,
G,A
A
A
A
A

2,4,),
2,4,),
2,4.
2,4,
2,4.

S=System req uirements

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA
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INFORMATION TYPE

DESIGN CRITERIA

G,A, CHAPTER
or S

Theme 1: Land Records System Design to Be Based on Design of Multipurpose Cadastre (Continued)
~)

Parcel-based Tenure (Continued)

2, DDA CADASTRAL DATA

G,A 2,4,
DDA cada~ral boundaries and information
Identification of type of inferior ri~t (Deed of Grant, 99-Year Leasehold or
parcel-based PTO)
A 2,4
G,A 2,4,
Identification of overlapping inferior ri~ts
Names and details of registered (DDA) o\Wers, including of overlapping
A 2,4,
ri~ts
A 2,4,
Classification of ri~ts in terms of ULTRA Act (Schedule 1or Schedule 2)

l LAND TENURE REFORM

Identification of upgradable indi~dually based land ri~ts
Names and details of owners of upgradable tenure
Outside figure parcel around conununaUgroup titles

MODELS

A 2,

A 2,
G,A 2,

(c) SERVICES
1. STATUS OF SERVICES

From que~ionnaire-survey of every household get pattern of ~atus of
service pro~sion ilirou~out ilie GEA
Record ilie levels of formality on continuum of formality-informality of
housing and services

2, MUNICIPAL SERVICES

Positions of municipal services from as-built drawings or field inspections
Condition of municipal services from inspection reports
Record informal extensions and informal connections to municipal services
E~imates of use of services, e,g,number of consumers served, e~irnated
usage/flows/capacities required,

KEY {Type of Requirement]:

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non-spatial) data

S=System requirements

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA
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INFORMATION TYPE

DESIGN CRITERIA

G, A, CHAPTER
or S

Theme 1: Land Records System Design to Be Based on Design of Multipurpose Cadastre (Continued)
(d) COST RECOVERY

I. SOCIO -ECONOMIC DATA

,
•
•

•

From the questionnaire-survey determine tne socio-economic levels and
distribution of the households
A
Use questionnaire-survey to determine formal/informal structures in the GEA A
Use socio-economic data and information regarding formali~ of housing to
determine affordabili~ levels ofnouseholds and communities
A
Use affordabiIi~ levels ofnouseholds and communities to plan upgrade and
installation of services in asustainable manner
G,A

2, ).

2, ).
2.
2.

2. CLUSTER-POSTBOX SITES

•

Use distribution ofhousenolds from dataon housing to plan locations of
cluster-postbox sites for postal service

G,A 2,

1 PAYMENT POINTS

•

Use distribution of households from dataon housing to plan locations of
payment points for paying accounts for municipal services consumed

G,A 2,

THEME 2: INCLUDE NON·PARCEL·BASED TENURES
(a) DESIGN OF SYSTEM
1. DUAL LAND TENURE SYSTEM

KEY [Type of Requirement]:

Following on from Tneme 1above,all land tenure (both parcel-based and non-parcel- S,G, 2,4\),6.
based) should be accommodated in adual system, The non-parcel-based tenures should A
be contained within an outside figure which is aland parcel surveyed and registered in
the parcel-based freehold system,

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non·spatial) data

S=System requirements

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA

40[0
DESIGN CRITERIA

INFORMATION TYPE

G,A, CHAPTER
or S

Theme 2: Include Non-parcel-based Tenures (Continued)
(b) NON-PARCEL-BASED TENURE

Unique nouse/structure numoer given to eacn nousenold is link to attribute data,

1. DE FACTO TENURE ON STATE

•

OWNED LAND

•

•
2, DE JURE TENURE ON STATE
OWNED LAND

•
•

•
•

l BACKYARD SHACK
SETTLEMENTS

•
•
•
•

4, LAND TENURE REFORM
MODELS

•

•
•

•
), THE ADAPTED URBAN FORM OF •
ZULU CUSTOMARY LAND TENURE •
SYSTEM
•
•

,

KEY [Type of Requirement]:

GA 2,),6,

Topographical mapping ofde facto tenure in conventional informal settlements G 2 ),
Names and details of communi~ leadership and individual tenure holders
A 2, ),
Tenure system rules in place
G,A 2,),6,

4,),
4,),
4,),

Topographical mapping of de facto (non·parcel·based) tenure
Record of PTO which gives the de jure right
Name and details of PTO holder
Classification of rignts in terms of ULTRA Act (Schedule 2)

G
A
A
A

4, ),

Topographical mapping of oackyard sllacks and (oackyard) snack·fanning
Identification of informallandlord·tenant arrangement
Identification of underlying freehold property and owner (landlord)
Names and details of tenure holders (tenants)

G
A
A
A

2, ),
2, ),
2, ),
2, ),

Topographical mapping of Starter Titles in upgradable tenure reform model G
Record of mid-point coordinates identirying tenures recorded by this metnod A
Group tenure in outside figure (eg, Communal Property Associations Act) G,A
Names and details of holders of upgradable land rights
A
Topographical mapping of limits of communiry boundaries
Name and details of Communi~ Leadership
Existence of any Pyramiding over rights
Topographical mapping of limits of communal land (for grazing or other)
The principle of Fluidi~ of Boundaries

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non-spatial) data

G,A
A
A
G,A
G,A

2,
2,

2,
2,

2,),
2, ),
2, ).
2, ),
2, ),

S=System requirements

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA
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INFORMATION TYPE

DESIGN CRITERIA

G,A, CHAPTER
or S

THEME 3: INCLUSION OF TEMPORAL GIS TECHNOLOGY
To accommodate nistorical data for the trail oflegal evidence for (I) adjudication of land S,G, 2,3,4,),6.
rights,(ii) record of u~gradingprocesses, (iii)changes in level offormali~·informality. A

(a) DESIGNOFSYSTEM
(b) HISTORICAL DATA
1. PARCEL·BASED TENURE

•
•

Trail of legal evidence of sustained occupation of land/structure
G,A 2,4.
Historical information of cadastral data, DDA cadastral data, and tile land
tenure reform process should be retained to snow c11anges over time
G,A 4.

2. SERVICES

•

Historical record of status of services, as well as positions, condition and
usage/loads/consumptionfcapaciry figures
Levels of fonnali~ on the continuum of formaliry·informali~ over time.

•
3. NON·PARCEL·BASED TENURE

•

•

•
4. COST· RECOVERY

KEY [Type ofRequirementj:

•
•
•

G,A 2, ).
A 2,).

Trail oflegal evidence of sustained occupation of lan&structure under de facto
or de jure tenure, landlord-tenanttenure, and any upgradinWland tenure reform
tenure
G,A 2,3,4,).
The principle ofFluidity of Boundaries means that boundaries change over time,
both in respect of the whole conununi~' and of internal individual members. G,A 2, ).
A 2,3,).
Levels of formali~ on the continuum of formali~-informaliry over time
Historical records of socio-economic data to determine trends for planning
Historical data on formal housinwinformal structures for trends for planning
Historical data on payment records to determine distribution and percentages
of areas of most successful cost-recovery

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non-spatial) data

A 2, ).
A 2,).
A 2,).

S=System requirements

SCHEDULE OF DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE LAND RECORDS SYSTEM FOR THE GREATER EDENDALE AREA
oof6

INFORMATION TYPE

DESIGN CRITERIA

G, A, CHAPTER
orS

THEME 4: ACCESSIBILITY TO THE COMMUNITY

(a) DESIGN OF SYSTEM

The land records system should be designed so that it is accessible to the communi~ in
the GEA, especially the poor ana/or illiterate

S 2, 6,

I. LOCATION

Land records system must be locationally accessible to anyone who has arigl1t to the
infonnation, especially at the local level to tile communities in the GEA.

S 2,6,

2, COST

Land records system must be economically accessible to the poorer sectors of the
communities in the GEA -cost of accessing and acquiring the data should be nominal.

S 2, 0,

1 OPERAnON AND UPDATING

The system should be designed to be operated and for the data to be updated by S,G, 6,
members of the local communi~, who sllOuld be trained in these matters,
A

THEME 5: USER -FRIENDLINESS

(a) DESIGN OF SYSTEM

KEY [Type of Requirement):

Users' needs and requirements for data, and storage and output modes to be detennined,
The land records system user interface,storage and output modes should be extremely
user-friendly so that it is understandable and appropriate for non-expert users,

G=Graphical (spatial) data

A=Attribute (non-spatial) data

S 2, 6.

S=System requirements
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